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Preface

This PhD thesis entitled Multi-model bus arrival prediction with intelligent handling of
uncertainties is submitted to meet the requirements for obtaining a PhD degree at the
Department of Technology, Management and Economics, DTU Management, Technical
University of Denmark. The PhD project was supervised by Professor Francisco Camara
Pereira and co-supervised by Associate Professor Filipe Rodrigues, both from DTU Man-
agement. The thesis is paper-based and consists of the chapters listed in the tables of
content, including separate chapters for each of the following papers:

Paper 1: N. C. Petersen, F. Rodrigues, and F. C. Pereira (2020). “Representation
learning of rare temporal conditions for travel time prediction”. Under
review at Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies.

Paper 2: N. C. Petersen, F. Rodrigues, and F. C. Pereira (2019). “Multi-output
bus travel time prediction with convolutional LSTM neural network”. In:
Expert Systems with Applications 120, pp. 426–435. DOI: 10.1016/j.eswa.
2018.11.028. URL: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2018.11.028.

Paper 3: N. C. Petersen, A. Parslov, and F. Rodrigues (2020). “Short-term bus
travel time prediction for transfer synchronization with intelligent uncer-
tainty handling”. Submitted to Expert Systems with Applications.

Paper 4: N. C. Petersen, F. Rodrigues, and F. C. Pereira (2021a). “Multi-model
bus arrival prediction: An ensemble approach”. Working paper.

Paper 5: N. C. Petersen, F. Rodrigues, and F. C. Pereira (2021b). “Vehicle Tracker:
An open source multi-model framework for public transport arrival predic-
tion”. Working paper.

Paper 6: M. Eltved, P. Lemaitre, and N. C. Petersen (2020). “Estimation of transfer
walking time distribution in multimodal public transport systems based
on smart card data”. Under revision after 1st review at Transportation
Research Part C: Emerging Technologies.

Paper 7: V. Servizi, N. C. Petersen, F. C. Pereira, and O. A. Nielsen (2020). “Stop
detection for smartphone-based travel surveys using geo-spatial context
and artificial neural networks”. In: Transportation Research Part C: Emerg-
ing Technologies 121, p. 102834. DOI: 10.1016/j.trc.2020.102834. URL:
https://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0968090X20307385
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Summary

Public transport is a widely adopted and well-known way of ensuring connected mobility
for the broad population in both metropolitan cities and urban areas. It makes good
sense even in a more rural setting to at least offer some strategic travel corridors that are
connected and supplemented with more demand-driven services.

Both politically and scientifically, getting more people to use public transport is considered
an important way to reduce the number of trips with passenger cars, and a way to free
space in cities under pressure, where congestion results in a huge amount of wasted time
on a daily basis. In addition, it is a key initiative to achieve the different climate goals
set by the EU and the UN, among others, and thus implement the green transition of the
transport sector. To support this transition, it is necessary that public transport becomes
more attractive to compete against the benefits offered by a passenger car. There are
many criticisms to address, such as travel time, availability, comfort, and reliable and
accurate traveler information. These must each and every one be developed and improved
continuously in order to become, and not least remain, a relevant, competitive, and green
alternative to passenger cars.

This PhD thesis deals in particular with the improvement of traveler information, more
specifically precise and robust bus arrival and departure time predictions. Since buses
traditionally share lanes with other modes of transport, they are naturally difficult to
predict. In addition, related topics are also addressed that can help to address several
of the points listed above, including better assurance of transfers between two public
transport services that can reduce travel time and analyzing travel behavior that can help
fit the public transport system to people needs in better ways. The thesis is divided into
three parts: i) The first part presents innovative methods and models for primarily short-
term bus arrival and departure predictions, ii) the second part continues these findings by
investigating the advantages and disadvantages of combining several stand-alone models
in an overall forecasting system as well as the industrial application, while iii) the last part
deals with the use of location data and machine learning models to better understand
travel behavior.

More in detail, the first part deals with the development of several novel methods and
models, each of which contributes to improved accuracy for bus travel time and thus
more precise arrival and departure times for buses. All models are based on various inno-
vative machine learning techniques, and use large amounts of data to learn patterns and
contexts from previously observed bus location data. Finally, models are also developed
to handle the variability that naturally occurs in travel times, in order to better quantify
and constrain the uncertainty of bus arrival. This information is used concretely to show
how an expert system can improve transfers between buses by prioritizing holding time in
an intelligent way.
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The second part expands this approach from a more applied and operational perspective
by presenting a concept for a multi-model prediction system where several independent
base models can collaborate and compete to achieve an overall more functional, robust
and accurate system. It is argued a system with these capabilities is more adoptable under
the real-world conditions seen in the industry. Significant design choices are presented
to implement such a system in a scalable, robust, and cost-effective way, and a fully
operational and open-source system is provided as part of the PhD project.

The third and final part deals with two studies, which relate to the previous parts by
combining location data and advanced machine learning techniques but focus on travel
behavior. The first study deals with estimating walking times when transferring between
bus and train. A model is used to separate passengers into two categories; those who make
a direct transfer, and thus accurately represent the actual travel time between bus and
train, and those passengers who make activities during a transfer, e.g. shopping, nearby
visits, etc. Finally, a method is presented to classify a sequence of positions collected from
smartphones in either a stop or movement. This is an important step in collecting auto-
mated travel diaries from smartphones, which potentially constitute a large and insightful
source of travel behavior information, and can support policymakers and advisors in the
planning of public transport and the transport sector in general.

Overall, it is concluded that the advanced and novel methods and models developed for bus
arrival prediction can improve accuracy, but they are often also unrealistic to directly adopt
and put into production in the industry because a number of conditions are assumed that
are rarely true in real-world scenarios. The proposed multi-model approach solves some
of these challenges, however, by partially compromising on accuracy. Another important
conclusion is that modeling the uncertainty can in some cases be added without notable
consequence for the computational complexity, and can be used for more intelligently
handling of several scenarios in public transport, e.g. transfer synchronization, connection
assurance, and transfer walking time. Finally, it is further concluded that the combination
of location data and machine learning techniques can reveal detailed information on travel
behavior that is not considered realistic to obtain using manual alternatives. Thus, they
provide an automatic and cost-effective source for broad and detailed insight into travel
behavior.
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Resumé (Danish summary)

Kollektiv transport er en særdeles udbredt og velkendt måde, at sikre transportmæssig
sammenhæng for den brede befolkning i både byer og købstæder. Selv i landområder
giver det god mening i det mindste at tilbyde nogle strategiske rejseveje, som forbindes
og suppleres med mere behovsstyret transporttilbud.

At få flere mennesker til, at anvende de kollektive transportmidler anses bredt, både
politisk og videnskabeligt, for at kunne reducere antallet af ture i særligt personbiler og
bl.a. kunne frigøre plads i hårdt pressede byer med stor daglig trængsel, som resulterer i
mange spildte timer på vejene hver dag. Desuden er det et helt centralt initiativ for at nå
de klimamål som bl.a. EU og FN har fastsat og dermed gennemføre den grønne omstilling
af transportområdet. For at understøtte denne omstilling er det nødvendigt, at den
kollektive transport bliver mere attraktiv og kan konkurrere med de fordele, en personbil
tilbyder. Der er mange kritikpunkter at adressere, f.eks. rejsetid, tilgængelighed, komfort
og god og præcis rejseinformation. Disse skal hver især løbende adresseres og forbedres,
for at kollektiv transport kan blive, og ikke mindst forblive, et relevant, konkurrencedygtigt
og grønt alternativ til personbiler.

Denne ph.d.-afhandling omhandler særligt forbedring af rejseinformation, mere specifikt
præcise og robuste prognoser for ankomst- og afgangstider for busser, som bl.a. deler
vejbaner med den øvrige transport, og derfor naturligt er svære at forudsige. Desuden
behandles andre emner også, som kan være med til at adressere flere af de øvrige punkter,
herunder bedre sikring af skift mellem to kollektive transportformer, som kan reducere
rejsetid og kortlægning af rejseadfærd, som kan hjælpe med at indrette det kollektive
transportsystem til at passe bedre til borgernes egentlige behov. Afhandlingen er inddelt
i tre dele: i) I den første del præsenteres nyskabende metoder og modeller til at danne
primært kort-tids prognoser for ankomst- og afgangstider, ii) i den anden del videreudvikles
denne tilgang ved at undersøge fordele og ulemper ved at kombinere flere enkeltstående
modeller i et samlet prognosesystem samt den industrielle anvendelse, mens iii) den sidste
del omhandler anvendelsen af lokationsdata og maskinlærings-modeller til bedre at forstå
rejseadfærd.

Mere uddybende omhandler den første del tilvejebringelsen af flere nye metoder og mod-
eller, som hver især bidrager med forbedrede prognoser for bus-rejsetid og dermed mere
præcise ankomst- og afgangstider for busser. Alle modellerne bygger på forskellige in-
novative maskinlærings-teknikker og benytter store datamængder til at lære mønstre og
sammenhænge fra tidligere observerede buslokationsdata. Til sidst udvikles også modeller,
som håndterer den variation, der naturligt er i rejsetider, til bedre at kunne kvantificere
usikkerheden i ankomsten. Denne information anvendes konkret til at vise, hvordan et
ekspert-system kan forbedre skift mellem busser ved at prioritere holdetid på en intelligent
måde.
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Anden del udbygger denne tilgang fra et mere anvendt og operationelt perspektiv ved
at præsentere et koncept for et samlet prognosesystem, hvor flere uafhængige basismod-
eller kan samarbejde og konkurrere for at opnå et samlet mere funktionelt, robust og
præcist system. Der argumenteres for, at dette system i højere grad kan anvendes inden
for de eksisterede vilkår i branchen. Der præsenteres nødvendige designvalg for at im-
plementere et sådant system på en skalerbar, robust og omkostningseffektiv måde, og et
fuldt operationelt og open source-system leveres som en del af ph.d.-projektet.

Tredje og sidste del omhandler to sideløbende studier, som relaterer sig til de forudgående
dele ved at kombinere lokationsdata og avancerede maskinlærings-teknikker, men fokuserer
på rejseadfærd. Det første studie omhandler estimering af gangtider ved skift fra bus til
tog. Der anvendes en model til at skelne mellem passagerer, der foretager et direkte skift,
og dermed repræsenterer den faktiske gangtid mellem bus og tog, og den samlede gruppe
som også indeholder en mængde passagerer, som foretager aktiviteter under et skift,
f.eks. indkøb, besøg i nabolaget osv. Til sidst præsenteres en metode til at klassificere en
sekvens af positioner indsamlet via smartphones i enten et ophold eller bevægelse. Dette
er et væsentligt skridt for at opbygge automatiske rejsedagbøger fra smartphones, som
potentielt udgør en stor og indsigtsfuld kilde om rejseadfærd og kan understøtte beslut-
ningstagere og rådgivere i planlægningen af den kollektive transport, og transportområdet
generelt.

Overordnet konkluderes det, at avancerede og nyudviklede metoder og modeller til at
forudsige bussers ankomst- og afgangstider kan forbedre præcisionen markant, men at de
ofte også er urealistiske at adoptere og produktionssætte i praksis, da der forudsættes
en række betingelser, som sjældent er sande i virkelige scenarier. Den forslåede multi-
model-tilgang løser nogle af disse udfordringer, dog ved at gå på delvist kompromis med
præcisionen. En anden vigtig konklusion er, at modellering af usikkerheden i visse tilfælde
kan tilføjes uden mærkbar konsekvens for beregningstiden og kan anvendes til intelligent
håndtering bl.a. i forbindelse med skift i den kollektive transport. Afslutningsvis konklud-
eres det yderligere, at de to studier om kombination af lokationsdata og maskinlærings-
teknikker kan afsløre detaljerede informationer om rejseadfærd, som ikke anses realistiske
at indhente ved de manuelle alternativer. Derved udgør de en automatisk og omkost-
ningslet kilde til en bred og detaljeret indsigt i rejseadfærden.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, an overall introduction to the PhD thesis is given. In Section 1.1 the
background and motivation are outlined and the chapter continues with the aim of the
thesis in Section 1.2, which divides the thesis into three parts. Each part presents the aim
and main contributions of the part and associated papers. Finally, the chapter outlines
the structure of the remaining of the thesis in Section 1.3.

1.1 Background

The ability for public transport to attract loyal riders is considered a path to a more sus-
tainable transport system and in general a greener urban environment. Road transport is
by far the highest contributor to transport greenhouse gas emissions in the EU, contribut-
ing around 71% (2018) of the total transport emissions (European Environment Agency,
2020). Similarly, passenger cars are contributing with 50% (2018) of road transport
emissions in the US (United States Environmental Protection Agency, 2020). Therefore,
providing an attractive public transport system, widely agreed to be greener per-passenger-
km than emission heavy alternatives such as passenger cars, is interesting for both public
transport operators and authorities (PTAs) and, ultimately, policymakers. Convincing
people to walk, cycle, and use public transport more often is considered crucial for the
EU’s commitment to meeting its long-term sustainability goals (European Enviromental
Agency, 2018). On the one hand, critical factors for the attractiveness of public trans-
port systems are accessibility, travel time, and travel time variability. On the other hand,
delays, transfer uncertainties, and waiting time are often considered the most unpleasant
part of public transport journeys, which should be avoided or minimized. When this is not
possible, passengers should be provided with updated, integrated, and accurate traveler
information.

Relevant and reliable real-time traveler information has also in literature been shown to
have a high influence on the level of satisfaction and attractiveness of public transportation
services (Kumar et al., 2014; Brakewood et al., 2015). Abenoza et al. (2017) found that
while information on unplanned changes (delays) had lower importance to travelers than
departure frequency and the length of the trip, it was more important than on-board
conditions (e.g. cleanliness) and ride comfort. Other studies show that having real-time
traveler information available at bus stops decreases the passengers’ perceived waiting
time (Taylor et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2016). A condition is that the information is
relevant and reliable since it may otherwise have a negative effect.

The progress of a public transport bus or train depends on a myriad of external fac-
tors, in addition to timetable adherence and network constraints. For buses that share
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road infrastructure with cars, taxis, etc. these external factors are particularly important.
Examples of external factors include traffic congestion, signaled intersections, passenger
load, and the ability to distribute passengers effectively between the vehicles and avoiding
bus bunching, i.e. when several buses on a route arrive simultaneously to the same stop
point. It is of course possible to improve the infrastructural conditions, e.g. with dedi-
cated bus lanes, priority for buses at signal-controlled intersections, full BRT1-solutions,
etc. However such improvements often require substantial investments in physical in-
frastructure and facilities, and even with these, the bus system will still be sensitive to
external disturbing factors.

To address the passengers’ requirement of reliable real-time traveler information, public
transport authorities initially found that vehicle location data from already deployed AVL
systems2 could be used in Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) (Schweiger, 2003). For
example real-time traveler information for passengers, including arrival and departure
time predictions. Today passengers expect real-time traveler information to be available
to a much greater extent and has thus turned into one of the main drivers for even
deploying AVL systems. In Denmark, the regional public transport authority, Movia, has
also implemented ITS solutions for real-time traveler information and has currently full
AVL coverage throughout their operating area; the Greater Copenhagen Area. Many of
the public transport datasets used in this thesis originate from their vehicles and services,
but it is important to stress that the developed methodologies are indeed generalizable to
most public transport systems in the world, facing the same challenges and requirements
from passengers.

The use of AVL data, or more generally GPS-traces, for different ITS applications, is a
recurring theme of this thesis. Improvement of connectivity over the recent decade has
caused the amount of AVL data collected and shared to grow rapidly, both in terms of
quality, frequency of the sampling, and coverage. Simultaneously increased computa-
tional power has gradually allowed researchers to develop more advanced models, and to
address the more sophisticated applications of their output. Besides the initial goal of
real-time arrival and departure information, more advanced real-time usage of AVL data
in ITS has emerged, examples include transfer synchronization between two connecting
public transport services, holding and dispatching strategies for increasing punctuality
(Berrebi, Watkins, et al., 2015; Berrebi, Hans, et al., 2018), push notifications alarming
commuters of disruptions for a particular monitored route, etc. Underneath most modern
and advanced public transport ITS applications, one of the main challenges continues to
be the ability to predict accurate travel, dwell, and arrival times.

Current state-of-the-art approaches for bus arrival prediction are almost all built upon
some branch of machine learning methodologies. This technology has allowed researchers

1Bus Rapid Transit (BRT): Bus system with fully dedicated bus lanes, free-level stations, etc.
2Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems for automatic monitoring of the vehicle position.
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to produce bus arrival models with increased precision, but also increased their complex-
ity, data requirements, and thus the operational cost for the PTAs if they should be
implemented in real-world scenarios. If not addressed properly, this could inhibit the in-
dustrial adoption of the achievements in research. This balance between state-of-the-art
and state-of-the-practise aligns with the second recurring theme of this thesis, namely the
development of machine learning techniques and, just as important, their scalability and
deployment within the domain of bus arrival predictions and for related topics.

A final motivation and recurring theme is the machine learning approaches’ ability to
provide uncertainty estimates quite elegantly. Not necessarily disclosing the raw uncer-
tainty estimates directly with passengers, but in the application of control decisions which
might propagate back and impact the overall attractiveness of the public transport system.
Hence, uncertainty estimates can be used to extend most ITS applications with intelligent
handling of the uncertainties as demonstrated in some of the studies.

1.2 Aim and main contributions

The main ambition of this thesis is to develop and apply methodologies and frameworks
for enhancing the quality and precision of bus arrival and departure predictions. For some
of the developed methodologies other and broader usage scopes were found, however, still
relatable to travel time and public transport.

Another central ambition has been that the work completed under the PhD, i.e. the
developed methodologies for bus arrival and travel time models, should be applicable by
public transport authorities around the world. For this reason, a scalable, operational,
and open-source prediction system is delivered as part of the PhD.

To address each of the presented research topics, the thesis is divided over three parts:

I. Independent travel time and bus arrival models

II. Multi-model bus arrival framework

III. Studies on transfer time and mode detection using machine learning

The first part (Part I), focuses on the methodological development of independent bus
travel time and bus arrival models, i.e. single models that independently and individually
solves the task in question in its entirety. The second part (Part II) extends this research
path by presenting a framework where multiple models can co-exist and possibly overlap
to compete and support each other for enhancing robustness, flexibility, and precision
in a real-world prediction system. The final part (Part III) presents spin-off projects,
relatable to travel time and public transport, which extends the technologies studied and
developed for AVL/GPS- trace data, including machine learning techniques, to enable
travel behaviour studies.
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The work is presented across seven papers, each belonging to one of the three research
areas and parts of the thesis. The motivation and aim of each part and their associated
papers are presented in the following subsections.

1.2.1 Independent travel time and bus arrival models

Part I consist of three papers, all presenting distinct methodological developments and
improvements for enhancing the quality and precision of bus arrival and departure predic-
tions.

Bus arrival and departure time prediction are commonly approached as a specialization of
travel time prediction where the predicted travel (and dwell) time is simply accumulated
downstream the route to yield the arrival/departure time predictions at each stop point
of the rest of the current journey (Jeong and Rilett, 2005; Gal et al., 2017; Bai et al.,
2015; Balasubramanian and Rao, 2015). Additional input parameters can be used in
combination, such as headway, weather conditions, etc., (e.g. Lin et al., 2013). The
dwell time is sometimes just considered part of the link travel time, but can be modelled
independently (Rashidi and Ranjitkar, 2015), e.g. estimated from travel demand as shown
by Shalaby and Farhan (2004) and Chen et al. (2004).

The first paper in this part, Representation learning of rare temporal conditions for travel
time prediction, under review at Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technolo-
gies (Paper 1), focuses on predicting travel time under rare temporal conditions (e.g.
public holidays, school vacation periods, etc.). Research within the domain mainly focuses
on achieving the best performance for weekdays, especially peak hours when congestion
is worst and transport systems are under the most stress. However, these models do not
consider rare temporal conditions and are shown to fail with significant errors under such
conditions. A vector-space model is developed with inspiration from Natural Language-
embeddings (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008) for encoding rare temporal
conditions. The model allows the learning of a coherent representational structure across
different temporal conditions. Increased performance for travel time prediction over dif-
ferent baselines is shown when utilizing the vector-space encoding for representing the
temporal setting. The main contributions of the paper are: i) a method for identification
and selection of representative time series of travel time used to train the model, and ii)
a method for learning the coherent semantic structure of both rare and frequent temporal
conditions from these representative time series.

The second paper, Multi-output bus travel time prediction with convolutional LSTM neu-
ral network, published in Expert Systems with Applications (120, pp. 426-435), 2019 (Pa-
per 2), presents a deep learning model for bus travel time prediction that leverages the
non-static spatio-temporal correlations naturally present in urban bus networks, allowing
the discovery of complex patterns not captured by traditional methods. The methodology
is originally inspired by a model for precipitation forecast from a sequence of historic radar
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images by Shi et al. (2015) but has been developed and adapted for the bus arrival do-
main. The model predicts travel time for an entire bus line simultaneously (multi-output),
and for multiple time-steps into the future (e.g. 15, 30, 45 minutes). The main contribu-
tions of the paper are: i) the combination of convolutional and long short-term memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 2000) neural networks for bus
travel time prediction, thus allowing the discovery of patterns across both time and space,
and ii) an empirical study of the Greater Copenhagen Area comparing other popular and
state-of-the-art approaches for link travel time prediction, including the model currently
deployed in production by the regional public transport authority of the area, Movia.

The third and last paper in the first part, Short-term bus travel time prediction for trans-
fer synchronization with intelligent uncertainty handling, submitted to Expert Systems
with Applications (Paper 3), continues the development of the modeling techniques from
Paper 2 and extends with natively uncertainty-aware neural networks for travel time pre-
dictions, i.e. models that elegantly and computational acceptably estimate travel time
distributions in addition to just the expected point-estimates given by the method pre-
sented in Paper 1 and 2. Specifically, two distinct approaches for this are studied: i) using
deep quantile regression (Rodrigues and Pereira, 2020), and ii) using Bayesian recurrent
neural networks (Fortunato et al., 2017). To motivate the usefulness of including uncer-
tainties directly into the models, a sophisticated ITS application is demonstrated, namely
connection assurance. The main contributions of the paper are: the comparison between
the two approaches’ performance for short-term public transport travel time uncertainty
estimation, ii) a sampling technique in order to aggregate quantile estimates of link-level
travel time to yield the multi-link travel time distributions, and iii) the demonstration of
using uncertainty-aware models for transfer synchronization and connection assurance.

1.2.2 Multi-model bus arrival framework

Part II consists of two papers and deals with the second research area of the PhD thesis by
firstly examining the strengths and weaknesses of combining multiple models in a multi-
model framework. Secondly, it presents and documents an open, operational, scalable,
and cost-efficient implementation of such a framework that is delivered as part of this
PhD project.

The first paper in this part, Multi-model bus arrival prediction: An ensemble approach,
working paper (Paper 4), justifies why such a framework can be beneficial for both opera-
tional and qualitative reasons and presents methods and results from a sandbox framework
where multiple base models can co-exist and possibly overlap to compete and support
each other for enhancing robustness, flexibility, and precision in a real-world prediction
system. For overlapping models different ensemble methods are investigated: i) simple
model averaging, ii) weighted model averaging, and finally, iii) the stacking of multiple
models into a machine learning meta-model. A case study is applied for evaluating the
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different ensemble methods on the bus arrival domain, specifically investigating the en-
semble approach, firstly, under ideal operational conditions, and secondly, under more
realistic conditions with re-routing, data gaps, etc. The results show a minimal improve-
ment over the best performing base models under the ideal conditions, and a considerable
improvement with an ensemble approach when the ideal conditions does not hold. The
paper contributes to the literature with the adoption and analysis of ensemble approaches
for bus arrival prediction.

The second paper, Vehicle Tracker: An open source multi-model framework for public
transport arrival prediction, working paper (Paper 5), continues to explore the multi-
model approach, however, from a much more applied setting. Concretely it describes
the architectural considerations, development, and implementation of a real-time multi-
model prediction system for public transport. Challenges addressed include how to cost-
efficiently ensure scalability and robustness, especially of the computational expensive base
models. Finally, the paper presents key findings and further work needed from a large-
scale empirical evaluation, where the developed system was integrated and processed
real-time data from the regional PTA of the Greater Copenhagen Area, Movia. Is shows
the findings from the sandbox framework in Paper 4 are indeed applicable at scale, and
results in general improved prediction accuracy and robustness. Another contribution
of the work is the publicly available and open-source code of the operational system
considered as a key deliverable of this PhD project.

1.2.3 Studies on transfer time and mode detection using machine
learning

The final part, Part III, consists of two studies, which have in common that they rely
heavily on AVL/GPS-trace data and utilizes different machine learning techniques from
extracting information for these datasets combined with other data sources. They are
also both results of excellent co-work with other PhD students.

The first paper, Estimation of transfer walking time distribution in multimodal public
transport systems based on smart card data, under revision after 1st review at Trans-
portation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies (Paper 6), studies the combination
of automated fare collection (AFC) data with AVL data to infer transfer walking times
between public transport services. Such information is most valuable when scheduling
transfer synchronization between services (Paper 3) and in the general planning the pub-
lic transport network. The aim is to extract the actual necessary walk time between the
services (e.g. from a bus stop to a train platform). Naturally, people walk in different
paces (Daamen and Hoogendoorn, 2006) and obstacles such as a signal-controlled cross-
ing or different path choices might even influence the walking time even for passengers
with similar paces (Daamen, Bovy, et al., 2006). Thus, it is desirable to model the trans-
fer walking times as distributions, allowing intelligent handling of its uncertainties. When
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analyzed, the transfer walking time samples from the matched AFC and AVL data show
a long-tailed distribution, primarily arising from people doing activities (e.g. shopping,
buying coffee, etc.) during the transfer. To isolate the share of passengers transferring
directly a hierarchical Bayesian mixture model is proposed, yielding not only an estimate
of the actual walking times distribution of the transfer but also uncertainty estimates
on the share of passengers transferring directly versus doing activities at a transfer site.
The proposed model is evaluated for a case study of 129 stations with a total of 1,145
combinations of bus stops and train platform validators. Since no prior knowledge exists
about the ground truth walking time for the dataset, findings are discussed and supported
with two data-driven verification approaches. The paper contributes to the literature with
a scalable and data-driven method for the estimation of the necessary walking time from
AVL and AFC data.

The final paper in this part and the thesis, Stop detection for smartphone-based travel
surveys using geo-spatial context and artificial neural networks, published in Transporta-
tion Research Part C: Emerging Technologies (Paper 7), regards GPS-trace data collected
from smartphones. This data is very similar to AVL data, but instead of tracking a public
transport vehicle it tracks a person (or at least a person’s smartphone). The aim is to
detect whether the person is in transit/moving (e.g. by car, bus, or walk) or is station-
ary/stopped (e.g. at home, at work, or shopping). On the surface, given the access to the
GPS-trace data, this might look trivial but the noise level of data and other conditions
makes this a challenging decision task. Additionally, the power management of modern
smartphones might result in data gaps. In the paper, a novel and computational effi-
cient data fusion process is proposed to augment the sensor data with geo-spatial context
from Open Street Map, e.g. road-network, bus stops and stations, and shopping facil-
ities. Three different neural network architectures are proposed, utilizing bi-directional
gated recurrent units (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) with one also performing convolutions
(Lecun et al., 2015) over the 2D geo-spatial context. The use case presented in the
paper is for automatically collected travel surveys, which constitute an important input
when policymakers and advisors make long-term changes to the transport systems. But
the methodology indeed also has more specific and short-term applications within public
transport, e.g. automated fare collection based on presence: Be in/Be out (Wieczorek and
Poniszewska-Marańda, 2020). The main contributions are: i) a computational efficient
data fusion process between geo-spatial context and GPS-traces, and ii) the development
and evaluation of three different artificial neural network methodologies for stop detection,
including a comparison to several state-of-the-art baselines.

1.3 Outline

With the motivation and overall aim for the PhD thesis defined, the remainder of the
thesis includes the papers for the three parts and a concluding chapter summarising the
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main contributions, findings, and paths for further research. Hence, Part I contains
Chapters 2-4, which presents novel approaches and methodologies for independent bus
arrival models in Paper 1 and Paper 2, and uncertainty-aware models and applications in
Paper 3. Part II contains Chapters 5-6 where methodologies and ensemble techniques for
a multi-model prediction framework are firstly investigated and applied in Paper 4, and
secondly, Paper 5 presents an implemented large-scale software architecture and prediction
system for real-world application of several of the thesis’ contributions. Finally, Part III
contains the related studies of transfer times (Paper 6) and stop detection (Paper 7).
Chapter 9 concludes on the findings and outlines the potential impacts of the developed
methodologies.
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Abstract

Predicting travel time under rare temporal conditions (e.g. public holidays,
school vacation period, etc.) constitute a challenge due to the limitation of
historic data. If available, historical data often form a heterogeneous time
series due to high probability of other changes over long periods of time (e.g.
road works, introduced traffic calming initiatives, etc.). This is especially
prominent in cities and suburban areas. We present a vector-space model for
encoding rare temporal conditions, that allows coherent representation learn-
ing across different temporal conditions. We show increased performance for
travel time prediction over different baselines when utilizing the vector-space
encoding for representing the temporal setting.

Keywords: Representation learning, Travel time prediction, Holiday travel,
Temporal condition encoding

1. Introduction1

Travel demand and travel time variability in suburban and urban areas2

are highly affected by relative short-phased cyclic patterns, e.g. systematic3

daily and weekly recurrent variations due to peak hours. The short-phased4

patterns often contribute significantly to the variation, especially in urban5
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and congested areas as illustrated in Figure 1a, where the afternoon peek hour6

can be easily identified throughout the weekdays. However, a number of other7

factors are known to also affect travel demand and travel time, including8

weather, events, and more rare temporal conditions such as holidays and9

school vacations periods. Figure 1b is a evidence of this, showing the same10

road segment as (a) but the following week, which happens to be the week of11

Easter. We will later detail the baseline, which fails and greatly overestimate12

the travel times where the peak hours usually are; and the proposed method13

using representation learning.14

Traditionally, research within the transportation field mainly focus on15

achieving best performance for weekdays, especially peak hours, where con-16

gestion is worst and most people use the transport systems. Therefore it17

might not seem like a first priority to precisely model the more rare temporal18

conditions, but we still see several arguments for the value of our work:19

• Even though we might consider holidays, school vacations and weekends20

as rarer than workdays, they actually constitute 47% of the calendar21

year1. If we do not consider weekends and school vacations the holidays22

periods still constitute 6% of the calendar year1.23

• This method can also improve the prediction of weekdays, since a good24

model of holidays and school vacations periods will allow the reduction25

of spillover noise from these rarer temporal conditions for impacting26

predictions for weekdays.27

It is though important to emphasize that such rare temporal conditions do28

not constitute a single distribution of travel demand, and thus travel time.29

Some holidays will entitle very little demand (e.g. Christmas Day), while30

others actually can be more busy travel days than an average weekday (e.g.31

Christmas Eves Day) in some regions and times of the day, because people32

are meeting with families, friends, etc.33

We argue in order to capture the isolated impacts of special and rare34

temporal conditions such as Christmas, School vacation, etc. we need to35

observe at least some occurrences of such impacts. However, this also consti-36

tute a non-trivial challenge, since underlying structures often have changed37

1Calculated based on the official Danish school vacation calendar and official public
holidays in Denmark.

2
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(a) Example of normal week without any rare temporal con-
ditions, Week 15, 2019. True travel time follows to a large
extend the expected weekly cyclic patterns (Baseline).
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(b) Example of special week, the week of Easter, Week 16,
2019. True travel time deviates greatly from expected weekly
cyclic patterns (Baseline).

Figure 1: Predicted and observed travel time for the same road segment for two consecutive
weeks.

in between the occurrences of rare events. Thus simply encoding the tem-38

poral condition näıvly, e.g. using one-hot representation, will be too limited39

for rare conditions, and often just capture any underlying structural changes40

that has occurred in between. Similarly, since the events are rare by defi-41

nition, missing historical data is a significant issue. E.g. every time a new42

road segment is added to the (observed) road network, we will need to wait43

years to collect enough occurrences of each rare event.44

3
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1.1. The travel time prediction problem45

To demonstrate our methodology we apply it to the travel time problem,46

specifically using data from bus trips in the Greater Copenhagen Area.47

Most research of the travel time and bus travel time prediction problems48

does not at all consider changes to the road network or changes to location of49

stop points/intersections, etc. Even though they at the same time use long50

periods of historic data for estimating their models, thereby increasing the51

likelihood of changes having occurred that were not captured and understood52

by the model.53

The main contributions of our work are as follows:54

• The identification and selection of representative time series for link55

travel time prediction under different (rare) temporal conditions.56

• A method for learning the coherent semantic structure of both rare57

and frequent temporal conditions from these representative time series58

using an embeddings model.59

• Experiments and the application of the above on the link travel time60

prediction problem, demonstrating the methods generalizable proper-61

ties to links with insufficient historical data and/or links with structural62

changes impacting such historical data.63

1.2. Literature review64

Traditional, studies of predictive modeling approaches for travel time pre-65

diction focuses primarily on peek times, and to a smaller extent non-peek and66

weekends. E.g. [1, 2, 3] include day of week as features for travel time, but67

does not state any special care with respect to holidays or other rare temporal68

conditions. Likewise [4, 5] defines four time periods: weekend, weekday peak,69

weekday off-peak, and weekday evening as explanatory variables for predict-70

ing public transport travel times. Wai and Zhou [6] presents a system for bus71

travel time prediction, and includes three specific public holidays as explana-72

tory variables (Christmas Day, Boxing Day, and Easter Monday). Several73

studies [7, 8] specifically remove holidays from their data sets as part of their74

data preparation. We have only found very little research that focuses specif-75

ically on handling rare temporal conditions such as public holidays, school76

vacation periods, etc., even when extending our research to related fields:77

Cools et al. [9] presents a travel survey, and uses no holiday, holiday, and78

summer holiday as explanatory variables for travel behavior. Barrow and79

4
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Kourentzes [10] uses an ANN model for predicting call centre arrivals, and80

encodes special days using binary encoding, i.e. Holiday/No holiday.81

In all these cases the representation of rare temporal conditions is either82

completely absent, or only to a small degree captured using either binary83

encoding or one-hot encoding [2].84

A deep learning approach for car travel time is presented by Wang et al.85

[3], in which the use of embeddings are used to encode day of week.86

1.3. Embeddings87

In Natural Language Processing (NLP) research, the concept of word em-88

beddings was initially pioneered by Bengio et al. [11], Collobert and Weston89

[12] to represent similarity between words. Each word is embedded into a90

real valued vector w ∈ RD, where D is dimensionality of the embedding91

vector space. The key is that the learned vector representation of words rep-92

resents their semantical similarity. Recent research [13, 14] have shown word93

embeddings to generalize across various NLP tasks, and to be very success-94

ful as a initial tranformation step, outperforming other methods for many95

downstream NLP tasks.96

The concept can be generalized to any symbolic data that is semantically97

distributed, e.g. temporal conditions. Initially we represent each temporal98

condition at time t, as a one-hot encoded vector, coht ∈ {0, 1}
C , where C99

is the number of different temporal conditions captured by the model, and100 ∑
coht = 1 for any time, t. We transform this encoding of the condition into101

it’s semantic vector space representation cf. (1) from the embeddings weights102

matrix, Wemb ∈ RC×D. In Section 3.2 we show our method for estimating103

WEmb in more detail.104

Encode(coht ) = coht Wemb
i (1)

2. Data acquisition and preparation105

We briefly describe the data sets needed for applying our proposed method-106

ology and experiments, including possible construction from raw GPS tra-107

jectories. We assume the two following data sets are available: (i) Link travel108

times, and (ii) Calendar with temporal condition labeling .109

For (i) we expect link travel time measurements to be available in a110

tabular form as illustrated in Table 1. Each link travel time measurement111

has a timestamp, and a reference to the link (e.g. road segment) and the112

5
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Timestamp Link ref. Link travel time (s)

2019-10-10 00:20:02 29848:1254 63

2019-10-10 00:21:07 1254:1255 65

2019-10-10 00:21:51 1255:10115 44

...
...

...

Table 1: Example of raw travel time measurements from AVL system.

observed travel time used to traverse the link at the observed timestamp.113

This output is standard for most traffic monitoring systems, AVL systems114

used in public transport systems, and can otherwise efficiently be constructed115

via map matching of raw vehicle GPS trajectory data [15, 16], thus allowing116

the proposed method to generalize to other domains and input data formats.117

For the calendar data set (ii) we assume a very simple structure as shown118

in the example in Table 2, that essentially maps any timestamp, t, to coht .119

We also include a labeling indication if it is a rare condition or not.

Date Temporal condition label Rare
condition

One hot
encoding, coht

2018-12-29 Between Christmas/New Year Days True [1, 0, 0, 0, . . ., 0]

2018-12-30 Between Christmas/New Year Days True [1, 0, 0, 0, . . ., 0]

2018-12-31 New Year Eve’s Day True [0, 1, 0, 0, . . ., 0]

2019-01-01 New Year’s Day True [0, 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0]

2019-01-02 Wednesday False [0, 0, 0, 1, . . ., 0]

2019-01-03 Thursday False [0, 0, 0, 0, . . ., 0]

Table 2: Holiday calendar with day type labelling

120

This is just a labeling of each day in the desired time frame, where any121

special day is labeled accordingly from domain knowledge, and all non-special122

days (e.g. normal days) are simply labelled with their respectively weekday123

name. Since special days varies for country to country, and possibly between124

regions within the same country this part must be adjusted to the spatial125

frame of the travel time data (i). Furthermore, as this labeling will determine126

the temporal condition for e.g. travel time, it may be necessary to include127

6
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special day labels for more than just official public holidays. For instance, in128

the example in Table 2, we want the days between Christmas and New Year129

to be modelled with a distinct temporal condition even though this period is130

not considered as officially holidays. A special temporal condition does not131

necessarily need to be labelled for the entire duration of a day, although it132

makes the input data set (ii) easier to produce.133

3. Methodology134

Our goal is to estimate Wemb, such that it represents the learned se-135

mantic distribution of the defined temporal conditions. This allows it to be136

used for future travel time predictions. The approach is, that within a large137

sample of link travel time measurements, there exists overall homogeneous138

links with representative time series, e.g. links that has not been subject to139

significant changes in the underlining structures as discussed in Section 1.140

Furthermore, the frequency of measurements for representative time series141

must be high enough, such that with a minimal level of imputation, they142

will constitute a regular time series. The last condition avoids the need for143

dealing with large gaps in training data, and to our experience enhance the144

learning performance.145

From the link travel time measurements (Table 1) we calculate Mln for146

each link, ln, where Mln
i,j is the mean link travel for the j’th discrete time147

interval (e.g. hour) of the i’th day. For combinations of i, j that contain148

no travel time observations for the link we assign Mln
i,j = ⊥. The reason149

to include discrete time intervals on an explicit axis is to be able to learn150

the difference between temporal conditions that affects differently over the151

course of a day.152

3.1. Selecting representative time series153

We define Covln ∈ [0; 1] as the coverage of link, ln, i.e. how sparse/frequent
are the observations of that link, where N is the number of indices in Mln:

Covln =
1

N

∑
i,j

h(Mln
i,j) where h(x) =

{
1 if x 6= ⊥
0 if x = ⊥ (2)

Initially we prune all links with Covln < β, since training the embeddings154

model on too sparse samples will yield poor results from our experience.155
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Ensuring high coverage also allows application of 2D gaussian KNN imputa-156

tion [17] with a reasonable small enough kernel on Mln, yielding a complete157

covered matrix M̂ln, i.e. without any indices having the value ⊥.158

Finally we want the representative links to be overall stationary, since159

non-stationarity in the time series suggest underlying structural changes. We160

apply the PELT (Pruned Exact Linear Time) change point algoritm [18] on161

M̂ln for links, ln, where Covln > β. We use the number of identified regimes,162

Rln, to further prune the selection of representative links, i.e. Rln ≤ γ.163

3.2. Embeddings model164
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Figure 2: Embeddings model

The selected representative links are used to train an embeddings model165

in order to learn Wemb from M̂t and temporal conditions, coht . By both166

including rare and frequent temporal conditions in the same representation,167

e.g. specific holidays, respectively normal weekdays, we allow learning the168

general relation between the conditions. This will later allow our link travel169

time model to predict for rare conditions, even though no rare conditions has170

ever been observed for a particular link.171

The embeddings model is a simple encoder/decoder MLP as shown in172

Figure 2. The embeddings model is consisting of just two linear layers: L1:173

embedding of temporal condition, and L2: fully connected linear layer to174
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predict M̂i for all selected representative links, and all discrete time-intervals175

of the i’th day simultaneously. The choice of the simple network architecture176

is by design, such that as much of the semantic structure of the temporal177

condition is encoded into Wemb. Tuning parameters of the embeddings model178

include the embedding dimensionality, D, the pruning factors, β, γ, and the179

size of the KNN imputation kernel.180

3.3. Link travel time prediction model181

We use the learned embeddings, Wemb, as a non-trainable, fixed weight182

in our link travel time prediction model as shown in Figure 3. We allow of183

some transformation of the input using a relatively small and constrained184

dense layer just on the temporal condition vector representation.185
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Figure 3: Link travel time prediction model
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The model also uses the time of day as input, similar to previous re-186

search [4, 2]. But we additionally fuse the time of day input with the pre-187

trained (ajusted) temporal condition vector representation. We could include188

other inputs to the model, like weather [3], traffic condition [5], etc. However189

to keep comparison with respect to the impact of (rare) temporal conditions190

clear, we refrain from adding additional inputs. After the fusion between the191

time of day and the temporal condition representation we allow for a flexible192

amount of k repeated blocks consisting of a dense layer and bacth normal-193

ization. The flexibility is added to allow modelling both simple and complex194

links, and should just be seen as an additional hyperparameter for the model.195

During training we additionaly include dropout layers [19] to reduce possi-196

bility of overfitting our model. We further center and scale the link travel197

time prior to training using the mean and standard deviation, and apply the198

inverse transformation after prediction to return to the original scale. This199

simply allows for faster and more stable convergence of the network during200

training.201

For training we use the following union of subsets of training data: 1) All202

travel time measurements from theNfreq normal days preceding the start time203

of the prediction window (i.e. days where the rare condition-attribute in the204

calendar data set is False.), and 2) All occurrences of rare temporal conditions205

within Nrare days preceding the start time of the prediction window (i.e. days206

where the rare condition-attribute in the calendar data set is True.). The207

union of rare and frequent travel times measurements facilitates transfer of208

information in the network, allowing older travel time measurements for rare209

temporal conditions to be adjusted by recent travel time measurements for210

frequent temporal conditions. This is only possible, since we have a coherent211

semantic structure including both rare and frequent temporal conditions.212

4. Experiments213

In our experiments we use, for the sake of simplicity, 24 equal length214

discrete time intervals of one hour, and 3 years (1096 days) of travel time215

measurement data for training the embeddings model. We keep an additional216

year of data for testing our link travel time models. Thus the shape of Mln
217

for each link, ln, is 1096× 24.218

In the training dataset we have data from a total of 3 102 distinct links.219

We construct Mln for each of those links and in total we aggregate more than220

165 mill. travel time observations from the training data set. To reduce, we221
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prune all links that does not satisfy Covln > β, with β = 70%. In other222

words, we will not base the learned semantic representation on links with223

sparse data, e.g. where we are missing data more than 30% of the time in224

the 3 year training data period. This initially reduced the links considered225

to 1 486. We fill the maximum of 30% missing data points using a KNN226

imputation kernel of size 5, yielding a complete covered matrix M̂ln for each227

of the 1 486 considered links. The overall primary reason for missing data in228

Mln for a given link, ln, is that the link is not scheduled to be serviced in all229

of the discrete time intervals, e.g. no data for night hours.230
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(a) Number of identified change points
per week over the three years used for
training the embeddings model.
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Figure 4: Results from running PELT change point algorithm on training data.

We continue to apply the PELT change point algorithm on M̂ln for each231

link, ln. Figure 4a shows the occurrence of identified change points over time232

(summed per week), and Figure 4b the distribution of identified number of233

change points per link. Notice that all links has at least one identified change234

point, since the first data point is always considered a change by the PELT235

algorithm implementation used.236

Figure 4a also demonstrates the need for our research, since one can237

expect a continuously amount of changes. In our experiments we identified238

approximately 20 changes to link travel times each week. The increased239

number of change points identified in January to June of the last year of240

the training set is primarily a result of a slowly rolled-out change to the241

underlying system recording the link travel time measurements. We have242

not been able to compensate for such system bias in the data acquisition and243

preparation process.244
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Figure 5: Examples illustrating the change points identified by the PELT algorithm.

Figure 5 shows three random examples of overall non-stationary links (a),245

respectively stationary links (b) as identified by the PELT change point246

algorithm, where changes in shading indicates an identified change point.247

Based on the distribution of identified change points (i.e. Figure 4b), we248

choose γ = 1, since we have a fair amount of links (70), which have no249

additional identified change points.250

For the calendar data set (ii) we construct a calendar where official na-251

tional holidays are marked using their name as the temporal condition label.252

We additionally mark some days based on domain knowledge: adjacent days253

to holidays, e.g. Between Christmas/New Year Days, and school vacations254

periods. Other days are simply marked with their weekday name as temporal255

condition label. In total the calendar data set consists of 20 distinct temporal256

condition labels.257

Stage 1: Hyperparameter tuning

Stage 2: Training for evaluation

Training data
Validation data

Train Dataset Test Dataset

Figure 6: The two-stage process of hyperparameter tuning.

We have implemented the embeddings model described in Section 3.2258

in TensorFlow using the Keras API [20, 21]. Training and validation is per-259

formed using a 20% randomly sample of the 3 year training data as validation260

data to tune the hyperparameters. This allowed us to try different numbers261

of embedding dimensionality, D, and different values of β and γ. Once tuned262
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we retrain the embeddings model using the entire training dataset for evalua-263

tion on the test dataset. The process of hyperparameter tuning is illustrated264

in Figure 6.265
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Figure 7: Training of validation loss of embeddings model using different embedding di-
mensionality, D

We see a minimum in validation loss when D = 4 as illustrated by Fig-266

ure 7. We see overfitting and in general very little improvement for the train267

loss with a embeddings dimensionality above 6. Based on this we fix D = 4268

for our experiment.269

To visualize the learned semantic representation encoded into Wemb, Mul-270

tidimensional scaling (MDS) [22] is applied. The resulting visual representa-271

tion is shown in Figure 8. It is worth noticing, that MDS will only preserve272

pairwise distances. It is though visible that the learned representation have273

grouped some of the temporal conditions closer together, e.g.: 1) workdays274

(e.g. Monday - Friday), 2) official holidays (e.g. Easter Day and New Year’s275

Day), and 3) non-official special days (e.g. Pre Easter Tuesday and Ascen-276

sion Friday). Again, the true learned representations is 4 dimentional vectors,277

w ∈ RD, with D = 4.278

4.1. Evaluation279

For evaluation of the proposed methodology we seek to evaluate: 1) the280

ability to learn a semantic representation of temporal (rare) conditions based281

on a subset of overall homogeneous and representative selection of links,282

and 2) the ability to utilize and generalize this semantic representation for283

improved link travel time prediction for non-selected links. To achieve this284

we evaluate 3 groups each consisting of 10 random sampled links:285
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Figure 8: Multidimensional scaling (MDS) of learned day type embeddings.

• Embeddings: This group consists of links from the set of represen-286

tative links. Performance for links in this group shows the ability to287

persist information learned from the temporal conditional labeling.288

• Non-selected: This group consists of links that did not comply with289

the set criteria, i.e. sparse links, Covln ≤ β, and/or links with hetero-290

geneous travel time time series, Rln > γ.291

• Unseen: This group consist of links that are only present in the test292

data-set, i.e. roads/routes that were constructed/created sometime af-293

ter the 3 year training period, but before our test period cf. below. We294

have no previous observation of any specific temporal condition of the295

links in this group since the links did not exists at the last occurrence296

of any temporal condition.297

To compare our evaluation results of the proposed methodology we also298

include 3 baselines. The evaluation setup is to predict the travel time of the299

week of Easter of the test year (the 4th year), consisting of 12 356 individual300

travel time observations for the 30 evaluation links. The size of the training301

data set depends on the baseline as described below. Again this train and302

test dataset is on the form illustrated by Table 1. For our proposed link travel303
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time prediction model using fixed embeddings weights we use Nfreq = 21 days304

and Nrare = 365 days.305

• Historical average with public holidays as Sundays: Even though306

this baseline is very simple, it is the currently implemented model307

for travel time predictions for the Public Transport Authority in the308

Greater Copenhagen Area. This is arguably a result of public holidays309

often being timetabled as Sundays in Public Transportation Services.310

Training data consists of the 21 days preceding the week of Easter. We311

calculate the hourly average travel time for each link for each weekdays.312

All public holidays are considered as Sundays.313

• Replicate last year: Another simple baseline is simply to predict314

a given temporal condition by replication the last occurrence of it,315

usually from the previous year. Since we are predicting travel times of316

individual traversals of links we replicate the closets match with respect317

to time of day. This is clearly not possible for the Unseen test group,318

since no such previous occurrence exists.319

• Neural network: Essentially the same as the proposed link travel320

time prediction model using the fixed embedding, but instead of in-321

puting the temporal condition coht , we input the day of week, dowoh
t ,322

similary encoded using one-hot encoding. We allow the weight applied323

to this input to be trainable. Training data consists of the N normal324

days preceding the week of Easter, i.e. days where the rare condition-325

attribute in the calendar data set is False.326

Both when training the proposed link travel time prediction model us-327

ing the fixed learned embeddings, and when training the neural network328

baseline with trainable weights applied to dowoh
t , we utilize the Hyperband-329

algorithm [23] for hyperparameter tuning (e.g. number of neurons in each330

layer, number of repeated blocks, k, dropout probability, number of epochs,331

etc.). We apply a similar process for hyperparameter tuning as before and332

illustrated by Figure 6: We use 20% random sample of the training data as333

validation data for choosing hyperparameters. When the hyperparameters334

has been fixed we retrain using the entire training data set for final evaluation335

against the test data set.336

We have implemented both the temporal conditions model described in337

Section 3.3, and the neural network baseline model described above in Ten-338

sorFlow using the Keras API [20, 21].339
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4.2. Results340

Table 3 shows the performance results for the three baselines and the341

temporal conditions model using the root mean squared error (RMSE) eval-342

uation score. Similarly Table 4 shows this using the mean absolute error343

(MAE) evaluation score.344

For the embeddings group, we see replicating last year is yielding the345

best performance for both RMSE and MAE, and yet it also yields the worst346

performance for the non-selected group. This is not that surprising, since347

the embeddings group specifically consist of overall homogeneous time series,348

whereas non-selected group consist of overall heterogeneous time series. This349

shows that replicating previous occurrences of rare temporal conditions (i.e.350

Week of Easter travel times) only works when the underlining structure is351

stable and has not changed since last occurrence. For rare conditions that oc-352

cur once per year, this becomes unlikely for a significant amount of links. E.g.353

in our experiment we observed an average of 20 links undergoing structural354

changes per week. Another limitation with replicating previous occurrences355

is obviously if no such occurrence exists, which is why we cannot evaluate356

the replicate last year baseline for the unseen group.357

Group Embeddings Non-selected Unseen
Model

Public holidays as Sundays 16.8 6.7 16.8
Replicate last year 9.5 9.4 -
Neural network 13.2 5.6 13.3
Temporal conditions 9.9 5.0 10.9

Table 3: Root mean squared error (RMSE)

We also notice from Tables 3 and 4 that our proposed methodology per-358

forms only 4%, respectively 7% worse than the best for the embeddings group,359

while it is the best model for both the non-selected and unseen groups. For360

the non-selected group it performs 11%, respectively 9% better than the neu-361

ral network baseline. For the unseen group it performs 18%, respectively 12%362

better than the neural network baseline.363

Lastly it is worth noticing that predicting public holidays as Sundays364

are not a valid approach in general as it yields the worst results for the365

embeddings and unseen. This supports our initial point, that rare temporal366
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Group Embeddings Non-selected Unseen
Model

Public holidays as Sundays 12.4 5.0 12.4
Replicate last year 7.4 8.2 -
Neural network 9.7 4.3 10.1
Temporal conditions 7.9 3.9 8.9

Table 4: Mean absolute error (MAE)

conditions does not constitute a single distribution of neither travel demand367

nor travel time.368

5. Conclusion369

We have presented a vector-space model for learning the semantic repre-370

sentation of both rare and frequent temporal conditions for travel time. Both371

frequent and rare conditions are part of a single coherent semantic structure,372

allowing links with limited historic data for rare conditions to benefit from373

historic data of frequent conditions. The learning is done using a subset of374

dense link time series in order to avoid exaggerated use of imputation, and375

overall homogeneous time series of link travel time. The latter ensures that376

we indeed learn the impact of the temporal conditions, and not other struc-377

tural changes made over time, e.g. road works, introduced traffic calming378

initiatives, changes to intersection signal programs, etc.379

We applied to method to bus travel times from the Greater Copenhagen380

Area. Our main findings from our experiment are:381

• The learned embeddings generalize: Our evaluation and results382

shows that the learning the semantic representation generalizes to other383

links not used for training the semantic representation (non-selected384

group), and even to new links that has no history of rare temporal385

conditions (unseen group).386

• Holidays are not just Sundays: Many holidays have completely387

different travel patterns than a regular Sunday, and therefore model-388

ing them as such causes significant errors. Likewise, including general389

holidays in the dataset for estimating Sundays will result in decreased390

performance for this task.391
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• Repeating previous years holiday only works for links with overall392

homogeneous travel time, and fails with high errors for links that has393

been subject to changes in the underlining structures. The approach394

is not a viable option for new links added to the network since last395

occurrence of a given temporal condition, or links with limited historical396

data in general.397

5.1. Future work398

We have showed results for encoding rare temporal conditions for the bus399

travel time problem. We would like to test the method on general travel400

demand and travel time for several modes: demand prediction, logistics plan-401

ning, and general planning. Furthermore we would like to investigate whether402

the proposed method can by applied to other rare conditions, such as rare403

weather conditions.404
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Abstract

Accurate and reliable travel time predictions in public transport networks are essential for
delivering an attractive service that is able to compete with other modes of transport in
urban areas. The traditional application of this information, where arrival and departure
predictions are displayed on digital boards, is highly visible in the city landscape of most
modern metropolises. More recently, the same information has become critical as input
for smart-phone trip planners in order to alert passengers about unreachable connections,
alternative route choices and prolonged travel times. More sophisticated Intelligent Trans-
port Systems (ITS) include the predictions of connection assurance, i.e. an expert system
that will decide to hold services to enable passenger exchange, in case one of the services
is delayed up to a certain level. In order to operate such systems, and to ensure the
confidence of passengers in the systems, the information provided must be accurate and
reliable. Traditional methods have trouble with this as congestion, and thus travel time
variability, increases in cities, consequently making travel time predictions in urban areas
a non-trivial task. This paper presents a system for bus travel time prediction that lever-
ages the non-static spatio-temporal correlations present in urban bus networks, allowing
the discovery of complex patterns not captured by traditional methods. The underlying
model is a multi-output, multi-time-step, deep neural network that uses a combination of
convolutional and long short-term memory (LSTM) layers.

The method is empirically evaluated and compared to other popular approaches for
link travel time prediction and currently available services, including the currently deployed
model at Movia, the regional public transport authority in Greater Copenhagen. We find
that the proposed model significantly outperforms all the other methods we compare with,
and is able to detect small irregular peaks in bus travel times very quickly.
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1. Introduction

One of the most visible applications of Intelligent Transport Systems
(ITS), within the field of public transportation, is the display of real-time
traffic information. This has happened, traditionally, in the form of arrival
and departure times on digital departure boards at stops and stations, and
more recently in smart-phone apps and in-vehicle infotainment screens. It
is widely deployed in most major cities, and is now considered a standard
method to deliver an attractive and competitive public transport service.
To an increasing extent, real-time information channels constitute the only
source of passenger information.

Public transport authorities have long found that GPS trajectory data
from already deployed Automatic Vehicle Location systems (AVL) can be
used in the production of arrival and departures times (Schweiger, 2003).

Our motivation is to improve the accuracy yielded by current prediction
methods by exploiting spatio-temporal correlations present in public trans-
port networks. Our focus is especially on urban bus networks that often share
considerable parts of the infrastructure with other modes of transport, and
therefore are prone to ripple effects. The proposed system, and the informa-
tion it produces, can be integrated into ITSs in various ways with different
applications. In its most basic form, the system can simply substitute cur-
rent methods as a data source in passenger information systems, presenting
real-time arrival and departure times. Passengers presented with reliable
travel times can make use of this information in their decision-making (Cats,
Koutsopoulos, Burghout, & Toledo, 2011), e.g. choose alternative routes or
modes of transport to avoid prolonged travel time on their current route. The
availability of the information produced by the system to awaiting passengers
can also simply function as a comforting assurance, as studies have shown
that reliable real-time information at bus stops has a statistically significant
dampening effect on the perceived waiting time (Fan, Guthrie, & Levinson,
2016).

A more intelligent use of the information can be in the context of auto-
mated trip planners. These already accept this kind of real-time information,
e.g. using the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS). This allows for
alerting passengers or proposing alternative routes earlier on the passenger’s
trip when a connecting service might be unreachable due to prolonged travel
times.

Operating more sophisticated ITS applications successfully requires, to

2
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an even larger extent, accurate and reliable travel time predictions, since the
cost of making erroneous decisions based on the predictions increases. Lo and
Chang (2012) present a decision support system for bus holding that requires
accurate estimated arrival times to function optimally. Other advanced ITS
examples include connection assurance between two low frequency public
transport services, where an expert system advises the driver or the traffic
management system that one of the services should wait for the other, based
on the arrival time predictions for both services. If the travel time predictions
are too optimistic, the expert system ends up advising to hold the connecting
service for longer than anticipated, introducing a prolonged delay for the
other service and the passengers already present on that service. The use of
our proposed system in this context can be achieved with a simple rule-based
decision engine on top of the travel time model presented in detail in this
paper.

1.1. Bus travel time prediction

Arrival/departure time prediction is commonly approached as a special-
ization of travel time prediction as illustrated in Figure 1. The predicted
travel time for each link is simply accumulated downstream the route to
yield the arrival/departure time predictions at each stop point of the rest of
the current journey. Thus, in the example, to predict when the bus at stop A
will arrive at stop B, we would just sum up our predicted link travel times for
Links 1 to 3. Besides the link travel time, estimations of dwell time (i.e. when
a bus is holding at a stop point) should also be accumulated downstream.

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

A B

Figure 1: Arrival- and departure using link travel time.

Producing precise bus travel time predictions in areas with little external
influence, e.g. rural areas, can to a large extent be solved with historical
averaging or simple regression methods (Altinkaya & Zontul, 2013; Williams
& Hoel, 2003). The problem becomes much more complex in urban areas
where congestion, special events, roadworks, weather, etc. highly influence
the traffic flow and passenger demand. As on-board GPS and AVL systems
have become more affordable and common, data has both grown in coverage,

3
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i.e. number of vehicles with AVL installed, and frequency, i.e. number of GPS
positions collected for each vehicle per time-unit.

Using geofencing techniques the raw GPS trajectory data can be con-
verted into arrivals and departures at stop points, and subsequently, travel
times on the links between the stop points. The objective is an intelligent
expert system that utilizes this data in order to produce precise short-term
predictions (e.g. up to 0−1.5 hours in the future) for link travel time, specif-
ically for bus traffic in urban areas.

Our contribution is an intelligent model for bus travel time prediction
that takes advantage of the non-static spatio-temporal correlations present
in urban bus traffic. We leverage on recent state-of-the-art techniques from
machine learning by combining convolutional and long short-term memory
(LSTM) (F. A. Gers, Schmidhuber, & Cummins, 2000; Hochreiter & Schmid-
huber, 1997) neural networks, thus allowing the discovery of patterns across
both time and space. Our proposed model is also multidimensional in its
output with respect to both spatial and temporal aspects, i.e. we predict
travel times for all links, for multiple time-steps ahead.

The porposed method is empirically evaluated and compared to other
popular approaches for link travel time prediction, including the model cur-
rently deployed in production by the public transport authority for the
Greater Copenhagen Area, Movia. Furthermore, the method is compared
to Google Traffic (part of Google Maps), a popular online service for travel
time prediction.

This paper is structured in the following manner: In the next section,
related work and relevant literature are reviewed. Section 3 introduces Con-
volutional LSTM neural networks in general, and in Section 4 we present the
proposed multi-output model in more detail, including e.g. network topology,
and data preparation. Section 5 introduces the Copenhagen dataset, which
the model has been evaluated on, and our results are presented and discussed
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude on the work in Section 7.

2. Related work

Bus link travel time prediction has been explored in research as GPS
and AVL data has become increasingly available. The problem overlaps
with other research areas such as general traffic flow and speed estimation.
But the problem has also unique constraints and opportunities that follow
from servicing a fixed route with fixed stop points. The improvement in

4
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computational power in recent decades has gradually allowed more complex
link travel time models with increased precision.

Early approaches for bus travel time prediction rely on historical average
models (Dailey & Wall, 1999; Sun et al., 2007), and linear regression (Patnaik,
Chien, & Bladikas, 2004). Recent research presents this type of models only
for comparison purposes, and in all cases, these are outperformed by the
proposed alternatives (Jeong & Rilett, 2005; Shalaby & Farhan, 2004). The
major disadvantage of historical average models is that they will only slowly
converge to changes in the travel time, which of course is undesired with
short, but highly impacting, external influences (e.g. a traffic incident or a
large event). However, their simplicity, both with respect to computational
cost and need of input data, has made them widely used in the industry. In
rural areas, where traffic patterns are quite static, they can actually perform
reasonably.

By their capabilities of maintaining state between predictions, Kalman
filters (KF) have been the topic of several studies either as an independent
model (Chen & Chien, 2001; Shalaby & Farhan, 2004), or in combination
with other models (Bai, Peng, Lu, & Sun, 2015; Yu, Yang, Chen, & Yu,
2010). In all cases, the applied filters are traditional linear KFs, and applied
independently to each link. Because of the linearity, these models are com-
putationally still quite cheap, but likewise, their disadvantage is that they
are very limited in capturing and forecasting the complex non-linear dynam-
ics of travel and dwell time in a metropolitan bus system. For example, the
KF’s state is only directly accessible for the leading time-step and thus is not
capable of finding long-distance patterns spanning over several links and/or
over several time-steps. In order to overcome this, KFs can be generalized to
extended Kalman filters (EKFs), allowing nonlinearities, but they still do not
consider multiple links simultaneously. Making EKFs output travel times for
all links simultaneously, with possible nonlinear interactions between them,
would dramatically increase the computational cost.

The above analysis is substantiated by Lin, Yang, Zou, and Jia (2013)
and Kumar, Kumar, Vanajakshi, and Subramanian (2014) who find artificial
neural networks (ANN) to outperform independent Kalman filter models.
However, the computational challenges of fully connected ANNs are also
limiting the number of neurons of the network, and thus the complexity of
the patterns it can learn to recognize. This has sparked the interest in study-
ing composite or hybrid models. Bai et al. (2015) use a two-stage approach
by combining an offline ANN model with an adaptable/online Kalman filter

5
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to yield a dynamic model. The advantage is the balance between computa-
tional complexity and the ability to adapt to smaller deviations quickly. The
model is able to adapt to temporal variations in the current travel time on
a journey, but it is still not able to recognize long distance patterns. The
model proposed in this work uses long short-term memory cells (LSTM), a
apecial form of recurrent neural network (RNN) cells. Ma, Tao, Wang, Yu,
and Wang (2015) use LSTM cells for highway speed prediction, and find it to
significantly outperform KFs. Our proposal differs from existing research in
bus link travel time prediction by combining the capability for maintaining
state-space over multiple time-steps, while allowing the deep neural network
to be efficiently trained.

Some recent research recognizes that several routes can benefit from each
other’s predictions if they share some partial route segment, e.g. (Bai et al.,
2015; Gal, Mandelbaum, Schnitzler, Senderovich, & Weidlich, 2017; Yu, Lam,
& Tam, 2011). However, none of these approaches consider cross-temporal
correlations between different route segments, and they only use a small win-
dow for correlation with upstream links (e.g. max. 3 links). Likewise, Duan,
Lv, and Wang (2016) propose the use of an LSTM model for general high-
way travel time prediction, and to predict multiple time-steps ahead, but
only for a single link at a time, i.e. cross link (spatial) correlations are lost.
Another non-public transport study estimates travel times on road segments
(Tang, Chen, & Khattak, 2018), and actually incorporates the spatial corre-
lation, but the temporal aspect is very coarse and does not predict multiple
time-steps ahead. In contrast, the combination of both LSTM cells and
convolutional filters for bus travel time prediction, proposed in this paper,
allows the learned patterns to generalize beyond a single link and time, i.e.
multi-output and multi-time-step. Furthermore, this reduces the computa-
tional complexity by orders of magnitude compared to fully connected ANNs
capable of capturing similar complex patterns.

We can identify the following strengths of the proposed system compared
to existing approaches:

i) Unlike previous contributions in bus arrival prediction, it has the abil-
ity to learn spatio-temporal correlations as a coherent structure. The
learned patterns can generalize over time and network links since the
convolutional filters are shared.

ii) We predict multiple time-steps ahead using a recurrent structure and an
encoder-decoder architecture that allows the time-steps ahead to follow

6
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more complex patterns compared to existing approaches that just use a
fully connected ANN layer as the final layer to split the prediction into
multiple output time-steps.

iii) The input data needed for the method is easily obtained from the raw
GPS traces that the AVL systems output, given the relatively fixed road
network and location of bus stop points and stations.

In contrast, the following possible weakness should also be considered:

i) The computational complexity of the training is still a concern. Even
though the computational complexity is reduced greatly with convolu-
tional filters compared to pure ANN models, it is still time-consuming to
train the proposed model. That said, we have successfully trained models
for complete routes using commodity-grade hardware within reasonable
time. With our test setup we could do retraining on a daily basis with-
out computational complications. The training can easily be distributed
across multiple computational instances, so we argue that the scalability
issue can be overcome.

3. Convolutional LSTM neural networks

A long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network is a special type of Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) which has been proven robust for capturing
long-term dependencies (F. A. Gers et al., 2000; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber,
1997). The important feature of an LSTM network is its capability to main-
tain a cell state, ct, from previous observations across sequences of input
(e.g. time), but also to eliminate information considered irrelevant. To allow
this mechanism, the maintenance of information is controlled by three gates:
input gate, forget gate, and output gate. Each gate yields a state variable at
time t, respectively it, ft, and ot, along with the cell output, ht, cf. eq. (1),
where ◦ denotes the element-wise product.

it = σ
(
Wixt + Riht−1 + Ui ◦ ct−1 + bi

)
ft = σ

(
Wfxt + Rfht−1 + Uf ◦ ct−1 + bf

)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ tanh (Wcxt + Rcht−1 + bc)

ot = σ (Woxt + Roht−1 + Uo ◦ ct + bo)

ht = ot ◦ tanh (ct)

(1)
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Figure 2 illustrates the inner structure of an LSTM cell with peephole
as proposed by F. Gers and Schmidhuber (2000). It has especially grown
popular for predicting time series using methods evolved from F. A. Gers,
Eck, and Schmidhuber (2001), where fixed-length windows of time-series are
generated and feed into an LSTM network. Multiple LSTMs can be stacked
such that more complex patterns of sequential information (e.g. temporal
patterns) can be learned.

 

σ
U R W

σ
U R W

tanh
R W

tanh

σ
U R W

◦

ht-1

ct-1 ct

ht

ht

xt

ft it ct
~ ot

+◦

◦

Figure 2: Structure of LSTM cell with peephole.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), on the other hand, have been
widely used for capturing spatial relationships, e.g. the importance of neigh-
boring pixels in an image. As opposed to fully connected layers, where each
unit i in the layer has a dedicated scalar weight wij for all input values xj,
convolutional units are only locally connected and reuse the same weights
to produce several outputs. Instead of considering the entire input-vector,
only a fixed-size window, or convolution, around each input is considered.
The weights are therefore referred to as the filters or kernels of the layer.
Figure 3 illustrates a single convolutional filter of size 3 being applied to
one-dimensional data.

w

w

w

Figure 3: Application of convolutional filter onto 1D data.
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Special care needs to be taken at the boundaries, i.e. where the convo-
lutional filter will exceed the input. To avoid that the size of the output
decreases, an approach is to pad the input, e.g. with zeros. This ensures
that the output shape of each convolutional unit will always be identical to
the input shape, which is often desirable. One of the key benefits of convo-
lutional networks is that the number of weights that needs to be learned is
considerably reduced compared to fully connected networks, and also that
learned patterns can be transferred across space. I.e., the convolutional fil-
ters become feature detectors that, in our case, can detect spatial patterns
across links, e.g. congestion forming, etc.

Shi et al. (2015) introduced the novel combination of convolutional and
LSTM layers into a single structure, the Convolutional LSTM, or simply
ConvLSTM. Specifically, the method applies convolutional filters in the input-
to-state and state-to-state transitions of the LSTM cf. eq. (2), where ∗ denotes
the convolution operator.

it = σ
(
Wi ∗ xt + Ri ∗ ht−1 + Ui ◦ ct−1 + bi

)
ft = σ

(
Wf ∗ xt + Rf ∗ ht−1 + Uf ◦ ct−1 + bf

)
ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦ tanh (Wc ∗ xt + Rc ∗ ht−1 + bc)

ot = σ (Wo ∗ xt + Ro ∗ ht−1 + Uo ◦ ct + bo)

ht = ot ◦ tanh (ct)

(2)

As with traditional CNN layers, the output dimensionality of a Conv-
LSTM layer is determined by the number of filters applied. However, Conv-
LSTMs require a total of eight filters for each desired output, i.e. four input-
to-state filters (Wi, Wf , Wc, and Wo) and four state-to-state filters (Ri,
Rf , Rc, and Ro). Still, it is important to emphasize that the application
of convolutional filters to the LSTM model greatly reduces the number of
parameters/weights that need to be learned, compared to a pure LSTM ap-
proach. This allows for even deeper networks.

4. Multi-output model

In this section, we present the multi-output, multi-time-step model for
bus travel time prediction that uses the ConvLSTM layer introduced in the
previous section.

9
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Figure 4: Convolutional LSTM network topology.

4.1. Network topology

Figure 4 shows the overall network topology, where blue boxes illustrate
input-to-state convolutions and yellow boxes state-to-state convolutions. The
network uses a sequence encoder/decoder technique, which is an extension
of the encoder/decoder presented by Shi et al. (2015). The encoder block
consists of two ConvLSTM layers, where the resultant sequence (last k values
of the sequence) is fed into a decoder, or prediction block. The decoder block
also consists of two ConvLSTM layers, and a fully connected (FC) layer.
The proposed architecture allows unequal w and k, e.g. it predicts the next
3 time-steps based on a window size of 20 previous time-steps.

Therefore, convolutional filters are applied to each input, at each time-
step, to the respective LSTM cell and also between LSTM cells in the state-
transition. Since the time-steps are one-dimensional (i.e. link travel times
across links), the filters are also one-dimensional. In each of the two blocks,
the ConvLSTMs are arranged with filter sizes of respectively 10×1 and 5×1
for each of the layers in the block. This size is used both for the input-to-
state and state-to-state convolutional filters. Lastly, each ConvLSTM layer
has 64 outputs, yielding a total need of 512 convolutional filters.

In order to avoid over-fitting during training Dropout (Srivastava, Hinton,
Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Salakhutdinov, 2014) is used between the Conv-
LSTM layers, and Batch Normalization (Ioffe & Szegedy, 2015) is also per-
formed before each ConvLSTM layer to ensure reasonable inputs for the

10
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activations and speed-up learning. The dropout probability is adjusted to
20%, 10%, and 10%, respectively.

Each of the ConvLSTM layers uses linear activation functions, and the
output from the last layer in the decoder block is fed into a fully connected
(FC) layer using the ReLU activation function, which also ensures that only
positive travel times are predicted.

4.2. Data preparation

We expect link travel times from AVL systems to be available in a tabular
form, where each link travel time measurement has a timestamp, and a ref-
erence to the link as illustrated in Table 1. This output is standard for most
AVL systems used in public transport systems, thus allowing the proposed
system to generalize to other regions.

Timestamp Linkref. Link travel time (s)

2017-10-10 00:20:02 29848:1254 63
2017-10-10 00:21:07 1254:1255 65
2017-10-10 00:21:51 1255:10115 44
...

...
...

Table 1: Example of raw travel time measurements.

For the ConvLSTM model to be able to capture the desired spatio–
temporal patterns, the input data must be arranged in a suitable manner, i.e.
in N samples, each with a window of the w lagging time-steps t−w+1, . . . , t,
and each time-step with u link travel times 1, . . . , u, as illustrated in Figure 5.

As for the output, it consists of N predictions for each of the k time-steps
ahead, t+ 1, . . . , t+k. Thus the input is a 4D-tensor, X with dimensionality
N×w×u×1, and the output, Y, a 4D-tensor with dimensionalityN×k×u×1.
In both cases, the last one refers to the single link travel time for each time-
step/link combination. It is emphasized that each prediction consists of travel
time predictions for all links for the next k time-steps, i.e. multi-output,
multi-time-step-ahead prediction.

The N samples are sampled at a fixed time resolution since we need a
shared time reference across all links. Section 5 elaborates on some of the
considerations for choosing an adequate resolution.
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Figure 5: Shapes of the input and output data.

4.3. Detrending

Urban bus travel times vary throughout the day, and the day of the
week due to recurring congestion. In order to reduce the need for the deep
neural network to learn this recurring variation, the travel times for link
ln ∈ {1, . . . , u}, at time-step t, xln,t, are normalized to focus on deviations
from the normal and expected pattern. Travel times are centered with the
mean for each link, at the time of day, and day of week, x̄ln,dow ,tod , and scaled
with the standard deviation for each link, σln :

x′ln,t =
xln,t − x̄ln,dow ,tod

σln
(3)

A similar normalization is applied to the predicted travel times, yln,t, but
only using the historical mean and standard deviation, since the true mean
and standard deviation are obviously unavailable in real-time prediction sce-
narios.

When calculating the mean and standard deviation, it can be beneficial to
exclude extreme outliers, since both mean and standard deviations are highly
sensitive to such measurements. A suggested method is to apply absolute
deviation around the median (MAD; see Olewuezi (2011)) when calculating
x̄ln,dow ,tod and σln .

4.4. Implementation and training

The proposed network model was implemented in Python using the Keras
Framework (Chollet & Others, 2015), and trained using the RMSprop algo-
rithm (Hinton & Tieleman, 2017). The source code for the proposed method
is publicly available at GitHub: Petersen, Rodrigues, and Pereira (2017).

During training, the variables x̄ln,dow ,tod and σln should be calculated solely
based on the training set, to emulate the real-world application.
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5. Experiments

For the purpose of evaluation, the proposed method is applied to a dataset
from Copenhagen’s public transport authority, Movia. The dataset consists
of 1,2M travel time observations for the “4A” bus line in the period May
to October 2017. The data points were collected using the real-time AVL
system installed in every vehicle servicing the line.

Figure 6: Geography of the 4A bus line in Copenhagen.

The geography of the route is shown in Figure 6. As the line circles
Central Copenhagen, it is highly sensitive to congestion to/from the city since
it intersects with several large corridors along its route. Southeast of the city
center, the line splits into different destination patterns (gray), therefore only
the first 32 links are considered for the purposes of this experiment (red).

5.1. Time resolution

In order to allow predictions for fixed time-steps ahead, the data is ag-
gregated at a fixed time resolution. The choice of time resolution is a hyper-
parameter for the proposed system, and should be tuned for the specific
dataset. Figure 7 shows examples of travel time for a single link over a single
day at various time resolutions. The black dots are actual measurements,
and the lines the aggregated mean link travel time at the given resolution.
Several considerations should be made when choosing the time resolution:
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Figure 7: Examples of travel time for a single link over a single day, at various time
resolutions.

• The expected frequency of the line, since a choice far from this will lead
to either 1) sparse measurements, and low probability of actually using
a prediction, because no service runs in the predicted time step; or 2)
an overly smooth time-series, with too much detail about variability
being lost. Thus it is a balance between capturing the details and still
having a reasonable number of measurements of each time-step to avoid
overfitting.

• The computational cost of training the system, since smaller time-steps
will require further iterations over the training data and larger values
of w and k to include the same lagging time window, and time horizon
for predictions.

Figure 8 shows how the choice of resolution influences the training time
of our proposed deep neural network architecture on commodity hardware
(blue). It also shows how the portion of time-steps with missing values
(yellow) also increases as more fine-grained resolutions are considered. For
instance, using a 2-minute resolution will cause 89% of all time steps to not
include any measurements.

For this experiment, the AVL data was aggregated into 15-minute inter-
vals and normalized as described in Section 4. This resolution was chosen
based on the above-mentioned considerations. The “4A” bus line had a mea-
sured mean headway (the time between two vehicles during daytime) of 7.5
minutes between 06:00 and 22:00, and thus there is a reasonably high proba-
bility that 15-minute time-steps will include 1-2 measurements. Indeed, the
average number of measurements in each time step was 1.7 for the training
set.

Given the time resolution, we set the fixed window size, w = 32, equiva-
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Figure 8: Choice of resolution influence on training time and missing values.

lent to 8 hours, to allow patterns in the morning peak to affect patterns in
the afternoon peak. We set k = 3 to allow predictions of up to 45 minutes
into the future.

5.2. Evaluation

The evaluation of the proposed model and all the considered baselines
is based on the following statistics: mean absolute error (MAE), root mean
square error (RMSE), and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), as for-
malized in eqs. (4) to (6), where Yi is the true link travel times for sample i

and Ŷi is the predicted travel times. Since the multi-output, multi-time-step
model predicts link travel times for all u links for the next k time-steps, Yi

and Ŷi have the same dimensionality: w × u× 1.

MAE(Y, Ŷ) =

∑N
i=1

∣∣∣Yi − Ŷi

∣∣∣
N

(4)

RMSE(Y, Ŷ) =

√√√√∑N
i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2
N

(5)

MAPE(Y, Ŷ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∣Yi − Ŷi

Yi

∣∣∣∣∣ (6)

To allow a clear comparison, we reduce Yi and Ŷi by summing over all
links:

Y′i =
u∑

ln=1

Yi,ln Ŷ′i =
u∑

ln=1

Ŷi,ln (7)
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Model Time ahead RMSE (min) MAE (min) MAPE (%)

Historical average 4.35 3.23 6.51 %

Current model t + 1 (15 min) 4.92 3.90 8.05 %
t + 2 (30 min) 4.91 3.46 6.82 %
t + 3 (45 min) 5.47 4.15 8.68 %

Pure LSTM t + 1 (15 min) 3.48 2.48 5.02 %
t + 2 (30 min) 3.56 2.51 5.08 %
t + 3 (45 min) 3.68 2.62 5.34 %

Google Traffic t + 1 (15 min) 3.67 2.96 6.32 %

ConvLSTM t + 1 (15 min) 2.66 1.99 4.19 %
t + 2 (30 min) 2.89 2.11 4.44 %
t + 3 (45 min) 3.11 2.27 4.75 %

Table 2: Results of the proposed and the baseline models

This is equivalent to predicting the total travel time of all 32 links, and follows
the initial approach for arrival/departure time prediction by accumulating
link travel times.

The output of each of the evaluation functions is thus simply a vector of
size k, i.e. the evaluation of the different time-steps for all links accumulated.

The model is trained on the prepared data using a sliding window ap-
proach in order to simulate real-world conditions, in which real-time travel
time measurements arrive as a continuous data stream. We use 23 weeks of
data for training, and one week of data for testing. The window is advanced
for 1 week at a time for a total of 4 test weeks. The trained models are
available, alongside the source code, at (Petersen et al., 2017) and include a
test dataset (4 weeks). For replicating our results, the full dataset used in
this experiment is available from Movia upon request.

6. Results and discussion

The performance of our proposed model for link travel time prediction,
based on ConvLSTM, is compared against several baseline models and ser-
vices:

1. a näıve historical average model, i.e. equivalent to just predicting the
normalized value, x̄ln,dow ,tod ;

2. the traffic prediction model currently deployed by Movia;
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3. a pure LSTM model for link travel time prediction, i.e. without apply-
ing convolutional filters in state transitions;

4. travel time predictions from Google Traffic (part of Google Maps).

Table 2 shows the overall performance of the proposed model and the
baseline methods. Predictions are limited to daytime, i.e. between 06:00 and
22:00, and are accumulated downstream on a journey level to simulate the
use for real-time bus arrival/departure time prediction, cf. eq. (7).

Before going into a direct comparison, it is important to understand some
aspects of the baseline models, and how measurements were collected.

6.1. Historical average

The performance of the historical average is independent with respect to
the number of time-steps ahead in time it predicts, as it just represents a
weekly cycle of mean link travel times.

6.2. Current model

Measurements from the currently deployed bus prediction model were
collected at a 5-minute frequency using a non-publicly accessible endpoint at
the transport authority. The model is based on a historical average model,
but also has a rule-based mechanism on top that can override or adjust the
historical link travel times. For instance, it will, to some extent, assume that
a delayed vehicle will recover from its delay by traversing links a bit faster.
Of course, such an assumption can be problematic in an urban area with
many external traffic effects.

6.3. Pure LSTM

The pure LSTM model for link travel time prediction is similar to the
model proposed by Duan et al. (2016). The model was trained on the exact
same dataset as the ConvLSTM model and has a similar architecture, but
without the convolutional filters.

6.4. Google Traffic

Measurements from the Google Traffic model were collected using the
Google Maps Distance Matrix API (Google Developers, 2017). Google uses
crowd-sourced road congestion data collected from smart-phones with the
Google Maps App installed (Barth, 2009). While the exact model powering
the service is not publicly described in detail, the documentation states that
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Figure 9: Accumulated link travel time over a single day (a Thursday) in the test set.

“the returned duration in traffic should be the best estimate of travel time
given what is known about both historical traffic conditions and live traffic”.
Furthermore, it states that “live traffic becomes more important the closer
the departure time is to now” (Google Developers, 2017).

Because there is a limit to the number of requests that one can freely
make to the API over a 24-hour period, it has only been possible to collect
link travel times for the t+ 1 time-step (i.e., next 15 minutes). Travel times
for each link were collected at a 15-minute interval between 06:00 and 22:00.

Another important aspect is that the Google Traffic model is primarily
designed for estimating car travel times, and therefore it can be biased and
not ideal for estimating the bus travel times used in our experiments. Since
we only consider link travel times and collect data for each link individu-
ally, the bus dwell time will not be an issue, as it is not included in either
measurement.

6.5. Comparison

We compare the performance of the proposed ConvLSTM model for bus
link travel time prediction against the baseline models mentioned above. The
overall results from Table 2 show that the ConvLSTM model outperforms all
the other methods. The current model performs the worst, even compared
to the historical average model, on which it is based on. This is most likely
due to the rule-based enforcement put on top of the historical average.

Although the difference in performance might seem small, it should be
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Figure 10: Accumulated link travel time over a single day (a Friday) in the test set.

emphasized that the evaluation measurements are averaging their errors, and
thus the increased accuracy can be much higher on individual journeys, es-
pecially if they experience very irregular travel times. To investigate this, we
focus our analysis on periods when the transport system is most vulnerable,
and even small changes in regularity can propagate, since recovery is not an
option, i.e. during morning and afternoon peaks.

Model RMSE MAE MAPE

Historical Average 6.40 5.57 10.62 %
Current Model 6.69 5.88 11.22 %
Pure LSTM 3.80 3.16 6.01 %
Google Traffic 5.25 4.62 9.17 %
ConvLSTM 2.64 2.09 4.04 %

Table 3: Results: Morning peak (7h–9h)

Tables 3 and 4 show the evaluation results for morning peaks (weekdays,
7h–9h) and afternoon peaks (weekdays, 14h–18h), respectively, for the time-
step t+ 1.

The peak hour evaluation shows that the ConvLSTM model increases its
performance over the baseline models when the transport network is put un-
der stress. In the morning peak, the ConvLSTM model does not degrade in
performance compared to the overall daytime results, whereas all the base-
line models experience a decrease in performance of up to several minutes
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Model RMSE MAE MAPE

Historical Average 5.90 4.65 8.28 %
Current Model 6.28 5.20 9.37 %
Pure LSTM 5.26 3.97 7.08 %
Google Traffic 4.16 3.34 6.21 %
ConvLSTM 3.79 3.02 5.61 %

Table 4: Results: Afternoon peak (14h–18h)

according to both RMSE and MAE, and an increase in MAPE of roughly
one third.

Similarly, the afternoon peak evaluation shows improvements with respect
to the baseline models, even though the ConvLSTM model also decreases its
performance when compared to the overall results. However, in this case,
the difference in performance with the baseline methods is not as significant
as in the morning peak. We can also observe that the Google Traffic model
performs rather well in the afternoon peak, which reduces the gap in error
to less than a minute to the proposed ConvLSTM-based approach.

To obtain a more detailed view of how the different models perform at
the micro-level (i.e. the specific journey), we can inspect a single day of
predictions. A random weekday from the test dataset is plotted in Figure 9
which shows the accumulated travel time of all 32 links and the predicted
travel time at time-step t+ 1, both for the proposed model and the baseline
model.

On this particular day (a Thursday), the peak hour traffic was worse
than normal, which leads both the historical average model and the current
model to underestimate travel time in the peak periods. Please recall that
the current model is based on the historical average model. Therefore, it
is not surprising that they perform similarly. There is also a small peak in
travel time in the afternoon, which none of the historical average models is
able to predict.

On the other hand, both the Google Traffic model and the proposed Conv-
LSTM model get much closer to the ground truth in the peak hours. The
Google Traffic model seems to predict more accurately than the ConvLSTM
model in the afternoon peak, whereas the opposite occurs in the morning
peak. However, both models are able to detect the irregular peak in the
afternoon and adjust to it, at least to some degree.
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Figure 10 shows another example day - a Friday. Here the difference
between the proposed model and the historical average and current model
baselines is slightly less significant, simply because the day to a larger degree
follows the average pattern for a “normal” Friday (especially around the
afternoon peak). Nonetheless, the proposed model still performs the best,
and this also supports our claim that the proposed model is strongest when
the traffic pattern deviates from the normal pattern, i.e. when the transport
network is under stress.

Finally, we compare the computational complexity of training the dif-
ferent models. Obviously, we cannot include metrics for the Google Traffic,
as the model is not public. Likewise, it is not sensible to compare with
the Current Model, since it is “trained” on a dataset of different size and
on hardware using in production at the transport authority. But, since we
know it is essentially an historical average approach, we can expect a similar
computational complexity. The historical average can be calculated within
seconds for the full 23-week training dataset. The training of the Pure LSTM
and ConvLSTM model can be achieved in both cases, for the full 23-week
training dataset and the full 32-links, in less than 20 minutes on commod-
ity hardware (8 cores, 64 GB RAM, GTX 1070 GPU). This might indicate
why the historical average models are still popular in the industrial systems,
but we, however, argue that the more complex models are indeed scalable
and the improved accuracy desirable, even though it is more computationally
expensive.

7. Conclusion

This paper proposed a multi-output, multi-time-step system for bus travel
time prediction. The proposed system uses a deep neural network model con-
sisting of convolutional and long short-term memory (LSTM) layers, that is
able to capture the non-static spatio-temporal correlations of variability in
urban bus travel times. This allows the model to generalize patterns learned
in predictions across space and time. Also, our approach for multi-time-
step prediction using an encoder/decoder architecture is, to the best of our
knowledge, new in the context of bus travel time prediction. The proposed
approach allows accurate predictions further into the future compared to
traditional approaches where subsequent time-steps are predicted indepen-
dently. Our empirical results demonstrate that the proposed model out-
performs other popular and recent methods from the state-of-the-art. This
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includes Google’s Traffic model based on crowd-sourced live traffic data, and
the current model deployed by Movia, the public transport authority in the
Greater Copenhagen Area. The increased accuracy when compared to the
baseline approaches is even more significant in the peak hours, where the
urban bus transport network is under stress. The data required for the pro-
posed system is simply the standard output that most AVL systems used in
the public transport industry produce. We are aware that public transport
agencies in Singapore, London, New York, Stockholm, Oslo, and Helsinki all
have deployed AVL systems that fulfill this requirement, and thus the pro-
posed system indeed generalizes trivially across different cities in different
countries.

Although the proposed method is more computationally expensive than
simple historical average models, given the state of modern computational
hardware, it is indeed scalable to be applied to an urban bus network for
independent routes. Even with commodity hardware, we are able to retrain
the route used in this experiment in less than 20 minutes, and we can thus
easily retrain the model on a daily basis. Given the results of our proposed
model, we are currently actively pursuing deployment of the model in the
Greater Copenhagen region, in close collaboration with the transport au-
thority - Movia. We do however consider this route-independent approach
a limitation of the current system, and below we provide some research op-
portunities to extend the proposed system by handling correlations between
different routes.

7.1. Future work

As future work, we would like to extend the presented systems in the
following directions:

i) The integration of our proposed system to different control strategies for
enhancing the regularity and reliability of the bus service, e.g. as sug-
gested by Lo and Chang (2012). This would create a possible feedback
loop from the predicted travel times that could possibly affct the travel
times on a short-term basis. This is a non-trivial task, since it requires
either simulation, which is complex for urban public transport networks
in the detail needed here, or integration directly into currently running
services, which is organizationally and technically challenging.

ii) In order for the prediction accuracy to be increased further, it would
be interesting to include more contextual features in the input data and
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not only the observed travel times. This could include features from the
road network that the link consists of, e.g. whether intersections on the
link are regulated by a traffic signal or not. In order to achieve this,
map matching of at least the link geometry to the road network is nec-
essary. However, this should be easily overcome, and many interesting
crowd-sourced data are freely available (e.g. Open Street Map). Addi-
tional data sources such as weather conditions have shown to impact bus
travel time (Chen, Liu, Xia, & Chien, 2004) and could also be included.
More rare, but highly impacting deviations, such as traffic incidents,
service-outage, holidays and large events, could also be considered in
this research direction.

iii) Currently, the model only uses convolutions over a single bus route, i.e.
1D-convolutions. We believe that it would be interesting to see the effect
on the accuracy of the system if this was generalized to a network of
bus routes. This would require extending the convolutions into a multi-
dimensional space. Popular approaches used traditionally in conjunction
with convolutions, such as overlaying the geographical map with a 2D-
grid, have not shown good results. The challenge seems to be that bus
networks are relatively sparse, and that travel times do not aggregate
well in cells, e.g. compared to travel demand. Recent state-of-the-art
proposes graph convolutional neural networks (Li, Yu, Shahabi, & Liu,
2017), i.e. where the convolutions are done over graph structures. We
plan to pursue this approach - with the complications and development
needed - to adapt the method to bus networks and the bus travel time
prediction problem.

iv) A final direction we have identified is to include the proposed system
in an ensemble/multi-model approach. In this case, the proposed model
can be included and used as a sub-model for the ensemble. The challenge
here is the coordination between the different sub-models that can be
seen as autonomous agents in an expert and intelligent system context.
Especially, how to solve disagreements. Different approaches have been
proposed by Weng, Lu, Wang, Megahed, and Martinez (2018), and we
expect to explore these approaches in our research.
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Abstract

This paper presents two novel approaches for uncertainty estimation adapted and extended
for the multi-link bus travel time problem. The uncertainty is modeled directly as part of
recurrent artificial neural networks, but using two fundamentally different approaches: one
based on Deep Quantile Regression (DQR) and the other on Bayesian Recurrent Neural
Networks (BRNN). Both models predict multiple time steps into the future, but handle
the time-dependent uncertainty estimation differently. We present a sampling technique
in order to aggregate quantile estimates for link level travel time to yield the multi-link
travel time distribution needed for a vehicle to travel from its current position to a specific
downstream stop point or transfer site.

To motivate the relevance of uncertainty-aware models in the domain, we focus on the
connection assurance application as a case study: An expert system to determine whether
a bus driver should hold and wait for a connecting service, or break the connection and
reduce its own delay. Our results show that the DQR-model performs overall best for
the 80%, 90% and 95% prediction intervals, both for a 15 minute time horizon into the
future (t + 1), but also for the 30 and 45 minutes time horizon (t + 2 and t + 3), with a
constant, but very small underestimation of the uncertainty interval (1-4 pp.). However,
we also show, that the BRNN model still can outperform the DQR for specific cases.
Lastly, we demonstrate how a simple decision support system can take advantage of our
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for bus holding at strategic points, thus reducing the introduced delay for the connection
assurance application.
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Figure 1: Examples of scheduled and observed outcomes of the bus holding strategy.

1. Introduction1

Compared to other public transport modes, bus travel time is arguably2

more prone to variability due to the mixture with other traffic modes (e.g.3

cars, cyclists) in a shared road infrastructure. Modeling and quantifying the4

uncertainty of travel time predictions has several applications, which directly5

or indirectly support more advanced public transport information systems,6

such as:7

• Connection assurance: The process of synchronizing two public trans-8

port services (e.g. buses, trams, trains) at the operation level, for en-9

suring or increasing the probability of passenger exchange between the10

services. Several studies have shown improvements using traditional11

point-estimated travel and arrival times based on real-time vehicle lo-12

cation data. (Wu et al., 2016; Ting & Schonfeld, 2007).13

• Travel planner apps and traffic information systems: Allowing the sys-14

tem to warn the user that they may not be able to complete the entire15

journey in cases where a suggested travel plan consists of multiple pub-16

lic transport modes or has connections.17

To motivate and support our arguments for modelling travel time uncer-18

tainty, we focus on the connection assurance application as a case study: on19

the scheduling level, connection assurance is often simply modeled into the20

timetable as overlapping dwell time at nearby stops/stations (i.e. the transfer21

site) as illustrated by Figure 1 (left). Thus, there is a scheduled time window22

for passenger exchange between both public transport services (Ibarra-Rojas23

2
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& Rios-Solis, 2012; Wu et al., 2016). The window needs to cover both pas-24

senger walking time between the stops/stations, as well as boarding and25

alighting time.26

Delays and, in general, deviations from the schedule are a natural aspect27

of operating a public transport service, especially for buses and trams which28

often share road infrastructure with other means of transport. Thus, a fre-29

quent applied strategy is the bus holding strategy. Figure 1 (center) shows30

an example of this: Bus 1 is ahead of schedule, arrives early to the transfer31

site, and holds for Bus 2. However, Bus 2 has been delayed at previous stops32

and arrives at the transfer site delayed, but within the scheduled window.33

The passenger exchange occurs, but the result is that both Bus 1 and Bus34

2 depart delayed from the transfer site. Therefore, it is evident that the35

decision on how long to hold and how to prioritize holding time at different36

strategic points have impacts on the adherence to the schedule, and thus the37

probability for both transferring and non-transferring passengers to reach38

other connections and their destination on time. In Figure 1 (right) Bus 1,39

in the absence of Bus 2 arriving at the transfer site, decides to continue, thus40

breaking the connection assurance, but on the other hand ends up being less41

delayed than in the previous case.42

At the operation level, there are several options to implement the bus43

holding strategy:44

1. If there is visual contact between the stops/stations at the transfer site,45

one naive option is to leave the enforcement of the connection assurance46

to the drivers. However, without any real-time knowledge of location47

of the opposite public transport service there are risks: e.g. in Figure 148

(right) Bus 2 might still hold for the scheduled window, because the49

driver has no knowledge of whether Bus 1 is also delayed, or whether50

Bus 1 has already departed, thus breaking the connection assurance.51

In the latter case, it increases the delay of Bus 2 without any proper52

reason.53

2. An extension to (1) is to inform drivers with real-time traffic informa-54

tion about the opposite connecting service by either sharing the current55

location of the opposite vehicle from a Vehicle Location System (AVL),56

or its estimated arrival time (usually based on AVL) to the transfer57

site. This strategy can obviously be also applied if there is no visual58

contact, but it still relies on the decisions of each individual driver and59

their view of travel and walking time.60

3
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3. The availability of real-time data and communication as also triggered61

several more recent studies (Wu et al., 2016; Daganzo & Anderson,62

2017; Berrebi et al., 2015), investigating designs and models for a cen-63

tralized real-time decision support system for drivers to base their de-64

cision on.65

A recent review of seven different methods for automated decision algo-66

rithms for the holding strategy (Berrebi et al., 2018) concluded that methods67

utilizing the prediction method achieved the best compromise between reg-68

ularity and holding time.69

This paper presents two novel approaches for uncertainty estimation adap-70

ted and extended for the bus travel time prediction problem: Deep quantile71

regression (DQR) and Bayesian recurrent neural networks (BRNN). We then72

present a sampling technique in order to aggregate quantile estimates for link73

level travel time to yield the multi-link travel time distribution needed for a74

vehicle to travel from its current position to a specific downstream stop point75

or transfer site. We show how the difference in travel time distribution for76

two connecting services can be used to prioritize bus holding at different77

strategic stop points. To demonstrate our models and approaches for un-78

certainty estimation, we experiment on a real-world case and dataset from79

a suburban area in Denmark, where two bus services are scheduled to be80

synchronized at a bus terminal. Based on Smart-Card ticketing data, it is81

indeed known that the connection is used by more than 1100 passengers trips82

each month.83

At the operation level, the transfer synchronization is left up to drivers to84

enforce, but none of the drivers have knowledge of the arrival uncertainty of85

the opposite bus. How long should each driver wait at the the strategic stop86

points for the connecting service to allow the passenger exchange without87

introducing too much additional delay? If the connection assurance fails,88

it has severe impact on the transferring passenger’s travel time. Passengers89

would have to wait 10, 20, or even 30 minutes for the next connection, usu-90

ally forcing them to find alternatives outside of the public transport system,91

e.g. walk, request a taxi, etc. If the hold is too long, then the travel times for92

the non-transferring passengers are continuously increased, possibly breaking93

other connections downstream of the route. As suggested by Daganzo & An-94

derson (2017) one possibility would be a distributed decision support system95

for the drivers of each vehicle, helping them decide if they should hold at,96

or depart from, a strategic stop point. However, instead of assuming some97

4
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constant variance of arrival time, we can use the actual predicted travel time98

distributions using the methods presented in this paper for quantifying the99

uncertainty of the specific connecting vehicle journeys. As we empirically100

show using real data from Copenhagen, by modelling travel time uncertainty101

and using a simple connection assurance technique, we can reduce bus delay102

by at least 33% in the transfer scenario considered.103

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section we104

list related work. In Section 3.1 we describe data requirements and prepa-105

ration needed for our proposed models. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 the106

Deep quantile regression (DQR) model, respectively Bayesian recurrent neu-107

ral network (BRNN) model are presented in detail including the adaption for108

predicting multi-link travel time distributions. In Section 3.4, we apply the109

uncertainty-aware models for the task of transfer synchronization and the110

connection assurance application. A thorough experiment of our proposed111

models and adaptions is completed in Section 4, and results are presented112

and discussed in Section 5. Lastly, we conclude on our work in Section 6.113

2. Literature review114

While transfer synchronization and connection assurance is a recurring115

topic in public transport research, modeling the travel time uncertainty for116

short-term and thus real time decision making is lacking from existing re-117

search. On the other hand, short-term travel time uncertainty has been118

investigated separately but not related to public transport transfers, nor de-119

cision making for transfer synchronization and connection assurance.120

Berrebi et al. (2015) presents a real-time bus dispatching policy, and121

models uncertainty but only based on a fixed variance of travel time for each122

link (i.e. homoscedastic uncertainty). In contrast, our methods use recent123

link travel time observations to quantify and estimate the short-term travel124

time uncertainty, i.e. heteroscedastic uncertainty.125

Rodrigues & Pereira (2020) presented a deep quantile regression (DQR)126

model and evaluated on traffic speed uncertainty among other datasets. Sim-127

ilar to this work, it used a convolutional and recurrent neural network ar-128

chitecture, and showed this architecture was able to obtain the tightest pre-129

diction intervals and still be covering as expected. It also showed that DQR130

generally outperformed other popular methods for uncertainty estimation on131

the evaluated datasets, including Monte Carlo dropout (Gal, 2016) and lin-132

ear quantile regression (Koenker & Halloc, 2001). Our research extends this133

5
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path, by comparing DQR with Bayesian recurrent neural networks (BRNN),134

and use the predicted travel time uncertainty estimates for real-time decision135

making in transfer synchronization.136

Petersen et al. (2019) presented a convolutional and recurrent neural net-137

work architecture for point-prediction of bus travel time, including multiple138

time-steps into the future. They showed its ability to capture some of the139

spatio-temporal correlations that are naturally present in a public transport140

network. We have used this as inspiration and extended this in our work141

with an uncertainty-aware network architecture using respectively DQR and142

BRNN.143

Finally O’Sullivan et al. (2016) presented a meta-model approach that144

augments fixed sampled bus arrival point-predictions from existing AVL sys-145

tems for a single stop point. By using Gaussian processing quantile regression146

a bound is placed on the expected error of the point-prediction, and they147

present arrival error estimates with heteroscedastic uncertainty. Our ap-148

proach differs from this, since we predict multiple time-steps ahead in time,149

each with its own uncertainty estimate as a direct output of our models. This150

removes the overhead of fitting an additional meta-model completely, which151

constitute a significantly computationally effort, especially given the use of152

Gaussian processing. Furthermore, since we model uncertainty for all stops153

simultaneously, we are able to capture to spatio-temporal correlations. This154

together allows a more elegant and accurate use for connection assurance,155

where the time until the connection might by multiple time-steps into the156

future, and the path between the current location of the vehicles and the157

transfer site usually consists of multiple stops.158

3. Methodology159

In this section, we present our two proposed models for link travel time160

prediction with uncertainty estimation: Deep quantile regression (DQR) and161

Bayesian recurrent neural networks (BRNN), and we propose an approach162

for obtaining uncertainty estimates for vehicle run time across multiple links,163

e.g. from current location to the transfer site. We finalize by demonstrating164

the application of this methodology to the connection assurance and bus165

holding strategy.166

6
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3.1. Data requirements and preparation167

For both the DQR and the BRNN model, we assume input for each time168

step t ∈ {1, . . . , N} of the form Xt ∈ RU×Nln , where U is the window size169

of historic travel time observations, and Nln is the number of links included170

in the model. To align the multiple irregular time series of link travel time171

observations to the regular reference time (t ∈ {1, . . . , N}), we impose a172

similar technique to Petersen et al. (2019), which snaps the observations to173

a fixed frequency reference time, e.g. 15min time steps. For training the174

network, we further assume Yt ∈ RK×Nln , where K is the number of time175

steps to predict into the future at time step t. Hence, Xt and Yt can be176

seen as multivariate fixed frequency time series folded onto themselves along177

the temporal axis U and K times, respectively. However, the transformation178

introduces the need for imputation, since not all links are guaranteed to179

have been observed in all [t, t + 1] intervals. We suggest imputing using180

a per-link mean conditioned on some recurring features, e.g. time of day181

and day of week: E
[
Xln

t

∣∣DoW(t),ToD(t)
]
. The choice of the frequency of182

the reference time should be done to minimize the need for imputation, while183

data masking can minimize the contribution of the imputed values to training184

of the network.185

3.2. Deep quantile regression186

Neural network quantile regression is a simple, yet elegant extension to
classic neural network regression. Neural network regression estimates the
expected value of one or more continuous variables. For point estimates the
most popular loss function is the sum of squares loss, or l2 loss cf. eq. (1),
where D is the set of indices for all elements in the true and estimated tensors.

l2(Y, Ŷ) =
∑
d∈D

(
Yd − Ŷd

)2
(1)

Similarly, we can optimize the network parameters for a quantile loss, lpq ,187

cf. eq. (2) given a specific quantile p.188

lpq(Y, Q̂
p) =

∑
d∈D

max
(
p ·
(
Yd − Q̂p

d

)
, (1− p) ·

(
Yd − Q̂p

d

))
(2)
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Rodrigues & Pereira (2020) showed that both l2 and multiple quantile
losses can be estimated jointly using the loss cf. eq. (3).

L(Y, Ŷ, Q̂p1 , . . . , Q̂pJ ) =
∑
d∈D

((
Yd − Ŷd

)2
+

J∑
j=1

max
(
pj ·

(
Yd − Q̂

(pj)
d

)
, (1− pj) ·

(
Yd − Q̂

(pj)
d

)))
(3)

When quantile regression is applied in the context of deep neural networks,189

i.e. multiple blocks of non-linear layers, we refer to the technique as deep190

quantile regression (DQR).191

3.2.1. DQR link travel time prediction model192

The link travel time model used for deep quantile regression is similar in193

network architecture to the mean prediction model by Petersen et al. (2019),194

who utilized Long short-term memory (LSTM) cells in combination with 1D195

convolutions over the links. This approach showed to be capable of capturing196

spatio-temporal correlations.197

The adapted network architecture is illustrated in Figure 2, where the198

blue blocks illustrates the 1D input convolutions, and yellow blocks the 1D199

state-to-state convolutions between LSTM cells. We have also adapted the200

loss to the quantile regression task cf. eq. (3), and reduced the stacking of201

recurrent blocks, such that we have a single-layer encoder and a single-layer202

decoder. The hyper-parameters for the network include the Convolutional203

Kernel Size, the LSTM Hidden State and the Dropout Probability. In Sec-204

tion 4.4, we detail an approach for choosing the hyper-parameters. We further205

standardize the input and output of the DQR neural network by mean cen-206

tering and scaling X̂
ln

t and Ŷ
ln

t . We use the same per-link conditional mean207

as used for imputation and its corresponding variance cf. Equation (4). This208

ensures that input values are centered around zero, which is appropriate for209

the activation function of the LSTM-cells (tanh).210

X̄
ln
t =

Xln
t − E

[
Xln

t

∣∣DoW(t),ToD(t)
]√

Var
[
Xln

t

∣∣DoW(t),ToD(t)
] (4)

For the task of bus holding and connection assurance, we are not only211

interested in the per-link predicted quantiles, but we also need the accumu-212

8
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Figure 2: Network architecture for the DQR ConvLSTM link travel time model.

lated uncertainty estimate of the travel time between the current location213

of the vehicle and the transfer site. While the predicted means can be eas-214

ily summed across links, the quantiles cannot. Our approach around this is215

to sample from the travel time distribution for each link, and accumulating216

(i.e. sum) the samples. This follows the assumption that the uncertainty217

is independent across each link, which generally holds for shorter road seg-218

ments such as stop-to-stop bus links. The aggregated sampled link travel219

time yields a probability distribution for the total travel time, and thus a220

probability distribution for the arrival at the transfer site.221

The predicted mean, Ŷ
ln

t , and the predicted quantiles, Q̂ln,p1
t , . . . , Q̂ln,pJ

t ,
for link ln at time step t, are directly available as output from the DQR
model. Since the mean is already estimated by the joint model directly, we
only need to estimate the scale, σln

t , in order to sample from the link travel
time distribution cf. eq. (5).

Ŝ
ln

t ∼ N (Ŷ
ln

t ,
[
σln
t

∣∣∣ Q̂ln,p1
t , . . . , Q̂ln,pJ

t , p1, . . . , pJ

]
) (5)

We propose to estimate σln
t using least squares optimization (e.g. LM222

9
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Figure 3: Three examples of sampling from DQR using curve fitting. The blue dots are

the predicted quantiles, and the red line the fitted CDF for X ln
t ∼ N (Ŷ

ln

t , σ
ln
t )

algorithm) by minimizing the error in pi = P(X < Q̂ln,pi
t |X ∼ N (Ŷ

ln

t , σ
ln
t ) +223

ε) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , J}. Figure 3 shows three examples of fitted CDFs224

from DQR using LM fitting. Even though the LM fitting is computationally225

expensive compared to the predictive call of the DQR model, we argue that226

it is indeed feasible to do in real-time since the fitting is only needed once for227

each link prediction. At this point, we have achieved the goal of predicting228

the uncertainty of arrival at the transfer site, since we can computationally229

inexpensively draw a significant number of samples and summarize them by230

R̂L,t =
∑

ln∈L Ŝ
ln

t for all relevant links, ln, thus giving an uncertainty estimate231

for the travel time across all the links.232

3.3. Bayesian recurrent neural networks233

Bayesian neural networks (BNN) (Blundell et al., 2015) provide a funda-234

mentally different approach for handling uncertainties. In “standard” neural235

networks, each weight in the network is estimated as a point estimate dur-236

ing training. On the contrary, in Bayesian neural networks, the weights are237

estimated as probabilistic distributions. Weights with greater uncertainty238

introduce more variability into the downstream network layers, and thus239

eventually to the output. Bayesian recurrent neural networks (BRNN) (For-240

tunato et al., 2017) is the adoption of this probabilistic approach for weights241

estimation onto the classic recurrent neural networks (RNN). We refer to242

Blundell et al. (2015) and Fortunato et al. (2017) for a complete in-depth243

review, including propositions and prior assumptions. However, we present244

essential aspects, for those not familiar with the prior work, including further245

adjustments and refinements that we have contributed.246
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3.3.1. Variational inference247

Variational inference is an approximate inference method where varia-
tional parameters ν are optimized in order to make a variational distribu-
tion q(w | ν) as close as possible to the true posterior P (w | X,Y). A
family of tractable distributions is chosen for q and thus the approximate
posterior q(w | ν) can be used to make predictions for unseen data. The
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) is used to quantify closeness between two
distributions, and thus the goal is to find the variational parameters ν that
minimise the KL-divergence cf. eq. (6).

ν∗ = arg min
ν

KL (q(w | ν) | P (w | X,Y)) (6)

A cost function achieving this is the evidence lower bound (ELBO) cf. eq. (7).248

LELBO(ν) = KL(q(w | ν) | P (w))−
N∑
t=1

∫
w

q(w | ν) logP (Yt | w,Xt) (7)

The first part is the KL-divergence between the variational distribution and
the prior over the weights, which acts as a regularization term. The second
part is the expectation of the log-probability of the observed data, logP (Y |
w,X), under the variational distribution. Since we are dealing with log-
probabilities, the second term becomes a sum over all the data points. For
scalability purposes, it is desirable to train the network using mini-batches.
We can divide the data into B equal sized batches, each with batch size NB,
and each mini-batch is then contributing with loss cf. eq. (8).

L(b)
ELBO(ν) =

1

B
KL(q(w | ν) | P (w))−

NB∑
i=1

∫
w

q(w | ν) logP (Y(b) | w,X(b))

(8)

When training, we rely on Monte Carlo sampling with NMC samples249

of w(s) from the posterior for approximating the gradients of the integral250 ∫
w
q(w | ν) logP (Y(b) | w,X(b)) and the KL-term. For recurrent neural251

networks, as is the case with our model, w is shared between all cells in a252

recurrent layer (e.g. LSTM layer), and the input is the combination of the253

hidden state of the previous cell, hu−1, and the u’th input of the sequence254

input at time step t, xt,i as shown in eq. (9). Here, fh and f y and are255
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the state-to-state transition function and the state-to-output function of the256

recurrent layer, respectively.257

L(b)
ELBO,RNN(ν) ≈ 1

B

(
log q(w(s)|ν)− logP (w(s))

)
−

NB∑
i=1

logP (y(b)
u | f y(fh(x(b)

u ,hu−1))) (9)

3.3.2. Training, prior and posterior choices258

The model can be trained using the Bayes by Backprop algorithm (Blun-259

dell et al., 2015; Fortunato et al., 2017): For every iteration of optimisation,260

every network parameter wm with variational parameters νm = (µm, ρm)261

is updated by sampling ε ∼ N (0, 1) and setting wm = µm + σmε, where262

σm = log(1 + exp(ρm)), then the loss cf. eqs. (8) and (9) is calculated and263

we perform back-propagation as usual.264

For the prior over the weights, we suggest the scale mixture prior as
proposed by Blundell et al. (2015) and shown in eq. (10), where N (x | µ, σ2)
denote the univariate normal probability density function. When σ2 � σ1
the scale mixture prior can be seen as probabilistic dropout, i.e. weights
have a probability 1 − π of having to be close to zero to satisfy the KL-
regularization term in eqs. (7) and (9). Thus π, σ1, σ2 are hyper-parameters
for the network to be tuned for the specific task and variability in the data,
which we will return to in section 4.4.

P (w) =
∏
m

(
πN (wm | 0, σ2

1) + (1− π)N (wm | 0, σ2
2)
)

(10)

Lastly, the variational distribution, from which we will sample from to prop-
agate uncertainty to downstream layers is given by eq. (11):

q(wm | ν) = N (wm | µm, σ
2
m) (11)

3.3.3. BRNN link travel time prediction model265

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of the proposed BRNN link pre-266

diction model. Each square in the BRNN-encoder and BRNN-decoder blocks267

represents a Bayesian LSTM Cell. Overall, the structure is similar to the268

DQR model, but without the convolutional transformations and thus without269

weight sharing along the spatial dimension. We also tested a BRNN model270

with convolutional layers, but were unable to achieve satisfactory results.271
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... BRNN-Decoder
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furture predicted travel time distribution, Y

historic travel time observations, X

.........
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Variational dense layers

...
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Figure 4: Network architecture for the BRNN link travel time model.

Since the uncertainty is embedded directly into the weights of the BRNN272

link prediction model, we can simply sample from the network without ad-273

ditional computational costs. As such, the BRNN model can been seen as274

an ensemble of link travel time models: each time we input the same his-275

toric window of link travel times, the result will be varying as a result of the276

uncertainty learned into the weights of the network given the state repre-277

sented by the historic window. At this point, we can then computationally278

inexpensively draw a significant number of samples, Ŷ
ln

t , from the BRNN279

model, and summarize them by
∑

ln Ŷ
ln

t for all relevant links, ln, thus giving280

an uncertainty estimate for the travel time across all the links.281

3.4. Transfer synchronization with intelligent uncertainty handling282

In the previous sections, we have presented two distinct approaches for283

sampling short-term link travel time for multiple time steps into the future.284

Although different in terms of modelling uncertainty, they consist of a similar285

and established network architecture for link travel time prediction, and are286

both capable of quantifying the travel time uncertainty for each link. We287

have presented a simple aggregation of the output of the models, such that288

travel time uncertainty can be predicted from the current position of a vehicle289
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to an arbitrarily stop point downstream on its route. We will now apply the290

uncertainty-aware models for the task of transfer synchronization and the291

connection assurance application as described in Section 1.292

As R̂L,t =
∑

ln∈L Ŝ
ln

t constitute point estimates based a sum of samples,293

RL,t can be considered as a distribution itself, namely the travel time dis-294

tribution for a relevant set of links, L, between the current position of the295

vehicle and the transfer site, whose expected-value is approximated by R̂L,t.296

We do this for both of the vehicles, Bus 1 and Bus 2, included in the con-297

nection assurance. When sampling from RL,t, special care needs to be taken298

for cases where the accumulated link travel time exceeds the regular time299

frequency of the models. In this case, samples should be drawn to capture300

this for the rest of the summation by sampling from the relevant time horizon301

output (e.g. t + 1, t + 2, etc.) and continuing. We denote a sample drawn302

for Bus 1 as r1 ∼ RL1,t and r2 ∼ RL2,t forBus 2, where L1 and L2 are the303

sets of links to be traversed by Bus 1, respectively Bus 2.304

We define the distribution of the difference in travel time as eq. (12), i.e. a
distribution of time that can be prioritized for bus holding at strategic points.
In section Section 5.2.1, we demonstrate how this probability distribution can
be used in a decision support system for minimizing sub-optimal delays in
accordance with the connection assurance application.

P ((r1 − r2) | r1 ∼ RL1,t, r2 ∼ RL2,t) (12)

4. Experiments305

In this section, we present a case study to evaluate the two presented mod-306

els for link travel time uncertainty estimation, and the sampling technique307

to yield vehicle travel time distribution across multiple links.308

We used Smart-Card ticketing data to find interesting transfer sites in the309

Greater Copenhagen Area, Denmark. We weighted the number of transfers310

with a penalty linear to the headway of the connecting service, such that we311

consider both connections used by many passengers, but also transfers where312

passengers face a long wait time if the connection is missed. We selected the313

following case study as the one best matching the criteria above.314

4.1. Case study area315

Figure 5 shows the area of the selected case study, which consist of the316

transfer site between two major express bus lines in the Copenhagen suburbs.317
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Transfer
site

30
0S

200S

Figure 5: Map of case study lines and transfer site. 300S (orange) and 200S (blue).
Basemap credits: OpenStreepMap, CARTO.

Bus line 300S (south-west bound) is connecting with bus line 200S (south-318

bound) at a transfer site approximately 1/3 into the route of 300S. The 200S319

line is not far into its route at this site, but the site is not visible from the320

origin of the line. A lot of passengers that have boarded the 300S line in321

the north transfer to the 200S line at this site, going more directly south. In322

October 2020, more than 1.100 transfers from 300S to 200S were recorded323

at this site by the Smart-Card ticketing system. It is worth noticing, that324

the Smart-Card ticketing system is only used by approximately 30% of the325

passengers. The remaining share of passenger uses mainly monthly passes or326

cash tickets, for which transfers are not easily tractable. Thus it is expected327

that the true number of monthly passenger transfers at the transfer site used328

in this case study is above 3.000.329

We calculated the expected headway for cases where passengers missed330

their connections, i.e. how much additional travel time one should expect.331

The distribution is shown in Figure 6. The peaks corresponds to different332
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Figure 6: Observed headway of 200S for observed transfers.

scheduled frequencies of the 200S line, and it is clear that even though a lot333

of passengers only will be delayed between 5 and 15 minutes, there is a long334

tail, with a mean of additional travel time of approximately 15 minutes. As335

such, 66% of the passengers would have been delayed more than the mean of336

approximately 15 minutes. This supports the need for a bus holding strategy337

and a decision support system that intelligently handles the uncertainty of338

travel time present in the bus system.339

4.2. Link travel time dataset340

We use link travel time data collected for 200S and 300S for the period341

of August 3, 2020 to November 29, 2020, corresponding to 17 full weeks. In342

total, more than 500 000 link travel time observations are used in the case343

study. We divide the period into a training set (first 13 weeks), a validation344

set used for hyper-parameter tuning (next 2 weeks), and a test data set345

used for evaluation and results (last 2 weeks). Table 1 shows a summary346

of the data available for each of the lines in the case study. For each bus347

line, we arrange the data in accordance with Section 3.1, which yields three348

distinct sets of Xt and Yt for training, validation, and testing, respectively.349

We choose a regular frequency of 15min for the reference time based on the350

headway distribution shown in Figure 6. Similar to Petersen et al. (2019),351

we chose a historic window size of w = 32 (8 hours) and a prediction horizon352

of k = 3 (45 minutes). For baseline comparison, we have further included353

a Linear Kalman filter using a state-space corresponding to the number of354

links.355
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200S 300S

Link count 29 39
Link travel time observations 218 956 333 118

Train: Xt size 8701× 32× 29 8701× 32× 39
Train: Yt size 8701× 3× 29 8701× 3× 39

Validation: Xt size 1309× 32× 29 1309× 32× 39
Validation: Yt size 1309× 3× 29 1309× 3× 39

Test: Xt size 1309× 32× 29 1309× 32× 39
Test: Yt size 1309× 3× 29 1309× 3× 39

Table 1: Summery of case study dataset

4.3. Implementation and reproducibility356

We have implemented the DQR model using Keras (Chollet & Others,357

2015) and TensorFlow (Agarwal et al., 2015), while the BRNN model is im-358

plemented with PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), but also builds on a Bayesian359

extension for PyTorch by Esposito (2020) called Blitz. We have published360

the source code and data for the reproducibility of our results in its entirety361

at: https://github.com/MLSM-at-DTU362

4.4. Hyper-parameter tuning363

Both the DQR and the BRNN model (and baselines) rely on carefully364

choosing a number of hyper-parameters. We tuned the latter based on the365

train and validation data sets. Specifically for our proposed models, we uti-366

lized Bayesian Optimization with Gaussian Processes (Snoek et al., 2012),367

since our search space, as summarized in Table 2, is impractical to inves-368

tigate with traditional grid search techniques. The Kalman filter baseline369

parameters (e.g. transition- and observation covariance matrices, and initial370

state) was estimated using the Expectation-Maximization Algorithm (Flach371

& Hlavac, 2020).372

5. Results and discussion373

On the test dataset, we evaluated the presented models’ ability to: (i) pre-374

dict link level travel time uncertainty, (ii) multi-link travel time uncertainty375

using the proposed aggregation technique, and finally (iii) the performance376

when applied to the task of transfer synchronization and connection assur-377

ance. We draw 500 samples from each model for each link, for each time step378
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DQR model BRNN model

Lower Upper Lower Upper
Parameter bound bound bound bound

LSTM State Size 10 128 10 50
ConvLSTM Kernel Size 1 20 - -

Dropout Probability 0.0 0.6 - -
Mixture Probability, π - - 0.7 1.0

Mixture Prior, σ1 - - 1 3
Mixture Prior, σ2 - - 0.001 1

Table 2: DQR and BRNN hyper-parameter search space

predicted in the test data set. Thus the sampled model output from each of379

the two models has size 500× 1309× 3× 29 for 200S and 500× 1309× 3× 39380

for 300S.381

5.1. Single link travel time the performance382

For the link level travel time uncertainty, Figures 7 and 8 show the model383

output for two selected prediction intervals (60% and 90%) for three ran-384

domly chosen links at t+ 1 on the 300S line for subset of the test period. We385

note some interesting differences: for Link 1 and Link 21 the DQR model386

is not able to contract the uncertainty interval between time steps 60 and387

80, which are during the night hours, even though very little link travel time388

variability is observed. On the contrary, the BRNN model is able contract389

the uncertainty estimation at this point in time. On the other hand, the390

DQR model captures the uncertainty with respect to the peaks for Link 39391

around time step 30, which is mostly missed by the BRNN model. This392

indicates that both models have strengths and weaknesses, which we return393

to discuss in Section 6.394

5.2. Multi-link travel time the performance395

For the multi-link travel time, the performance of the models is investi-396

gated the following metrics:397

• Interval coverage percentage (ICP), which, for a given uncertainty in-398

terval, measures a model’s ability to empirically cover that interval. An399

ICP value close to the expected uncertainty interval indicates a model400

that neither over- nor underestimates the uncertainty.401
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Figure 7: DQR results from three random links from the 300S line
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Figure 8: BRNN results from three random links from the 300S line

• Mean interval length (MIL), which, for a given uncertainty interval,402

measures the average length of the prediction intervals. Smaller MIL403

values are desired given a reasonable ICP value indicating that the404

predicted uncertainty is as low as possible.405

• The point prediction accuracy using the root mean square error (RMSE)406

cf.

√
l2(Y, Ŷ)) and eq. (1). For the DQR model we directly have a407

point estimate, while for the BRNN model we use the mean of the408

sampled link travel times as a point estimate.409

Furthermore, we also evaluate the different models across different pre-410

diction horizons: 15, 30 and 45 minutes into the future. Table 3 and Table 4411

show the result metrics for the multi-link travel time uncertainty using the412

proposed aggregation technique for all 39 links of the 300S bus line. For com-413

parison, we have included the same metrics for the Kalman filter baseline in414

Table 5.415

Overall, we observe the best performance for point prediction with the416

DQR model, both compared to the BRNN and the Kalman filter, which in417
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Prediction horizon
Prediction 15 min 30 min 45 min

interval ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE

95% 94% 591

152.75

92% 591

164.58

92% 591

168.91
90% 89% 498 86% 498 86% 498
80% 79% 389 77% 388 77% 388
60% 64% 256 61% 255 58% 255
20% 29% 77 25% 77 21% 77

Table 3: DQR results for vehicle run time across all 39 links of 300S. MIL and RMSE in
seconds.

Prediction horizon
Prediction 15 min 30 min 45 min

interval ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE

95% 94% 653

179.43

75% 395

179.20

74% 381

178.95
90% 86% 493 65% 303 64% 295
80% 70% 341 51% 220 50% 215
60% 49% 200 37% 138 37% 135
20% 20% 56 17% 40 17% 40

Table 4: BRNN results for vehicle run time across all 39 links of 300S. MIL and RMSE in
seconds.

fact also is outperforming the BRNN model with respect to point prediction418

for t + 1 and t + 2 (15 and 30 minute into the future). We attribute this419

result to the dedicated output for the point prediction of the DQR models, in420

contrast to both the BRNN and the Kalman filter, where the point prediction421

is the mean of the samples. For skewed uncertainty distributions, DQR422

has the ability to adjust the point prediction independent of the predicted423

quantiles. We observe a consistent drop in point prediction accuracy when424

predicting further into the future (e.g. 30 and 45 minutes) for the DQR model425

and the Kalman filter, which is expected. In contrast, the BRNN maintain426

around the same, but higher, prediction error, which indicates BRNN is not427

able to learn the time-dependent error with respect to the prediction horizon428

to the same extent.429

When evaluating the ICP metrics of the multi-link travel time uncertainty,430

we see that the DQR model performs very well for the 80%, 90% and 95%431

prediction intervals, both for the 15 minute time horizon (t + 1), but also432
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Prediction horizon
Prediction 15 min 30 min 45 min

interval ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE ICP MIL RMSE

95% 81% 412

156.92

87% 525

177.47

89% 619

182.70
90% 75% 347 80% 442 84% 521
80% 65% 271 70% 345 75% 407
60% 49% 178 55% 227 59% 267
20% 23% 54 25% 68 26% 80

Table 5: Kalman filter results for vehicle run time across all 39 links of 300S. MIL and
RMSE in seconds.

for the 30 and 45 minutes time horizons (t + 2 and t + 3), with a constant,433

but very small underestimation of the uncertainty interval (1-4 pp.). For434

the 20% and 60%, we see more inconsistent results for the DQR model,435

with both over- and underestimation of the uncertainty interval. The BRNN436

model only consistently outperforms the DQR wrt. ICP across the prediction437

time horizon for the 20% prediction interval, while also predicts reasonable438

for the 15 minute horizon (t + 1) for all prediction intervals. The BRNN439

is though clearly better than the linear Kalman filter when evaluating the440

ICP metric at all prediction intervals for the 15 minute horizon (t+ 1), while441

the performance results for the BRNN at 30 minutes and 45 minutes time442

horizons (t + 2 and t + 3) are worse than the linear Kalman filter. This443

again supports the conclusion that the BRNN model is not able to learn the444

time-dependent uncertainty with respect to the prediction horizon.445

5.2.1. Decision support system for connection assurance446

To finalize our experiment, we demonstrate the usefulness of the presented447

models as part of a decision support system for connection assurance with448

intelligent uncertainty handling. We match vehicle journeys on each line449

by the scheduled connection as illustrated in Figure 1 (left). In total, 446450

journeys are matched from our test dataset, having a scheduled connection451

at the use case transfer site. Figure 9 shows the additional delay introduced452

on the 200S line when the connection is either kept or broken. This is fully453

aligned with Figure 1 (center and right, respectfully), where keeping the454

connection can result in additional delays for either lines. Specifically, we see455

a mean additional delay induced on the transfer site of 48 seconds when the456

connection is broken, and 81 seconds when it is kept, i.e. an average additional457

delay of 69% for keeping the connection. Most of this time could just as well458
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Figure 9: Introduced additional delay for keeping or breaking the connection at the use
case transfer site.

be used at the origin of the 200S line, only a few stops upstream, thus allowing459

more people to board the line there, which is key for passenger satisfaction460

given that this is a urban train station. We therefore aim at helping the461

driver of the 200S line to decide when to depart from the train station to462

minimize any additional delay introduced at the transfer site, while keeping463

the connection. This will allow more passengers to transfer from the train464

to the bus, and not delay any passenger travel time - i.e. a holding strategy465

that prioritizes holding at the train station over holding at the transfer site.466

This decision is to be based on both the travel time uncertainty of the467

200S line, between the train station (current position) and the transfer site,468

and the travel time uncertainty of the 300S line from its current position to469

the transfer site. Figure 10 shows the predicted multi-link travel time dis-470

tribution for each vehicle for one of the the 446 scheduled connections, and471

the difference cf. eq. (12). Notice that, here, we can mix the two different472

proposed link prediction models. Specifically, in this case, we achieved the473

best results by using the DQR model for the 300S line, and the BRNN model474

for the 200S line. The difference in travel time is exactly a distribution over475

time that can be prioritized for this control strategy, where 0 indicates the476

probability of both vehicles arriving perfectly synchronous at the transfer477

site. In our experiment, we prioritize this time with 80% for holding at the478

train station and collecting additional passengers, and 20% for holding at479

the transfer site. This split is arbitrarily chosen to demonstrate the advan-480

tages of uncertainty-aware handling of connection assurance. In real-world481
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Figure 10: Example of predicted multi-link travel time distributions for each vehicle in-
cluded in a scheduled connection, their difference which can be used as a decision variable
for bus holding strategy.

applications, the prioritization would be a result of many factors, including482

passenger demand, how many buses a single stop point can hold, etc.483

The result of imposing the described decision support system onto the484

test dataset is shown in Figure 11. Note that the distinction by connection485

state still reflects the original data, and it is simply retained for comparison to486

Figure 9. The main finding is that, by prioritizing the travel time uncertainty,487

we have in general reduced the additional delay introduced at the transfer488

site. We still see a positive introduced mean delay, i.e. the 200S will still more489

often wait for the 300S line, than vice-versa. This is expected since the system490

prioritized 20% of the time uncertainty for this task, but the mean delay491

introduced with the proposed uncertainty aware holding strategy is reduced492

to 32 seconds, which is well below both the mean for the previously kept and493

broken connections, 81 seconds, and 48 seconds respectively, corresponding494

to a reduction of 60% and 33%.495

6. Conclusion496

This paper has presented two approaches for uncertainty estimation adapted497

and extended for the bus travel time problem: Deep quantile regression498

(DQR) and Bayesian recurrent neural networks (BRNN). The output for499

both models are thus accurate uncertainty estimates for the time needed for500

a vehicle to travel from its current position to a specific downstream stop501

point or transfer site.502

Our results for evaluating the multi-link travel time uncertainty showed503

that the DQR model performs very well for the 80%, 90% and 95% prediction504
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Figure 11: Introduced additional delay at the use case transfer site with uncertainty-aware
handling of connection assurance.

intervals, both for the 15 minute time horizon (t + 1), but also for the 30505

and 45 minutes time horizon (t + 2 and t + 3), with a constant, but very506

small underestimation of the uncertainty interval (1-4 pp.). However, we507

also showed examples of how the BRNN model was able to capture the508

uncertainty of some specific cases better than the DQR model. Overall, we509

observed significant better performance for point prediction from the DQR510

model, both compared to the BRNN and the Kalman filter.511

Furthermore, to motivate and support our arguments for the modelling512

of travel time uncertainty, we have presented an uncertainty-aware decision513

support system for public transport connection assurance, specifically by514

intelligently prioritizing the uncertainty of travel time at different strategic515

holding points. Based on data from Copenhagen, our experiment showed516

that we could reduce the expected additional introduced delay at a transfer517

site from 48-81 seconds to 32 seconds.518

Besides the design of these neural networks, our main contributions are:519

i) the comparison between DQR and BRNN performance for short-term pub-520

lic transport travel time uncertainty estimation, ii) the presented sampling521

technique in order to aggregate quantile estimates from DQR model for link-522

level travel time to yield the multi-link travel time distributions, and iii) the523

demonstration of using uncertainty-aware models for transfer synchroniza-524

tion and connection assurance.525

Our conclusion is that both DQR and BRNN are applicable in the real-526

time prediction systems used by many public transport operators around527
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the world. The training of these models is obviously more computational528

expensive, than the point-estimate models currently used, but in the case of529

DQR the additional training time is negligible. At run-time they both add530

very little computational complexity. Since public transport, and in special531

bus transport, is prone to variability in travel time, it is hard to argue, why532

such systems should not model and use the uncertainty.533

6.1. Future work534

Our work makes use of 1D-spatial convolutions, one interesting extension535

to this research would be to model the bus-network as a graph neural net-536

work, allowing the spatial correlations to propagate in the bus network. We537

would also like actual drivers to test out proposed decision support system.538

Currently, the presented results are based on the assumption that the driver539

proceeds exactly as the system proposes, but is often not the case in real-540

world scenarios. It would be interesting to show how sensitive the results541

are to the drivers adherence to the support system, i.e. how large part of the542

effect we have demonstrated in this work is measurable.543

Finally, we would like to extend the uncertainty-aware connection assur-544

ance decision system, taking into account a public transport route might545

have multiple scheduled transfer synchronizations and sites.546
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Abstract
This paper presents a multi-model ensemble approach for bus arrival time
prediction, i.e. multiple models that compete/support each other in order to
solve the task. Strengths for this approach are presented as an alternative
to the independent model proposals in current literature, which has not
been highly adopted in the industry. To demonstrate the approach, it is
evaluated in a small experiment. We find that while the enhancement in
prediction accuracy is minimal under good conditions, though positive, it
might itself not outweigh the drawbacks of an ensemble approach. However,
when focusing on more realistic conditions with re-routing and data gaps
we show considerably improved performance and robustness. We argue
the approach also has implementational and operational advantages over
independent models, which might lead to a bigger industrial adaption of
more advanced base models.

1. Introduction1

Bus arrival/departure time prediction is a recurring subject in trans-2

portation research. The benefits of reliable and robust real-time traffic-3

information (e.g. precisely predicted departure times) might seem obvious4
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for today’s standards and have also been documented to be regarded im-5

portant by passengers in several studies over the years [4, 32]. Over time6

the availability of real-time departure times, either as physically depar-7

ture boards at bus stops or through smartphone-based travel planners, etc.8

might even be considered a requirement from passengers.9

Improvements in computational capability and data availability have10

gradually allowed researchers to present increasingly accurate bus arrival11

models, yet at the same time increased the models’ complexity vastly, and12

likewise their hunger for large amounts of data from different data sources.13

However, we argue that much of the presented methodologies are chal-14

lenging to deploy in real-world scenarios for public transport authorities15

(PTAs), and difficult to implement for the software vendors that usually16

supply the automatic vehicle location (AVL) and computer-aided dispatch17

(CAD) systems responsible for generating the bus arrival predictions. This18

is at least one explanation why it has not been possible to see the same de-19

velopment in the industry, as we return to later when we support our claim20

that the implemented prediction models in the industry are far behind the21

state-of-the-art in research.22

Preliminary, it is however beneficial to take a look at how most research23

approaches the data modelling of the problem, e.g. [31, 36, 20, 11]. As the24

aim is to estimate arrival times at stop points on a fixed route, the gran-25

ularity of the prediction models is usually the time measurements between26

the intermediate stop points (referred to as links) on the route as illustrated27

in Figure 1. This is referred to as the link travel time, and each link thereby28

constitute a unique time series of travel time measurements, which the aim29

is to forecast. In areas with recurrent congestion, e.g. in cities, strong cyclic30

patterns emerge and is usually captured by adding features such as time of31

day and day of week to the models. Additional explanatory parameters can32

be used in combination, such as headway [19], weather conditions [20, 12],33

etc. The stop dwell time (i.e. when the bus is holding at a stop point for34

passenger exchange) is sometimes just considered a part of the link travel35

time, but can be modeled independently [25], e.g. estimated from travel36

demand as shown by [28, 5, 24]. Once predictions of both link travel time37

and stop point dwell time are available, it is trivial to present bus arrival38

and departure predictions by accumulating these predictions downstream39

along the route.40

In this paper, we propose an ensemble approach for bus arrival time pre-41

diction, i.e. multiple base models that compete/support each other in order42

2
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Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4

Figure 1: Conceptual illustration of bus arrival prediction.

to solve the overall task. The method is known from weather forecasting,43

where it has been shown that it also can improve prediction precision and44

accuracy and yield better results than independent model approaches [33].45

Similarly, Neupane et al. [22] showed improved accuracy for hourly forecasts46

of electricity prices using an ensemble of simpler base models. Finally, a47

recent study by Makridakis et al. [21] of over 60 forecasting methods applied48

to 100.000 different times series concluded that the top-performing methods49

were mostly combinations of statistical and/or machine leanings methods,50

with the best using a coherent ensemble of exponential smoothing (ES) and51

recurrent neural networks (RNN).52

We also see the approach might help the industry in faster adoption of53

some of the many improvements research has accomplished for the problem54

over the recent years. This is due to the nature of an ensemble that al-55

lows base models to focus differently on the diverse geography and service56

levels a PTA usually serve. Specifically, we investigate three different en-57

semble techniques. Finally, the paper also evaluates the proposed ensemble58

techniques empirically on a test dataset, and the results are discussed.59

1.1. Related work60

More than two decades ago, Lin and Zeng [18] showed how bus arrival61

could be predicted based on the recorded historical average travel time for62

each link without any correction from live measurements. Altinkaya and63

Zontul [2] show that such a historical average model yield fair results only64

when the traffic patterns in the area are truly stable, e.g. in rural areas.65

Since then, several studies have emerged improving the accuracy of the66

predictions by increasingly more complex models, and/or by including ad-67

ditional data sources and live data (e.g. recent measurements from the same68

or nearby links). The focus is especially congested urban traffic and peak69

hours when the public transport network is under stress and thus result-70

ing in highly variable travel time and demand, i.e. in agreement with the71

findings of Altinkaya and Zontul [2].72

The existing literature can be classified into two main paths: one has73

been Kalman filters (KF), which by its capabilities in maintaining state74

between predictions has shown interest from several studies, first as plain75

3
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linear Kalman filters [5, 28], and later with increasingly more complex and76

non-linear Kalman filtering techniques, and spatio-temporal Kalman fil-77

ters [16, 14, 15]. The other, more active and diverse research path, has78

been artificial neural networks (ANN) in general, firstly with simple feed-79

forward neural networks [13, 19], and later in accordance with general ma-80

chine learning developments adding recurrent layers [23]. These authors81

also contributed to this path, with a model combining recurrent and con-82

volutional neural network techniques [29], further capturing the correlation83

between nearby links. Continuing this approach [36] added a self‐attention84

mechanism to a convolutional and recurrent neural network. A few exam-85

ples of combining the two paths in two-stage hybrid models exist [37, 3],86

but none where an ensemble combined multiple base models.87

Adding additional data sources have also been shown to improve the88

predictions in literature, especially with respect to the ANN research path89

where more input variables usually fit nicely into the model structure.90

Weather data is one of the most popular additional data sources [5, 31, 12],91

another example is travel time data from other transport modes, e.g. taxis92

[20].93

As such, the research field has been actively developed over the last94

20 years with well-documented and continuous improvements and, as such,95

should be visible in likewise developments in the industry, i.e. the PTAs.96

However, we argue, that the enhancements have only been adopted to a97

very limited degree by the industry until now.98

The private companies providing the AVL and CAD software usually re-99

gard their specific implementation confidential, which of course makes such100

a statement difficult to back. By reviewing information publicly available101

from well-known vendors of AVL and CAD systems, i.e. technical references102

[7], white papers [27, 9], and web sites [17, 1], including several private mem-103

bers of the International Association of Public Transport (UITP) the claim104

seems plausible: The review reveals no concrete evidence of the industry105

in practice has adopted some of the advanced machine learning approaches106

from recent research.107

The few open-source frameworks where the specific model implementa-108

tion is available to the public give a similar impression: e.g. [6] implements109

a linear Kalman filter, which was proposed in research as early as 2004.110

1.2. Motivation111

There might be several reasons as to why no more accomplishments112

from the literature regarding this problem have been adopted in real-world113

4
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scenarios: as noted by [31], most of the research papers assume ideal op-114

erational conditions, but in practice, that is almost never the case. To115

exemplify:116

• Stops points move, possibly causing points in time with a significant117

change to link travel time starting/ending at the point. A stop point118

might not move for years, but for a PTA that can maintain tens of119

thousands of stop points, this will still be a frequently recurring issue120

due to local road works and other disruptions.121

• The highly advanced ANN models presented in state-of-the-art pa-122

pers usually only make sense to deploy in congested city regions where123

the frequency of the bus service fulfills the data requirements of the124

models. But many PTAs cover both urban, suburban, and rural125

areas to service. From a governance and cost perspective, it is ar-126

guably undesirable for a PTA to operate multiple, possibly overlap-127

ping AVL/CAD-systems, only to achieve different advancements of128

their respective prediction model.129

• Most models presented in papers require at least a set of historical130

data for each link, but in real public transport networks new stop131

points, and thus new links, are added frequently. Similarly, there will132

be data gaps eventually due to system- or equipment failure. Similar133

issues occur for models dependent on additional data sources, e.g.134

weather and demand data, where there eventually also will be gaps.135

Most literature does not at all consider these aspects, revealing that136

they have not been tested under true operational conditions. A noteworthy137

exception is [31] that uses a simple fall-back to address the case where138

historical data is not present.139

Our aim is to address the identified issues by using a multi-model ensem-140

ble approach, i.e. multiple diverse base models that complement each other141

in order to solve the overall bus arrival prediction task. Another benefit of142

this approach is that the different base models can cover only parts of the143

geographical bus network, and/or only be active for specific time intervals144

(e.g. during peak hours). This is beneficial as a PTA might serve routes,145

or even parts of routes, where deploying very complex and precise models146

make no sense compared to the cost and data requirements of operating147

and maintaining these models. In places where the congestion is negligible148

and traffic patterns highly stable (e.g. rural areas), and/or public transport149

5
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services are infrequent (e.g. once an hour or rarer), a simple historical av-150

erage model might be more than sufficient and adequate. A multi-model151

approach supports this diversity in a coherent framework that can be imple-152

mented within a single AVL/CAD system. This approach is agreed by [2],153

which concludes that no single method or algorithm has in general achieved154

robust and feasible results for bus arrival time prediction. However, such155

ensemble approaches have not been investigated thoroughly in the existing156

literature.157

2. Methodology158

Generally, ensemble techniques can be seen as a way of adding diversity159

into a modelling problem and the diversity is usually addressed at three160

distinct levels that in turn can be combined [26]:161

i) Data diversity: by splitting a data set into several subsets that are used162

to train structural identical, and often weak, base models, e.g. random163

forest and bagging.164

ii) Parametric diversity: by initializing multiple versions of the same struc-165

tural base model with different hyper-parameters, e.g. kernel function166

used in kernel regression, number of neurons in a simple feed-forward167

neural network.168

iii) Structural diversity: by combining fundamentally different base models169

and base model architectures, e.g. combining the outputs of a recurrent170

neural network with the outputs of a support vector machine.171

In the following, we focus primarily on structural diversity, although para-172

metric diversity is also directly supported by the presented approach. Since173

the objective is to forecast time series, we generally intend that all base174

model has access to the most recent data of the time series to be forecasted,175

and as such do not consider data diversity. Another possibility of data di-176

versity is that some of the base models might include additional data sources177

(e.g. weather data). We have refrained ourselves from such base models in178

our experiments, since our aim is to examining the ensemble techniques,179

and not the particular base models used.180

LetML andMS, respectively, represent a set of all link travel time and181

stop dwell time base models available for the system. We denote ML
t,ln ⊂ML182

as the subset of applicable travel time models for link, ln at time t, and183

6
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similarly MS
t,sp ⊂MS as the subset of applicable dwell time models for stop184

point, sp at time t. Notice that the same model might cover multiple links,185

e.g. if the model is a multi-output spatial-aware model that intelligently186

models the spatial correlations seen in some parts of the public transport187

network. Similarly, some models can be temporal-constrained, allowing the188

model to only be available e.g. during peak hours or daytime operations.189

2.1. Ensemble techniques190

We study three different ensemble techniques to investigate their poten-
tial for the multi-model bus arrival prediction problem. Model averaging
(MA) is the most simple and naïve ensemble technique, simply averaging
the response of the base models applicable for a given link or stop as shown
in eq. (1). To simplify notation, ⋄ is a placeholder for either L or S, and s
represent respectively a link or a stop, collectively referred to as the spatial
reference of the base model.

MA⋄
t,s =

1

|M⋄
t,s|

∑
m∈M⋄

t,s

m(t, s) (1)

The second ensemble technique to investigate is an advancement of191

model averaging by weighting each model response with an exponential192

smoothing weight of the model performance (EWMA) as shown in eq. (2).193

Here, w(m)
t,s is an adaptive weight representing the performance of model m194

for spatial reference (link/stop), s, at time, t. The value of w(m)
t,s is updated195

cf. eq. (3) when the true travel time/dwell time measurement is received196

with the prediction error with respect to the specific model, ϵ(m)
t,s . The pa-197

rameter α ∈ [0, 1] controls the speed of the adaption and can be seen as a198

hyper-parameter for the ensemble.199

EWMA⋄
t,s =

1∑
m∈M⋄ w

(m)
t−1,s

∑
m∈M⋄

t,s

w
(m)
t−1,sm(t, s) (2)

w
(m)
t,s = α

1

1 +
(
ϵ
(m)
t,s

)2 + (1− α)w
(m)
t−1,s (3)

Finally, we investigate a generalized stacking ensemble technique [35],200

where a meta-model is periodically retrained as illustrated by Figure 2. As201

such, it uses another machine-learning algorithm to estimate the weights of202

7
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...

...
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Figure 2: The stacking meta-model is periodically re-trained on recent base model errors,
each fit of the stacking model yields a prediction regime until the next re-train occurs.

the outputs from each base model. The approach is in previous research203

considered suitable when joining structural diverse models in an ensemble,204

and thus usually forms a heterogeneous ensemble [26].205

The frequency of re-training the stacking model is a hyper-parameter for206

this ensemble technique. The first time the stacking meta-model is fitted,207

the most recent base model training data is used, allowing the stacking208

model to initially predict immediately when real-time data is received. This209

is referred to as the stacking model’s first regime. While operating and210

predicting in real-time during this regime, new data is concurrently being211

collected, e.g. base model output predictions and base model errors, for re-212

training the stacking model for its second regime, and so on. Notice that the213

length of each stacking model regime does not necessarily have to be a fixed214

value, e.g. one strategy could be to trigger a re-training when the current215

regime starts to degrade in performance. For this investigation, however,216

only fixed-length regimes are considered.217

More specifically, we propose a simplistic feed-forward artificial neu-218

ral network (ANN) stacking model architecture. The stacking meta-model219

predicts its output based on current base model predictions, recent base220

model errors both within and across the spatial reference, and finally based221

on information about the spatial reference. Figure 3 illustrates the inputs222

and architecture, consisting of a 3-layer feed-forward network with a ReLU -223

activation function [10] between each layer. As in the case with the other224

two ensemble techniques, the k base model predictions, mi(t, s), is the pri-225

mary input, where i ∈ (1, . . . , k). Similarly to the EWMA-technique, the226

latest model error with respect to the specific model and spatial reference,227

ϵmk
t−1,s, is also included as input, but without enforcing a specific calcula-228

tion on how this should be translated into a weight for the base model229

predictions. Furthermore, it was found that adding the latest base model230

8
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Figure 3: The stacking meta-model architecture predicts the ensemble output based
on current base model predictions and recent errors both within and across the spatial
reference (e.g. link / stop).

error across spatial references, ϵmk
t , could improve the stacking model. To231

exemplify, given some base model, mi, predicting link travel time for two232

distinct links, ln1 and ln2, ϵmi
t−1,ln1

will always refer to the latest error of mi233

for link ln1 observed before time t, while ϵmi
t−1 will refer to the error of either234

ln1 or ln2, depending of which were observed latest before time t. Finally,235

given that the same stacking model is used across spatial references, it is236

beneficial to provide information about which spatial reference is the basis237

for a given prediction, i.e. a reference to either a specific link or stop. This238

information is provided to the meta-data model using a one-hot encoded239

vector, i.e. given the meta-model is trained for U ∈ Z+ spatial references,240

each training/predict sample is augmented with a vector S ∈ {0, 1}1×U ,241

where
∑

S = 1, and the location of the 1 indicates the spatial reference as242

illustrated in Figure 3.243

3. Experiments244

To investigate the proposed ensemble approach in practice the method245

is evaluated on a real-world dataset. The dataset used in this experiment246

9
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Brønshøj

Vanløse

Valby

City
Center

Central Station

City Hall

Figure 4: Map of Bus line 10 used in the experiments. Black dots indicate stop points.
Base map credits: Open Street Map.

consists of 12 weeks of data containing 480, 637 link travel time measure-247

ments from a single bus line in the period 2020-08-10 to 2020-11-01. It248

was dived into a train data set, consisting of the first 11 weeks, and a test249

dataset consisting of the last week. The different base models are trained250

and optimized only using the training dataset, while the test dataset was251

used to simulate real-time measurements being received during operations,252

and used to evaluate the different ensemble techniques.253

The link travel time measurements cover one direction of a single bus254

line and contain a total of 38 distinct links. The bus line (designated line255

10) services both the Copenhagen city center and suburbs as shown in Fig-256

ure 4. The direction used in the experiment starts at the Copenhagen City257

Hall, and passes several major exchange points in the city center, such as258

the Copenhagen Central Station, before passing along one of the main corri-259

dors out of the city and continues to service several suburban areas (Valby,260

Vanløse, Brønshøj) before it finally terminates Northwest of Copenhagen.261

10
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3.1. Base models262

For an ensemble of models to work, the need for a collection of base263

models is obvious. For this experiment we include four base models known264

from existing literature: i) a naïve model repeating the last observed value,265

ii) a simple conditional historical average [34], iii) a plain feed-forward neural266

network model [13], and iv) a recurrent neural network model [23]. Both267

(i), (ii) and (iii) are very simple models compared to the state-of-the-art268

proposed by recent research, while (iv) utilizes more recently developed269

approaches that are still overall manageable in terms over computational270

complexity even when scaled to large public transport networks. This is271

deliberate as stated in the motivation as the aim is to provide a set of272

models that are manageable for PTAs to support, both with respect to273

data requirements and operational costs.274

• Naïve (NA): the naive model simply emits the latest observed data
point for a given spatial reference, s, as shown in eq. (4)

NAt,s = Xt−1,s (4)

The model addresses the motivation’s third point, since only one pre-275

vious traversal of the link is necessary for the to yield a prediction.276

• Historical average (HA): a very simple base model predicting the con-
ditional expectation based on day of week, DoW(t), and time of day,
ToD(t), as shown in eq. (5). E.g. to predict a given link travel time
for Mondays in the interval 8-9 AM, the model yield the average of
the samples from that link in the training dataset observations for
Mondays in this time interval. No information is shared between
spatial references (links/stops) and as such for the experiment this
corresponds to 38 individual independent base models.

HAt,s = E [Xs | DoW(t), ToD(t)] (5)

The model is prone to extreme measurements since a few extreme277

values can affect the average value considerably. However, the com-278

putational cost of fitting the model is absolutely minimal since it only279

requires iterating each sample once. Thus, the base model addresses280

the motivation’s second point.281
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time of day, day of week, ToD(t)oh, DoW(t)oh

one-hot encoded

Embedding / Dense

...

...0 001

Dense

Dense

Dropout

furture predicted travel time, Yt
^

Figure 5: Network architecture of the ANN base model.

• Artificial neural network (ANN): a plain feed-forward neural network.282

Can be considered the neural network dual of HA in the sense that283

the only input features are DoW(t), ToD(t), and the spatial refer-284

ence, s. Figure 5 illustrates the simplistic network architecture of the285

model. The advantage of this approach, over HA, is that it can relate286

similar values of DoW(t), respectively ToD(t), together in an internal287

vector-space representation (embedding). But the model is, similarly288

to HA, prone to overfitting to extreme measurements. This can be289

reduced by using dropout [30] and by terminating the learning process290

in time using a part of the training dataset as a validation dataset291

and monitoring performance indicators. Given this, it can actually292

give reasonable estimates of e.g. travel time for an unobserved com-293

bination of DoW(t) and ToD(t), given it follows the general recurrent294

congestion pattern observed for other links. This partially addresses295

the motivation’s third point. The data fetching, prepossessing, and296

training of the 38 links can be done in around one minute on a fairly297

standard configured virtual machine (4 vCPUs, 16 GB memory, no298

GPU acceleration, as used in this experiment)299

• Recurrent neural network (RNN): an encoder-decoder network where300

each part (encoder/decoder) consists of a single layer of long-short-301

term-memory (LSTM) cells [8], which shares its weights across the302

temporal dimension. Similar to the ANN model it produces predic-303
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recent travel time observations, X

RNN-Encoder

...

...

... RNN-Decoder

......

furture predicted travel time, Y

......

...

...
Dense layers

^

Figure 6: Network architecture of the RNN base model. Each square in the en-
coder/decoder represents a LSTM cell.

tions across multiple spatial references and can thus capture correla-304

tion between these (e.g. stop/links). However, in contrast to the two305

other base models it solely uses recent measurements when predicting.306

Figure 6 illustrates the network architecture with the encoder and de-307

coder blocks. Two layers of fully connected nodes are added after the308

RNN blocks. Similarly to the ANN model dropout and early stopping309

is used to reduce the probability of overfitting. Since its internal ac-310

tivation functions (tanh) are only sensitive in the interval [−1; 1] the311

data is standardized before input to the network and inversely for the312

output afterwards.313

3.2. Results and discussion314

The base models were trained using only the training dataset. In the315

case of the need for a validation dataset (ANN and RNN), the training316

dataset was divided into two. The test dataset (39, 650 samples) was used to317

simulate real-time measurements received and evaluate the three presented318

ensemble techniques. For the stacking ensemble we used 5, 000 samples for319

each regime and initially fitted the first regime using the last 5, 000 samples320

of the training dataset. This roughly corresponds to refitting the stacking321

meta-model once per day using the previous day’s performance of the base322
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Model RMSE MAE

Base
models

NA 24.7 16.4
HA 21.1 13.8

ANN 20.4 13.5
RNN 19.1 12.9

Ensemble
models

MA 19.3 13.0
EWMA 19.0 12.8
Stacking 19.0 12.7

Ensemble
comparison

Perfect 13.2 7.6
Perfect with hold 18.2 11.0

Table 1: Summarized results for all 38 links. Values in seconds per link.

models. For the exponential weighted model averaging (EWMA) we used a323

α-value of 10%.324

The results of the study are summarized by Table 1, showing the root325

mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). The inde-326

pendent models are evaluated, along with the three presented ensemble327

techniques: model averaging (MA), exponential weighted model averaging328

(EWMA), and stacking. Finally, evaluation scores are also presented for329

two non-realistic ensembles as a means for comparison and discussion:330

• Perfect: an ensemble that always perfectly chooses the base model331

with the minimal error term. This provides somewhat of a lower332

bound on what the effectiveness a perfect ensemble could achieve given333

the collection of base models.334

• Perfect with hold: similar to above but once a base model has been335

chosen it must also be used for the next immediate prediction of the336

ensemble. After this step, it is once again free to choose the optimal337

base model for the next two predictions and so on. The performance of338

this non-realistic ensemble can reveal how valuable the perfect choice339

is for the following prediction.340

Summarized across all links, it is seen that NA is worst, HA is out-341

performed by ANN, and RNN, in turn, outperforms the ANN. This is not342

surprising as the models are increasingly complex which allows them to343

better capture the correlations in data, and the results of the base models344

nicely align with findings from existing literature.345
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City
Center

Re-routing

Bloked due
to road work

Central
Station

Figure 7: Map of re-routing on Bus line 10 during the spring/summer 2020. Base map
credits: Open Street Map.

For the presented ensemble techniques we see that only the EWMA346

and stacking approaches improve model prediction over all base models347

and only with a neglectable difference compared to the RNN. Comparing348

to the perfect baseline, it is notable that major improvements presumably349

would require additional and/or more accurate base models. I.e. even if the350

ensemble could choose perfectly each time it would only improve 30% (19.0351

to 13.2), while to address to remaining 70% the improvements should be352

targeted against the collection of base models. The perfect with hold baseline353

also shows that the ensemble errors can only be reduced 4% (19.0 to 18.2)354

for successive traversals of links even given perfect information about errors.355

The presented results regard operation as assumed in most research,356

i.e. in the period used to test there are no examples of changes to the bus357

network, no stops were moved, no re-routing, and a full set of historic data358

were available for all links for the entire period investigated. However, as359
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stated before in real-world scenarios we are also interested in robustness and360

ease of adoption for the industry. To address these non-realistic assumptions361

we focus on a re-routing case occurring for the same bus line during the362

spring and summer of 2020. Due to a larger and relatively long-lasting363

road work the bus line was re-routed as shown in Figure 7. Besides the re-364

routing, the stop point in front of the central station moved around 160m365

Southwest during the period as indicated by the orange point on the map.366

The re-routing adds to travel time since it is traversing a longer path, but367

also it requires the bus to enter a busy roundabout, which is difficult for a368

relatively slow-starting bus. These changes and conditions together caused369

the link travel time between the two stops to double during the road work370

as shown in Figure 8. Since the link is close to the start of the route in371

the investigated direction, poor predictions for this link, in particular, will372

cause inaccurate arrival and departure predictions for many stop points373

downstream the route. Finally, for different technical reasons, the re-routing374

resulted in a failure of the map-matching of the vehicles’ GPS-feed, causing375

a huge data gap, lasting most of February. The GPS failure was eventually376

corrected around the end of February, and we investigate how the proposed377

ensemble approach handles the set of changes and missing historical data378

compared to the individual base models from the time when the GPS-feed379

was restored.380
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Figure 8: Daily mean link travel time for a re-routed link.

While the scenario might sound very specific, we argue that in any pub-381

lic transport network re-routing and system failures are inevitable. In a382

large public transport network, such cases as the one presented here will383

occur with reasonable frequency and should be handled intelligently by the384

prediction system. Finally, it is worth noticing, that it is particularly im-385

portant that the real-time travel information is accurate and reliable when386
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Model RMSE MAE

Base
models

NA 44.1 35.0
HA 136.0 130.5

ANN 137.1 132.7
RNN 116.0 110.4

Ensemble
models

MA 96.3 89.5
EWMA 49.9 39.3
Stacking 64.0 47.7

Ensemble
comparison

Perfect 40.5 33.0
Perfect with hold 46.4 36.0

Table 2: Summarized results for re-routed link. Values in seconds.

a bus line is re-routed since even frequent travelers cannot rely on personal387

experience from previous trips.388

Depending on the concrete implementations the HA, ANN, and RNN389

could behave in one of two extremes: i) either they fail totally due to390

the large data gap since their respectively training dataset is empty and391

produces predictions based on randomly initialized weights or, presumably392

better, no predictions at all, or ii) they use a large enough window for393

training data to include data points before the data gap, but underestimates394

the expected travel time significantly. In contrast, the NA base model will395

have no invalid assumptions as soon as the first vehicle has traversed the396

link after the data gap.397

Table 2 shows the results for the re-routing case study. Although not398

surprisingly, it is worth highlighting that the previous generally worst-399

performing base model under good conditions, NA, is the best performing400

for this scenario. The reason is presumably its ability to almost immedi-401

ately adapt to the new conditions. Similarly, the RNN base model is able402

to somewhat adjust in the sense it outputs a constant high value as seen403

in Figure 9, but it is limited in its output space due the internal activation404

functions (tanh) and the standardization of the input/output.405

Finally, it is worth noticing that the EWMA outperforms the Stacking406

ensemble technique for this real-world scenario, and achieves RMSE and407

MAE values very close to that of the perfect choice. To add some nuance to408

this, it is partly because the stacking needs to pass its first regime, trained409

on the last observations before the data gap, before it realizes the need for410
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this heavy correction. If only focusing on the latter regimes the stacking411

technique performs similar to EWMA. However, this does not change the412

fact that EWMA is quicker to adapt to this scenario and overall achieves413

a better performance than stacking. Due to its averaging nature, the MA414

ensemble technique only partially adapts to the shift in travel time observed415

in the scenario.416
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Figure 9: Results from re-routing case showing the 5th day of predictions. NA not shown
since it is simply the observed values shifted one time step.

4. Conclusion417

The naive (NA) and historical average (HA) base models add no no-418

table computational complexity, so there is really no argument to not in-419

clude these simple, yet operational very robust, base models in any ensem-420

ble approach. Even if they are outperformed constant under good opera-421

tional conditions they provide a safety net to fall back on in the case the422

data requirements and other assumed conditions are not maintained for the423

structural more advanced base models, e.g. plain artificial neural networks424

(ANN) and recurrent neural networks (RNN).425

Of the three investigated ensemble techniques, the stacking generally426

performs best, however it is also the most complex to implement and main-427

tain, requiring to persist a history of base model predictions and errors428

between regimes. With a reference to the above argument of using an en-429

semble approach not only for enhanced accuracy but also for robustness and430
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fallback, the stacking technique might not be the best choice from an op-431

erational perspective. The exponential weighted model averaging (EWMA)432

could be an attractive compromise due to its relatively low complexity com-433

pared to stacking. It only requires to persist a single weight per combination434

of the base model and spatial reference, i.e. link or stop point. Furthermore,435

we showed that EWMA was quicker to adapt to a specific type of change436

in the bus network. We cannot recommend simple model averaging (MA)437

since it generally performs worse than some base models under good con-438

ditions, and only to a limited extend improves under scenarios where the439

assumed model conditions do not hold.440

4.1. Future work441

When designing ensembles of particular structural diverse base models it442

would be an interesting research path to continue adding even more diverse443

models than the ones presented here, which still all are very simple. At444

some point, adding more models will presumably not results in improve445

accuracy, even for special scenarios as was shown in our experiment. More446

diverse models could also include some with diversity in data, e.g. some447

base models could include weather measurements or travel demand collected448

from real-time smart-card ticketing systems.449

Another path to investigate is the possibility to use the base models as450

a measure of the uncertainty of the travel and dwell time, e.g. instead of451

predicting a point estimate for the arrival and departure times one could452

predict the probability distribution of likely arrival and departure times us-453

ing the information emitted from the different base models of the ensemble.454
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Abstract
This paper describes a novel framework for multi-model arrival prediction
in public transport systems. With multi-model, we emphasize the ability
for the framework to simultaneously maintain and supply predictions for
the arrival of public transport services using multiple, and possibly overlap-
ping, machine learning models. This ability allows the framework to act as
an ensemble of the base models and provides both robustness, flexibility,
and enhanced prediction accuracy. The framework automatically collect
and monitor base model performance in order to weight between each of
the base models applicable for a given spatial and temporal reference con-
text. We present a framework architecture building on proven methods for
achieving a scalable and sustainable system, that can be configured to con-
sume computational power only when needed, minimizing operational cost
and climate footprint for public transport authorities using the system. Fi-
nally we present and discuss findings during experimental deployments of
the framework for a regional public transport authority in Denmark.
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1. Introduction1

Reliable and precise arrival predictions are a necessity for providing an2

attractive and competitive public transport system. Especially public bus3

transport is prone to large travel time variability, due to the shared road4

infrastructure between busses, cars, and cyclists.5

In New York City, Brakewood et al. [4] found that real-time informa-6

tion resulted in an increase in weekday ridership of 1.7%, with the biggest7

increase on routes with the greatest level of transit service. Similar, Ferris8

et al. [7] showed a change in overall satisfaction with public transit as a9

result of using the OneBusAway project [7], which is an open-source trav-10

eler information platform. The change, as reported by respondents, was11

overwhelmingly positive.12

Our contribution to this work is a multi-model framework for public13

transport arrival and departure prediction called Vehicle Tracker. The re-14

search and system are released as open-source software (OSS). With multi-15

model we emphasize the ability for the framework to simultaneously main-16

tain and supply predictions for the arrival of public transport services using17

multiple, possibly overlapping, machine learning models. We argue that18

such a framework have certain advantages over existing approaches:19

• If the models overlap geographically, e.g. multiple model instances of20

the framework will yield travel time predictions for the same road or21

rail segment, the method act as an ensemble of different models. This22

approach is largely a refinement and the application of [20]. Neupane23

et al. [18] used a similar approach for hourly electricity price forecast-24

ing, and showed it provided a small but consistent performance gain25

in prediction accuracy.26

• The multi-model approach allows a public transport authority (PTA)27

to instantiate different models for different geographical or tempo-28

ral conditions. For example, only running a computational expensive29

deep learning model in the day hours of a congested city with complex30

traffic dynamics. And in contrast, to rely on much simpler and com-31

putational lightweight models for rural areas and during night hours32

where traffic patterns are much more static and services less frequent.33

The added complexity for maintaining and operating multiple, possi-34

bly overlapping machine learning models is naturally considered a negative35

effect. Therefore, we present a framework architecture building on proven36
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methods for achieving a scalable and sustainable system that will only con-37

sume computational power when needed, minimizing operational cost and38

potentially the climate footprint for PTAs deploying the system.39

Specifically we see the following contributions of the proposed system:40

• A method for allowing multiple models to cover and overlap parts41

of the public transport network simultaneously, providing multiple42

predictions for the same expected events.43

• A robust, fault-tolerant, and scalable architecture for public transport44

arrival prediction allowing both smaller and larger PTAs to much45

easier adopt recent machine learning advancements from research for46

public transport arrival prediction.47

• The public availability of the source code, allowing PTAs to freely48

adapt, develop, and contribute to the framework for their specific49

needs.50

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews existing51

work. Section 3 gives an architectural overview of the Vehicle Tracker-52

framework, including an introduction and some highlighted details of critical53

components. Section 4 presents and discuss experimental deployments of54

the framework at different operational scales. Finally, Section 5 discuses55

key findings and conclusions of the presented work and we discuss possible56

paths of future work.57

2. Existing work58

There exist only a few open systems for forecasting public transport ar-59

rivals, that we know of, and none with a multi-model approach as this work60

describes. While there exist several proprietary systems, none of these are61

neither publicly known to provide the ability. Proprietary implementations62

are usually considered company secrets, but a review of published informa-63

tion from web sites [15, 1], white papers [12, 23] and technical reference64

documents [8] show no indication of any multi-model approaches. This65

includes both larger and well-established software providers for the public66

transport sector [12, 23, 8], as well smaller and more recent start-ups [15, 1].67

Similarly, a review of patents [14, 26], does not indicate by any means that a68

multi-model approach, nor simper ensemble approaches are used in practice69

by the industry.70
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Of the few open-source systems available most notable are The Tran-71

sit Clock [5], a complete open-source real-time transit information project.72

The goal of The Transit Clock project is to use any type of real-time GPS73

data to generate useful public transportation information, including arrival74

and departure times. The software is currently being used in a production75

environment for MBTA1 Commuter Rail and for several smaller agencies.76

The internal prediction algorithm used by The Transit Clock is a simple77

linear Kalman filter. There are no other models shipped with the software78

and it is not prepared for allowing different models to work simultaneously79

without major rewrites of large portions of the codebase. This said, it is80

arguably the most mature open-source project for arrival and departure81

times prediction, that we know of. The Transit Clock can be used together82

with the open-source traffic information platform OneBusAway [7], which83

itself does not generate arrival/departure predictions, but only provides the84

information to the passengers in a user-friendly and searchable form.85

Radhakrishnan [22] contributed with another open source public trans-86

port prediction project, although considered far from as operational mature87

as The Transit Clock project. It supports the use of multiple models (linear,88

neural networks and decision trees) but not in an ensemble, i.e. only one89

can be configured to work at runtime. It was tested with real-time integra-90

tion to the MTBA Subway, but it is uncertain if it scales for entire public91

transport systems, and as of 2018 the project seems unmaintained.92

3. Framework architecture93

The overall design of the proposed system follows an event-driven, micro-94

service architecture [16], facilitated by a distributed event-bus. An architec-95

ture pattern supporting highly scalable and reactive applications ideal for96

the real-time constraints of public transport arrival prediction. A number of97

nodes are connected to the event-bus, and each node can host a number of98

components. Each component can listen to specific event types and publish99

events to the event-bus for other components to act on, either on the same100

node or on another node.101

Figure 1 illustrates the overall abstract architecture with the event-bus102

as the only resource shared between all nodes. Some components might103

1MBTA: Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority, PTA of Greater Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, USA
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Figure 1: Conceptual architecture of scalable and cost-efficient multi-model prediction
system.

need to persist state between runs, and utilize a distributed persistent stor-104

age for this purpose. For the event-bus, we leverage existing open-source105

software and have chosen RabbitMQ [21] based on a review by Ionescu [13].106

However, any robust and fault-tolerant message-broker can be used as inter-107

node event transport. On top of the event-bus, the framework architecture108

provides a service registry and allows remote service invocation similar to109

the design presented by Ayanoglu et al. [3, chap. 9].110

Section 3.1 gives a short introduction and highlight details of critical111

components on the multi-model framework for public transport arrival pre-112

diction, but first, we argue the choice of this architecture for the following113

reasons:114

• Each node can be made fault-tolerant by simply adding another re-115

dundant node with an identical configuration. As a side benefit, this116

design also spread the computational load during normal operation,117

i.e. load balancing. Each node can join and leave the system seamlessly118

during operation.119

• Some components handle tasks that are not needed at all times, e.g.120

the re-training of deep learning models might only be needed once121
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a day. On the other hand, some tasks have loads that are propor-122

tional to the scheduled public transport services, e.g. the number of123

needed arrival predictions is highest during the peak hours. Up- and124

down-scaling of the number of nodes hosting specific components can125

influence the operational cost of the system significantly, especially126

if computational resources are billed on a per-usage basis as seen at127

most modern Cloud Platforms [10, 2, 17].128

3.1. Central components129

The following components are critical for providing the multi-model ar-130

rival predictions and is illustrated by Figure 2 showing the specific architec-131

ture used in the large-scale experimental deployment. However, they need132

necessarily not to be available at all times, e.g. the History and Trainer133

components are only needed for retraining models, which might only occur134

during night hours.135

• History: this component provides services for accessing historic travel136

times between stations/stop points, and historic dwell times at sta-137

tions/stop points. The component acts mainly as a gateway to pre-138

viously collected data, e.g. stored in the transport agency data ware-139

house, or using the distributed persistent storage.140

• Trainer: as the name indicates this component is responsible for train-141

ing and re-training models. Since model training is a batch operation142

that might run over a considerable amount of time and in some cases143

requires dedicated resources (e.g. CPU, GPU), the Trainer compo-144

nent has an internal work queue for prioritizing resources among re-145

quests. Once a model train request completes with success it saves the146

model parameters (e.g. the network weights for an ANN) to the Mod-147

elRegistry component and publishes a notification event allowing other148

components to start using the newly trained model. It also provides149

services for tracking the progress and results of ongoing, completed,150

and queued model training requests.151

• Schedule loader: this component provides services for loading sched-152

uled public transport journeys into the system, including basic public153

transport network information, e.g. name and location of train sta-154

tions/bus stops and geometric shapes of the links between stops. The155

source of the information can be GTFS [11], NeTEx [6], or similar.156

Each scheduled public transport journey is assigned a unique reference157
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and includes information on stations/stop points to be called and the158

links between each stop on the route of the vehicle journey.159

• Predictor: the complementary component of the Trainer component.160

The task of the Predictor component is to restore pre-trained models161

and provide model predictions to the rest of the framework. Predic-162

tions are produced online as per the requirement of real-time traveler163

information. This is usually not a problem, since running even ad-164

vanced machine learning models for online predictions is far more165

computational lightweight than training the models.166

• Monitor: each instance of this component coordinates and moni-167

tors an assigned set of public transport journeys to track. It listens168

for events from the vehicle operating the journey (e.g. observed ar-169

rivals/departures, position updates) and triggers predictions for the170

remainder of the journey’s stops. If multiple predictions are produced171

for the same link traversal or stop dwell it is aggregated by the en-172

semble logic.173

• Model registry: maintains a catalog of trained and available models.174

The Predictor component can request available models for a given175

stop point (dwell time models), or for a given link between stops176

(travel time models). The Model registry is backed by persistent and177

distributed storage, such that trained models remain available over178

different instances of the Model registry component.179

Besides the above mentioned central components needed for the system180

to operate at a minimum, it also consists of a component providing an API181

and web front-end, allowing traffic and system operators to monitor the182

system and components to centrally collect events and log messages. The183

node and thus the components have been implemented in Python [27] and184

the source code is open and available at https://github.com/niklascp/185

vehicletracker.186

In the conceptual framework design, it is assumed that vehicle location187

data are simply fed into the event bus in an agreed format and that the188

predicted arrival and departures are similarly made available for its needs189

as events, as illustrated by Figure 1. If this is not possible, a PTA can190

simply develop small and specific integration components to either ingest191

vehicle location data or to consume predicted arrival/departure events for192

use in their traveler information systems and host these components within193
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Algorithm 1 Dwell time prediction event listener
upon event e : ObservedArrival,PredictedArrival do

s← StopPoint(e)
tarr ← ArrivalTime(e)
for all m ∈ ModelRegistry(s, tarr) do

dwell_time_predictions[m]← PredictDwell(m, s, tarr)
end for
tdep ← tarr + Ensemble(s, dwell_predictions)
publish event PredictedDeparture(tdep, s)

Algorithm 2 Travel time prediction event listener
upon event e : ObservedDeparture,PredictedDeparture do

ln← NextLink(e)
tdep ← DepartureTime(e)
for all m ∈ ModelRegistry(ln, tdep) do

travel_time_predictions[m]← PredictTravel(m, ln, tdep)
end for
tarr ← tdep + Ensemble(ln, travel_time_predictions)
publish event PredictedArrival(tarr, ln)

the framework. These tasks are considered part of fitting the framework to194

the PTA’s existing IT infrastructure.195

3.2. Arrival/departure prediction loop196

The monitor component constitutes the main orchestration of real-time197

arrival and departure predictions. It listens for predicted and observed198

arrival events as described by Algorithm 1 and in turn produces a predicted199

departure based on the predicted dwell time. Similarly, upon predicted200

and observed departure events it estimates the travel time and produces201

an predicted arrival event for the next stop on the route as described by202

Algorithm 2. Hence, the two are triggering each other and will cascade203

in a distributed re-computation of the arrival and departure times for the204

remainder of a journey.205

In both cases, the estimated dwell/travel time is an ensemble combina-206

tion of all base models that are applicable given both the spatial reference,207

i.e. stop/station or link, and the temporal reference i.e. predicted/observed208

arrival/departure time. This selection of base models that are applica-209

ble is determined by a service provided by the model registry component210
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and the actual model prediction is handled by an instance of the predictor211

component and thus spread evenly across available compute power in the212

framework.213

3.3. Base models214

In its current state, the following base models for link travel time pre-215

diction have been implemented into the framework:216

i) Weekly Historical Average (HA): a simple prediction model that pre-217

dicts the expected value conditioned by the time of day and day of the218

week.219

ii) Artificial neural network (ANN): a 3-layered feed-forward neural net-220

work producing multi-output travel time for all links within the spatial221

reference. Input to the network consists solely of time of day and day222

of week similarly to HA.223

iii) Recurrent neural network (RNN): an encoder/decoder recurrent neural224

network where each part (encoder/decoder) consists of a single layer225

of long-short-term-memory (LSTM) cells [9]. Similarly to the ANN226

model, it produces multi-output travel time for all links within the227

spatial reference, but, in contrast to the ANN, it uses only recent travel228

time measurements as input.229

As we elaborate later, it is relatively easy to build and extend with ad-230

ditional base models taking advantage of additional data sources available231

and/or targets only spatial and temporal conditions for which more sophis-232

ticated models are reasonable and known to show improved performance.233

For producing dwell time predictions, only two base models are currently234

implemented, namely: i) a simple weekly historical average similar to the235

HA travel time model, and ii) an ANN dwell time model similar to the236

ANN travel time model listed above, taking into account current delay of237

the public transport service.238

3.4. Ensemble logic239

Finally, we describe the ensemble logic implemented. We have chosen a240

weighted average ensemble using an exponential smoothing approach based241

on recent model performance for estimating the trust in each base model,242

similar to [18]. This is mainly for its simplicity and low requirements of243

persistent state. Given a set of n predictions, P = {pm1 , pm2 , . . . , pmn},244
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Algorithm 3 Weighted average ensemble
procedure Ensemble(s, P : pm1 , pm2 , . . . , pmn)

pout ← 0
for each m, p ∈ P do

pout ← pout + pwm
s

end for
return pout

end procedure

Algorithm 4 Exponential smoothing update of ensemble weights
wm

s ← 1
ns

▷ Weights are initialized unbiased for all s
upon event e : ObservedArrival,ObservedDeparture do

s← StopPoint(e) or Link(e) ▷ Spatial reference
tobs ← ObservedTime(e)
for all m ∈ ModelRegistry(s, tnow) do

ϵms ← predictions[m]− tobs ▷ Calculate error wrt. model m
wm

s ← α 1
1+(ϵms )2

+ (1− α)wm
s ▷ Update weight wrt. model m

end for
for all m ∈ ModelRegistry(s, tnow) do

wm
s ← wm

s /
∑ns

k=1w
mk
s ▷ Make weights unbiased

end for

for a spatial reference, s, the ensemble output is the weighted average245

of pm1 , pm2 , . . . , pmn with weight coefficients wm1
s , wm2

s , . . . , wmn
s and where246 ∑m

i=1w
mi
s = 1. The ensemble logic is shown in Algorithm 3. The update of247

the weights are triggered by observed arrival and -departure events, which248

yields model errors for respectively the previous link traversed, and the249

previous stop point visited as shown in Algorithm 4. The error for each250

base model is calculated based on the most recent predictions for the spa-251

tial reference. The ensemble weights are then updated using exponential252

smoothing on the inverse squared error. A smoothing parameter, α ∈ [0, 1]253

controls how fast to adjust the weights from recent errors.254

4. Experimental deployment255

In this section, we discuss findings during an experimental deployment256

of the framework in Eastern Denmark. The regional public transport au-257

thority (PTA), Movia, provides bus and local train services to the region’s258
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Figure 2: Specific architecture used in large-scale experimental deployment. Icon credits:
Flaticon.

population of 2.5M people (2020, [24]). The PTA services around 420 bus259

lines and 10 smaller railroads with a total of 198M passenger trips yearly260

(2019, [25]). The PTA’s fleet consists of around 1, 600 vehicles (buses and261

trains), and each vehicle has a GPS receiver installed which collects and262

transmits the position of the vehicle every second to a central automatic263

vehicle location (AVL) system. Hence, the peak massage rate in the in-264

bound data stream will be around 1, 600 messages per second.265

We tested two different deployment configurations: i) focusing on a266

large-scale deployment, covering the public transport system of Eastern267

Denmark described above in its entirety, and ii) using a subset of the lines268

to simulate the ability of the framework to also fit smaller PTA’s needs with269

a very limited operational cost.270

4.1. Large-scale experimental deployment271

In our large-scale experimental deployment, we ingress events from the272

AVL system directly into the event bus as illustrated in Figure 2. This was273

chosen for simplicity since the AVL system already generates events when a274

bus or train arrives at, or departs from, a stop, i.e. the ObservedArrival and275

ObservedDeparture events we are leveraging on in Section 3.2. Furthermore,276

historical data and schedule data are provided by the PTA’s existing data277
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warehouse and for this reason, the History and Schedule loader components278

are combined on a node within the PTA’s private network (Node 4), while279

the other components run on two provisioned nodes (Node 1 and 3) in a280

cloud environment with the components divided between them as shown281

in Figure 2. A third node (Node 2), similarly hosted in the cloud environ-282

ment, is only active, and thus only billed, during certain times to support283

the nightly retaining of the ANN and RNN base models, i.e. on-demand284

scaling. Each node is running fairly general purpose hardware configura-285

tions at the time of the experiment, e.g. 4 vCPUs, 16 GB of memory, no286

GPU acceleration.287

Hence, the large-scale experimental deployment is integrated with a288

complete data ingress from the production systems of the regional PTA,289

both with respect to the real-time data stream (GPS/AVL) and public trans-290

port schedules. The predicted arrival and departure times were although291

not presented through the PTA’s usual traveler information systems, but292

instead recorded for analysis. However, it is stressed that the produced ar-293

rival and departure times indeed are in a form that could be used directly294

for departure boards and smartphone traveler information apps, such as295

OneBusAway [7].296

More than 16, 000 links are covered with the simple HA model and297

for links serving high-frequent public transport services (around 20% of298

the trips) the more sophisticated ANN and RNN models were trained as299

additional base models for the ensemble. This illustrates one of the main300

aims and strengths of the multi-model approach, namely the ability to target301

the more advanced and computationally expensive models only where they302

are considered to add value. We were able to train the ANN and RNN303

models, covering around 20% of the public transport network, within 2304

hours each night using the on-demand scheme described earlier with an305

additional trainer component focusing on this task. If a larger portion306

of the public transport network should utilize the more advanced neural307

network models additional trainer nodes could be added such that it is still308

possible to retrain all machine learning models during a few hours each309

night. Since they are only required for a few hours the cost for the PTA is310

much more attractive than provisioned computational resources, i.e. always311

running servers.312

On an average weekday, the large-scale deployment monitors 20, 000+313

bus and train vehicle trips with 600, 000+ arrivals at bus stops and sta-314

tions. Since many predictions are generated for each link traversal and stop315
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dwell as the vehicle trip progresses and since multiple base-models are pro-316

vided for parts of the public transport network, around 10M predictions317

are produced by the framework on an average weekday. The amount of318

produced predictions will also depend on the specific layout of the trips. In319

Section 4.3 we present some overall measures on accuracy and robustness320

for the large-scale experimental deployment.321

4.2. Small-scale experimental deployment322

We also investigated a small-scale experimental deployment to show that323

the multi-model framework is also suitable for smaller scenarios and in these324

cases still offers benefits for PTAs both in respect to operational cost and325

robustness, while giving access to the strength of deploying diverse mod-326

els. In the small-scale experimental deployment, we run all components,327

including the message broker, on a single server node with the same general328

purpose hardware configuration as described previously. It consisted of 4329

bus lines with around 600 trips and 20,000 arrivals on an average week-330

day. Even with the relatively low hardware provisioned (4 vCPU, 16 GB331

of memory, no GPU acceleration), we were able to train all base models for332

all lines during night time when the node is otherwise largely idle due to333

very limited public transport services being monitored.334

4.3. Analysis of prediction accuracy335

The presented base models are not intended to compete with state-336

of-the-art with respect to accuracy. Instead, they jointly present a good337

balance between accuracy and computational cost allowing the benefits of338

diverse models for the parts of the public transport network where it is con-339

sidered to add value compared to the computational and operational cost.340

To investigate how the accuracy of the multi-model framework performs we341

compare it to the current model deployed for the task. The current model342

is very similar to the HA base model, but instead of conditioning on time of343

day and day of week it yields the expected value conditioned on the sched-344

uled travel time and dwell time. Nevertheless, it is a fair example of the345

current state-of-the-practise in industry.346

We sampled over 1M departure estimates from the large scale deploy-347

ment over several days of operation. It is worth noticing, that at the time348

of the sampling from the large-scale deployment Denmark is, like most of349

Europe, under a massive lockdown due to COVID-19 which has reduced the350

amount of congestion significantly. Therefore the effects presented below351
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RMSE MAE
Prediction Multi-model Current Multi-mode Current
horizon framework Model framework Model
1-2 min 0.47 0.49 0.26 0.31
2-5 min 0.63 0.70 0.41 0.48
5-10 min 0.79 0.93 0.56 0.67
10-15 min 0.89 1.13 0.66 0.83
15-20 min 0.99 1.27 0.74 0.95
Overall 0.75 0.90 0.53 0.65

Table 1: Results of multi-model approach, entire public transport network.

RMSE MAE
Prediction Multi-model Current Multi-mode Current
horizon framework Model framework Model
1-2 min 0.28 0.45 0.20 0.31
2-5 min 0.38 0.57 0.28 0.43
5-10 min 0.52 0.80 0.38 0.62
10-15 min 0.64 1.09 0.48 0.80
15-20 min 0.67 1.11 0.51 0.84
Overall 0.50 0.80 0.37 0.60

Table 2: Results of multi-model approach, subset of network with all base models active.

might even be larger when the traffic conditions return to a more normal352

pattern.353

Table 1 shows the performance results across the entire public transport354

network in the large-scale deployment while Table 2 shows results from the355

subset of around 20% of the network where all three base models where ac-356

tive. Both tables show the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean abso-357

lute error (MAE) over different prediction horizons, i.e. how many minutes358

before a departure actually occurred it was predicted to occur.359

Not surprisingly the performance in accuracy generally degrades the360

further into the future a prediction is made. However, we see the multi-361

model approach consistently degrades slower than the current and single-362

model approach: 53% (from 0.47 to 0.99) against 61% (from 0.49 to 1.27).363

The explanation for this is presumably a combination of both the subset of364

the network using the more sophisticated models and that the asynchronous365

arrival/departure prediction loop used in the multi-model framework is more366
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aggressive and capable of adjusting predictions far into the future than the367

current model implementation.368

Besides the improvement with respect to the prediction horizon, the369

multi-model framework generally outperforms the current model with 17%370

(0.90 to 0.75) which is again arguably due to the multi-model framework371

use of much more sophisticated base models for part of the network (20%)372

and the architecture of the arrival/departure prediction loop.373
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Figure 3: Distribution of prediction errors, entire public transport network

Focusing only on the part of the network with a true multi-model ensem-374

ble (Table 2) the difference in degrading over the prediction horizon is less375

notable: 58% for the multi-model compared to 59% for the current model.376

On the other hand, the overall improvement is significantly stronger: 38%377

(0.80 to 0.50). Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the distribution of errors (across378

all time horizons) for the entire public transport network, respectively the379

subset with all three base models active. A negative error corresponds to380

the observed departure was earlier than predicted and vice-versa a positive381

error that the departure occurred later than predicted. Figure 3 show the382

multi-model framework results in a little narrower error distribution overall383

and seem to more accurately not overestimate early departures to the same384

extent as the current model. Figure 4 shows that for the subset of the net-385

work where the multi-model framework acts with true ensemble logic the386

approach results in a considerably tighter error distribution.387
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Figure 4: Distribution of prediction errors, subset of network with all base models active.

5. Main findings and conclusion388

An important finding is the additional robustness a multi-model ap-389

proach inherently provides. The presented framework and experimental390

deployments show a concrete way for PTAs to adopt more sophisticated391

and recent developed methods for arrival predictions, at least for parts of392

their public transport network. The PTAs and policymakers can select393

specifically where and when it is beneficial and possible to deploy machine394

learning models given the assumptions of data availability and cost of oper-395

ation, and otherwise use more plain models for areas and times where this396

is not the case in a coherent framework.397

Another main finding is that it is beneficial to take advantage of on-398

demand compute power to train the more advanced models and thus re-399

duce the cost of machine learning training significantly compared to always400

provisioned nodes and hardware.401

We conclude that the provided framework indeed is a potential and at-402

tractive option for PTAs to adopt recent machine learning advancement for403

real-world public transport arrival and departure predictions at a reason-404

able cost, and only deploying the more advanced and computational costly405

models where they add real value and data requirement for them are sat-406

isfied. The demonstrated scalability and robustness due to the multi-model407

approach also provides an essential operational safety net that is crucial408

when providing traveler information for public transport. If one or more409
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of the more advanced machine learning models start to fail and/or produce410

poor predictions, e.g. due to missing input data or changes in the public411

transport network, the ensemble logic will automatically down-weight it’s412

voice, essentially falling back to more static models, e.g. weekly historical413

average.414

Finally, the framework provides the ability for the PTAs, and/or in col-415

laboration with private companies, to develop new and specific base models416

directly within the framework. As shown in Figure 2 the API allows model417

developers to interactively run a newly developed model and see and ana-418

lyze how it will perform before adding it into the ensemble. This makes the419

adoption of new models a more lightweight task.420

The presented and available open-source system provides agencies a421

cost-effective, manageable and robust way of deploying advanced machine422

learning methods for public transport arrival prediction at scale while re-423

taining full ownership of their system.424

5.1. Future work425

Further optimization and scalability could be introduced into the system426

by providing a partition scheme. In the current state, predictions are spread427

more or less evenly among all predictor components in the framework. This428

has the consequence that all base models are highly likely to be initialized429

sooner or later on all nodes with this role which is not optimal if many430

base models eventually are deployed to the framework. A simple partition431

scheme dividing the prediction request based on the spatial reference will432

likely solve this and is not considered very complicated to implement as it433

is a well-known technique in distributed systems.434

Another path for future work includes more diverse base models. Re-435

cently a number of cloud providers have made GPU-accelerated hardware436

available on an on-demand scheme and it could be interesting to see the437

addition of some state-of-the-art bus arrival models implemented as base438

models in the multi-model framework. Since they are leveraging on recur-439

rent convolutions [19] and attention techniques [28] GPU acceleration is key440

to ensure the models are trainable in a reasonable time.441
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Abstract

Transfers are a major contributor to travel time unreliability for journeys in pub-
lic transport. Thus, connections between services in the public transport network
must be reliable. To plan such reliable transfers from e.g. busses to trains, it is
crucial to know the necessary walking times from stops to platforms. This paper
presents an innovative approach for estimation of walking time distributions from
bus stops to train platforms based on a matching of smart card data and auto-
matic vehicle location data. The observed times from bus stop to rail platform
turns out to have a large variance, due to two reasons: differences in passenger
walking speeds, and passengers who are doing activities during the transfer. To
account for these variations a hierarchical Bayesian mixture model is applied,
where the time for passengers walking directly and passengers doing activities
during the transfer follows separate distributions. The proposed methodology is
applied to 129 stations in the Eastern part of Denmark. Results from two stations
with different characteristics are presented in details along with justifications and
analyses of model accuracy. The outcome of the model with distributions of the
necessary walking times from bus stops to train platforms is important input for
timetabling connections, and the data-driven methodology can easily be applied
at scale.
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1. Introduction1

The attractiveness of public transport is defined by many parameters,2

but transfers between services are consistently viewed as inconvenient (Iseki3

and Taylor, 2009; Raveau et al., 2014; Schakenbos et al., 2016). Transfers4

require the passenger to alight a service, and in most cases walk to another5

stop to board the connecting service. When transferring between services6

there is a risk of a large increase in the journey time of the whole trip if a7

connecting service is missed (Dixit et al., 2019), and thereby decreasing the8

reliability of the trip, which is known to be of large nuisance to passengers9

(Kouwenhoven et al., 2014).10

Creating good connections between services require knowledge on the11

time needed for passengers to walk from one stop to another (Parbo et al.,12

2014). This knowledge is usually determined by identifying the walkways13

between stops and assuming a walking speed for the passengers, or by man-14

ual surveys where passengers are followed through the station (Daamen15

et al., 2006). Overestimations of the necessary time to make a transfer16

affects passengers’ waiting times when services are synchronised, and it is17

therefore important to get accurate estimates of the time needed to make18

the transfer (Xiao et al., 2016).19

This paper presents a novel methodology for estimating the walking20

time distribution for transferring passengers from busses to train stations.21

The study utilises the vast available amount of automatic fare collection22

(AFC) data from smart cards and combines this with automatic vehicle23

location (AVL) data from busses. In this way it is possible to calculate24

the walking time for passengers from alighting at the bus stop until the25

passenger taps in at a validator on the platform. However, the raw data26

can not be used directly for estimation of the required walking time, since27

passengers may be doing activities during their transfers (Wahaballa et al.,28

2018). A hierarchical Bayesian mixture model with one distribution for29

passengers walking directly and another distribution for passengers having30

an activity during the transfer is estimated, to obtain accurate estimates of31

the walking time distribution for directly walking passengers. The method32

is applied to a large scale case study and results are studied in detail for33

two stations with different characteristics.34

The novel methodology adds to existing knowledge of transferring pas-35

sengers by separating passengers walking directly and passengers doing ac-36

tivities during the transfer, and does this using an unsupervised method.37

The approach is able to handle different types of transfers, where either38

2
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the synchronisation of busses and trains or the number of shops near the39

station increases the amount of activities undertaken by passengers during40

the transfer. The methodology can be easily applied at scale, and thus41

overcomes the scalability issues of time consuming manual surveys where42

passengers are followed through the station.43

The paper is organised in the following way; Section 2 reviews the ex-44

isting studies on estimation of walking times at transfers, Section 3 outlines45

the methodology for estimation of walking times based on smart card data,46

Section 4 presents the case study used for testing the methodology and47

analyses of the results, Section 5 discusses the model accuracy with possi-48

ble verification techniques that can be applied at scale. Finally, Section 649

concludes on the findings in the paper.50

2. Literature review51

Walking is a central part of using public transport, and in many cases52

the passenger also needs to walk due to a transfer between services. The53

number of trips in metropolitan areas requiring a transfer can range between54

anywhere from 30 % to 80 % depending on the network layout and which55

modes of public transport the passengers use (Guo and Wilson, 2011). For56

the Greater Copenhagen area, which is part of the area used for the case57

study presented in Section 4, the number of trips requiring at least one58

transfer is approximately 40 % (Anderson, 2013). Given the large number59

of transfers in the network, it is important to estimate the necessary walking60

times for these transfers.61

Walking speeds are known to be heterogeneous (Fruin, 1971), even when62

there is nothing that constrains the walkways (Daamen and Hoogendoorn,63

2006). A number of studies have spent significant efforts for obtaining64

walking times at different transport facilities. Young (1999) for example65

studies the walking speeds in airport terminals and find that moving walk-66

ways and passing obstructions in a corridor significantly impact the walking67

speed. For public transport stations, Chen et al. (2016) studies the walk-68

ing speeds for transfer passengers in a subway passage in Beijing and finds69

that the speeds differ significantly between males and females and between70

passengers walking alone and passengers in a company, with the walking71

speed generally following a log-normal distribution. A similar finding on72

the walking speeds following a log-normal distribution is reported in Zhu73

et al. (2017). Kasehyani et al. (2019) studies the walking times at different74

3
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times of the day and finds that these differ, but other factors such as if75

passengers carry luggage also affects the walking speed.76

Due to the varying walking speeds, the walking times at public transport77

stations are also not a constant factor of the distance walked. Daamen78

et al. (2006) studies passenger walking times for both boarding and alighting79

passengers at two stations in the Netherlands and specifically investigates80

which paths they use to and from the platform. By following passengers81

from when they enter the station to the platform and vice versa, they find82

that passengers mainly choose the shortest path through the station. A83

similar methodology on following passengers to observe the walking times84

is used in Du et al. (2009), but with a focus on transferring passengers in85

Beijing. Significantly different walking times are found for passengers in the86

peak period and outside this period due to effects of crowding. The effect87

of crowding is also found to be significant in the study by Zhou et al. (2016)88

on walking speeds at different cross-sections of stations such as escalators,89

horizon passage and on the platform.90

In recent years the focus has shifted from manual observations of walking91

times to estimations of the walking times based on smart card data. Smart92

card data is a valuable source for different types of analysis of passenger93

travel behaviour, such as travel time estimation, estimation of demand from94

origins to destinations and analysis of passenger route choice (Pelletier et al.,95

2011). The availability of the data is increasing in almost any major city96

and can help public transport agencies for better planning of the system97

and thereby for attracting more passengers to the system (Faroqi et al.,98

2018).99

The vast majority of the studies using smart card data for estimation100

of walking times focus on the access and egress part of the trip from gate101

to platform and vice versa (Leurent and Xie, 2017; Xie and Leurent, 2017;102

Li et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020), while only few studies focus on esti-103

mating the walking times at transfers (Zhu et al., 2020; Wahaballa et al.,104

2018), which are the times investigated in this paper. Zhu et al. (2020)105

estimates the walking time of transferring passengers by finding the egress106

speed percentile of an individual passenger compared to other passengers.107

This percentile is used to find passengers’ walking times at transfers by108

again comparing to the group of transferring passengers. The model is part109

of a complete approach for estimation of the total travel times from origin110

to destination and no validation of the transfer walking times are provided,111

other than fitted distributions of the walking times, which is a result of a112

4
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fifth-degree polynomial estimation of the total travel time. The other study113

with a focus on transfer times, Wahaballa et al. (2018), studies the walking114

and waiting times at transfers between bus and rail using smart card data.115

The study proposes a stochastic frontier model, which aims at estimating116

the waiting time at transfers, while also considering the heterogeneity in117

walking times as these differ between passengers. The walking times can be118

observed from bus to the entry-gate, and these times are used directly as the119

walking time from rail to bus. A clear advantage of the smart card system120

used in the study, when considering walking times, is that the cards also are121

used for shopping and thereby these passengers are removed. No numbers122

are provided on the share of passengers shopping during the transfer, and123

hence it is difficult to tell how many observations can be removed due to124

this information.125

This information on whether a passenger is doing an activity during126

the transfer is not generally available in smart card systems and no studies127

investigating this have been found. However, Fujiyama and Cao (2016) has128

shed some light on this for terminal stations by studying the additional129

time spend at terminal stations in London before boarding the train. This130

can be observed, as passengers tap-in when entering the station and again131

near the platform. By assuming a general walking speed and a calibration132

for the individual paths made by the authors, they measure the additional133

time spend in the station. Interestingly, no correlation is found between the134

additional time spend and neither the total travel time or frequency of the135

line used. However, the additional time spent at the station is longer in the136

afternoon and evening compared to the morning.137

3. Methodology138

In this section the methodology is presented, along with preliminary re-139

quirements and data pre-processing needed prior to modelling. Figure 1140

illustrates a transfer site, and the overall terminology for the proposed141

method. The goal is to estimate the walking time distributions for the dif-142

ferent path pairs (4 shown), without explicit knowledge of passengers true143

walking time nor knowledge on whether or not they performed an activity144

during their transfer.145

We assume an AFC infrastructure, where tap-ins occurs both when146

boarding a bus, and when entering a train platform. We assume the tap-in147

devices are located at platforms so it is possible to board a train immediately148

after tapping in.149

5
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Bus Stop A

Bus Stop B

Train Platform 1

Train Platform 2

Tap-in Device
Path Pair A1

Path Pair B2

Path Pair
A2

Path Pair
B1

Figure 1: Overview of challenge and infrastructure setup.

3.1. Data Requirements and Pre-Processing150

To apply the proposed method we need to prepare a data fusion between151

AVL data and AFC data. The following describes this fusion of data. We152

generally distinguish information belonging to the k’th stop of bus trip j153

(bus AVL dataset) and information belonging to the n’th trip leg of passen-154

ger trip i (AFC dataset).155

We assume that the following information on bus AVL data is available156

or can be transformed to a similar structure. For each bus trip j we assume157

the availability of the following information:158

• Bus Refj: A unique reference to the vehicle that was observed running159

bus trip j160

• Bus Stop Point Refj,k: A unique reference to k’th stop point for bus161

trip j which was observed arriving/departing.162

• Bus Arrivalj,k: Moment at which the vehicle was measured arriving163

to the k’th stop point of bus trip j.164

• Bus Departurej,k: Moment at which the vehicle was measured depart-165

ing from k’th stop point of bus trip j.166

This information is standard output for most public transport AVL systems,167

and is included as part of the GTFS-RT feed specification (Google, 2020),168

although not all variables are considered mandatory.169

From the AFC system we assume data is available or transformable to170

the following form:171

• Tap Ini,n: Moment at which the passenger tapped in for the n’th time172

on passenger trip i.173

• Bus Refi,n: A unique reference to the vehicle in which the Tap Ini,n174

occurred. For tap-ins conducted on train platforms Bus Refi,n = ∅.175

6
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• Stop Point Refi,n: A unique reference to bus stop point or train station176

platform this tap-in was conducted at.177

• Tap Outi: The final tap out time for passenger trip i, i.e. at the pas-178

sengers’ destination.179

We further assume the availability of a function D(x, y) which measures180

the Euclidean walking distance between bus stop point x and train stations181

platform y.182

The matching and data fusion between bus AVL and AFC data is a
two-step process where we iterate AFC entries. First step is to match the
passenger boarding to the bus AVL and secondly match the passenger alight-
ing given the constraints of the boarding match. The match of the boarding
is done by searching in bus AVL entries. For the n’th trip leg in passenger
trip i we identify j and k by minimizing |Tap Ini,n−Bus Departurej,k| where
Bus Refi = Bus Refj and Stop Point Refi,n = Stop Point Refj,k. We denote
the result of the boarding match:

Match Departurei,n ← (j, k)

We have now aligned information between bus AVL and AFC data for
the boardings using tap-ins from AFC. To complete the second step we also
want to match the alightings, and thus allowing the measurement of the
observed walking time WO. We need to identify the alighting stop k′ prior to
Tap Ini,n and do so by minimizing D(Stop Point Refj,k′ , Stop Point Refi,n)

where j = Match Departureji,n−1 and k′ > Match Departureki,n−1. I.e. we
search for the closest alighting stop on the matched bus trip j on the previous
trip leg (n − 1) of passenger trip i. We constrain the search to only stops
visited by the bus after the boarding stop. We denote the result of alighting
stop match:

Match Arrivali,n ← (j, k′)

The final result of the data pre-processing and matching process is a183

fused dataset for train tap ins (i.e. Bus Refi,n = ∅), along with the matched184

bus alighting of the previous trip leg. Since we wish to estimate walking185

time for bus to train transfers we denote each combination of bus alighting186

stop point and train platform as a path pair. We split the data into separate187

data sets for each train station, and for each station data set we will consider188

the number of unique path pairs as Q ∈ N with q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}. We denote189

the i’th observed walking time on path pair q as WO
q,i.190

7
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3.2. Model191

To model the behaviour of walking time during a transfer, we propose192

a hierarchical mixture model for each station with transfers of bus stop to193

train stations. Each station will have Q path pairs, where the observed194

variable is the walking time WO
q ∈ RN

q of Nq ∈ N trips along the q’th path195

pair. The observed walking time is assumed to originate from two types of196

unobserved behaviours Z ∈ {D,A}: (i) passengers walking directly, and (ii)197

passengers doing an activity during the transfer, which gives the following198

assumption and definitions:199

Assumption 1 (Origin of walking time). It is assumed that the i’th walking200

time, WO
q,i, originates from either walking directly (Zi = D) or activity-based201

walking (Zi = A), given the direct walking time, WD
p,i, and activity walking202

time, WA
p,i.203

Definition 1. Direct walking time, WD, is assumed to stem from a transfer204

done by a passenger who walks directly from a bus stop to a train platform.205

Definition 2. Activity walking time, W A, is assumed to stem from a trans-206

fer, where an activity affects the walking time, such as shopping, buying207

coffee, etc.208

Using the first assumption to derive equation (1), the direct and activity209

walking times can be inferred by applying Bayes’ rule to write the posterior210

distribution as the walking time given the direct and activity walking time.211

P (WD,W A,Z|WO) ∝ P (WO|WD,W A,Z)P (WD,W A,Z) (1)

To obtain the final model the following two assumptions are made relating212

to the walking time and path pairs.213

Assumption 2 (Independent path pairs and trips walking time). It is
assumed that the walking time of trip i is independent of the walking time
of all other trips and that all path pairs are independent of all other path
pairs, such that

P (WO|WD,W A,Z) =

Q∏
q=1

[
Nq∏
i=1

P (Wq,i|WD
q ,W

A
q , Zq,i)

]
P (WD

q ,W
A
q , Zq)

(2)
8
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Assumption 3 (Conditional independence between walking types). The
conditional probabilities of direct and activity walking time are assumed
to only depend on its own given behaviour, i.e. P (WA

q |Zq) = P (WA
q ) and

P (WD
q |Zq) = P (WD

q ) , such that

P (WD
q ,W

A
q , Zq) ∝ P (WD

q |WA
q , Zq)P (WA

q |Zq)P (Zq)

= P (WD
q )P (WA

q )P (Zq) (3)

Using equation 1 in combination with the assumption 2 and 3 relating
to the path pairs and walking time, we can derive equation 4, given

P (WO|WD,W A,Z) =

Q∏
q=1

[
Nq∏
i=1

P (Wq,i|WD
q ,W

A
q , Zq,i)

]
P (WD

q )P (WA
q )P (Zq) (4)

Using the law of total probability equation, 4 can be rewritten as the prob-
ability of walking directly with P (Z = D) = λ, giving the final equation

P (WD,W A,λ|WO) ∝
Q∏

q=1

[
Nq∏
i=1

λqP (WO
i |WD

q ) + (1− λq)P (WO
i |WA

q )

]
P (WD

q )P (WA
q )P (λq) (5)

In equation 5 the three latent variables WD, W A and λ are assumed to be
beta distributed, where λ is given a weakly informed prior, assuming that
most passengers are walking directly.

λq ∼ B(4, 2) WD
q ∼ B(αD

q , β
D
q ) WA

q ∼ B(αA
q , β

A
q )

The mean of walking times for directly walking passengers is assumed be
below half of the maximum transfer time, in case of danish transport system
15 minutes, which is modelled by the constraint

αD
q ≤ βD

q

Since activities can be many things and most activities will likely increase214

the walking time of the passenger, the hyper-priors αA and βA are con-215

strained to the range of [2, 3] to insure a large variance and mean between216

12 and 18 minutes.217

9
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4. Case study218

Our case study is conducted for the entire Eastern Denmark for Novem-219

ber 2019. We include most train stations serviced by the national rail service220

provider, metro stations and some local train stations. Figure 2 shows a221

map of the included stations. The model was estimated on 129 stations222

with a total of 1,145 path pairs. Only path pairs with 100 or more observa-223

tions during November were estimated, as these pairs then have an average224

of at least three transferring passengers pr. day. The final dataset consists225

of 542,713 observations, i.e. unique transfers. Each station was estimated226

separately by the probabilistic language STAN using NUTS sampling with227

four chains, each with 3,000 iterations, and a warm-up period of 2,000 itera-228

tions. Since it is not feasible to present all the results in detail, two stations229

have been selected for detailed analysis of the results and verification of the230

model assumptions.231

To illustrate and analyse the model estimations in more detail, the sta-232

tions at Valby (case 1) and Korsør (case 2) will be used as examples. As233

a larger transfer station in the Copenhagen area, Valby Station has an ex-234

pected distribution of the walking times as shown in Figure 3a, where most235

passengers have a relative low walking time. The layout of the station is236

presented in Figure 4a, where the path pairs selected for the analysis are237

also presented.238

In contrast to Valby, Korsør is a small rural station with an abnormal239

observed walking time distribution with two peaks shown in Figure 3b. The240

first peak has the expected location of a relative low walking time, where241

second peak is located above the median of 10 minutes. The station layout242

of Korsør station is shown in Figure 4b. The station building includes a243

waiting hall and a convenience store.244

4.1. Case station 1: Valby245

Valby has 32 different path pairs, where we have selected the results246

from six path pairs, which are combinations of the two bus stops and three247

platforms shown in Figure 4a. The six path pairs include a total of 11,875248

observations, which is a subset of the 19,439 total observations at Valby249

Station. The four path pairs V-A1, V-A2, V-B1 and V-B2 are transfers250

to platforms used by suburban train services, whereas V-A3 and V-B3 are251

transfers to regional trains. Table 1 shows that the path pair with the252

largest distance V-A3 and V-B3 have the highest mean observed walking253

time with respectively 4 and 5 minutes. From stop B the passengers walking254

10
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Figure 2: Overview of included stations in the analysis. Background map source:
GeoDanmark-data (2020)

have to cross a pedestrian crossing to get to the different platforms, which255

results in a mean difference between stop A and B of 50 seconds on average.256

The observed walking times are compared to the scheduled walking time,257

which is used in travel planners and for planning of connection. This shows258

that at least 4% of the passengers transferring to platform 1 and 2 are not259

able to make the scheduled transfer time, where in the case of V-A3 and260
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(a) Observed walking times (from alighting the bus until tap-in at platform) from AFC data at Valby
Station (urban station on Zealand, Denmark)
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(b) Observed walking times (from alighting the bus until tap-in at platform) from AFC data at Korsør
Station (rural station on Zealand, Denmark)

Figure 3: Histograms of the raw walking time observations for two stations (all path-
pairs)

V-B3 there are respectively 27% and 35%. If the raw walking time was to261

be used as an indicator for the direct walking time, the scheduled walking262

time for both stops to platform 3 should be increased to accommodate the263

higher walking times.264

Table 2 presents the results of the model for both the share of passengers265

walking directly, the direct walking time ŴD, walking time for passengers266

with activity ŴA and the predictive posterior distribution Ŵ from each267

stop to the three platforms. If we compare the direct walking time ŴD
268

to the scheduled walking time, there is larger share of the passengers that269

12
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(a) Overview of Valby Station

(b) Overview of Korsør Station

Figure 4: Overview of station layouts for selected stations. Background source: Open-
StreetMap

Path Observed walking time Walking time
Pair N Mean Std 2.5% 50% 97.5% Scheduled Above

V-A1 2206 90.61 121.15 40.00 65.00 426.62 240 4.26%
V-A2 523 103.18 180.29 35.05 60.00 541.90 240 6.69%
V-A3 3460 244.72 235.25 82.00 149.00 981.93 240 27.57%
V-B1 2878 142.86 107.70 68.00 119.00 394.00 240 5.77%
V-B2 1153 159.08 139.79 77.00 126.00 579.00 240 7.37%
V-B3 1655 283.68 236.92 100.00 199.00 1054.95 240 35.59%

Table 1: Observed walking time and Schedule walking time of path pairs at Valby.

are able to make the transfer compared to the observed walking time. All270

transfers for direct walking passengers to platform 1 and 2 have less than271

1% of the density above the scheduled walking time, where V-A3 has 1.35%272

and V-B3 has 24.85% above. For path pair V-A1 and V-A2 it is possible to273

13
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reduce the scheduled walking time to 2 minutes and still have less than 1%274

of the density above the scheduled walking time.275

Continuing to the fit of the model, we see that the direct walking time276

ŴD aligns with the differences between path pairs described for the ob-277

served walking time. The highest walking times from both bus stops are278

found for passengers walking to platform 3 and the model estimates that279

it takes on average 1 minute longer for passengers to walk from stop B280

than stop A. A visual inspection of the model estimations in Figure 5A of281

the predictive posterior walking Ŵ shows that all path pairs have a peak282

at the same position as the observed walking time followed with a long283

tail. The peak originates from the direct walking time distribution shown284

in Figure 5B, where the long tail originates from the activity. The figure285

shows that density of the activity distribution ranges over the direct walking286

time distribution, which results in an underestimation of the direct walking287

share λ giving the smaller peak of the predictive posterior walking compared288

to the observed walking time. Examining the posterior predictive walking289

time closer in Table 2, the median values of each path pair is on average290

4,7 seconds higher than observed walking time. For the upper percentiles,291

the estimation is notable above the observed walking time, supporting the292

visual inspection of the underestimation of the direct walking share. The293

model estimates a share of passengers walking directly λ ranging from 73%294

to 95%, where the two lowest λ values (73% and 80%) are estimated for295

path pairs to the regional train services at platform 3. Compared to the296

suburban rails services on platform 1 and 2, the headway is larger for the297

regional, making it easier for passengers to do an activity without missing298

their train.299

4.2. Case station 2: Korsør300

Korsør has three path pairs shown in Figure 4b, which are three different301

bus stops to the same platform at the station. As shown in Table 3 the302

path pair K-C has the lowest mean observed walking time of 3.7 minutes in303

combination with the highest schedule walking time of 4 minutes compared304

to the two others path pairs schedule walking time of 3 minutes. With a305

lower scheduled walking time, it would be expected, that the observed mean306

walking time would be smaller for the path pairs K-A and K-B, but we can307

see from the Table 3 that the mean walking time is nearly double for both.308

Comparing the scheduled walking time to the observed, we see that path309

pair K-C has 30% of the observed walking time above the scheduled walking310

time, while path pairs K-A and K-B have respectively 50% and 70% above.311

14
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(A) The predictive posterior walking time distribution is generated from the weighting
of the direct walking share of activity and direct walking time. (B) The distribution of
activity and direct walking time distribution without the direct walking share.

Figure 5: Valby station - Predictive posterior of walking time compared to observed
walking time.

Using the raw walking time as an indicator for the needed walking time,312

would thus increase the scheduled walking time significantly.313

The model estimates a low degree of the transfer passengers walking314

directly from the bus to the station, where the mean share of passengers315

walking directly ranges from 26% to 63%. The highest activity share is the316
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Path Observed walking time Walking time
Pair N Mean Std 2.5% 50% 97.5% Scheduled Above

K-A 130 427.32 449.57 59.22 199.00 1443.10 180 50.77%
K-B 187 577.06 416.16 56.00 596.00 1327.40 180 69.52%
K-C 386 227.41 260.37 41.87 94.50 960.12 240 29.53%

Table 3: Korsør - Observed walking time and Schedule walking time of path pairs.

path pair K-B, which was suspected of having an abnormal transfer pattern.317

If we look at the posterior predictive walking time Ŵ of the path pair K-318

B in Figure 6A, we see that a large part of the density is spread in the319

tail. At the same time, we see a significant number of the observed walking320

time samples are located here, thus supporting the high degree of activity.321

A comparison between the distribution of Ŵ in Table 4 and the observed322

walking time in Table 3 shows a reasonable match between the two. The323

fit does not seem as good as for the other case station, since the lower324

percentiles underestimates and the upper percentiles overestimates values.325

Looking at the predictive posterior of the directly and activity walking time326

we see separated peaks for the two distributions, but there are, as with the327

estimation for the other case station, areas where the density of the activity328

and directly walking time overlaps. This could possibly affect the models329

ability to separate the two distributions.330

If we compare the scheduled walking time to the direct walking time331

ŴD distribution, there is less than 1% of the density above the scheduled332

walking time for three path pair K-A, K-B and K-C, making them reason-333

able scheduled walking times. This indicates that the high number of the334

observed walking time, is due to the high degree of activity at the station.335

5. Discussion336

The validation of the proposed method is indeed difficult. As described337

in Section 3.1 we do not assume ground truth about whether passengers338

transferred directly is available, nor do we assume availability of their true339

walking time or choice of path.340

As a consequence of the desire for a general and large scale applica-341

ble solution, manual validation in the form of accompanying or somehow342

recording passengers during their transfers in order to determine their true343

walking time and possible time used for activities were deemed infeasible.344

Such an approach would be both error-prone due to the human factor, and345
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Figure 6: Korsør station - Predictive posterior of walking time compared to observed
walking time.

very time-consuming for collection of a representative sample. It can also346

be argued, that people might not recollect doing activities during transfers347

as for example used in Mosallanejad et al. (2018) for splitting trip chains348

into separate trips. On top of this, passengers also have difficulties in re-349

porting reasonable walking times in surveys (Anderson, 2013). Therefore350

validation with classic surveys and interviews are considered insufficient and351

impractical.352

To overcome this challenge we suggest two generalizable verification ap-353

proaches that are applicable at scale: (i) Verification using number of feasi-354

ble trains ; and (ii) Verification using shop availability data. In the following355

sections we detail the two verification approaches. We recognize that the356

verification can be further improved for concrete cases, depending on the357

data available.358
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5.1. Verification of model results using number feasible trains359

Verification using train assignment requires access to train AVL data360

similar to the bus AVL data described in Section 3.1. We only consider361

passengers who finished their journey after riding the train, i.e. Tap Ini,n362

is the train tap in on the last trip leg, n, for passenger trip i. We assign363

each passenger a set of feasible trains which runs directly to the destination364

station based on Tap Ini,n and Tap Outi. We likewise assign each passenger365

a set of feasible trains based on Bus Arrivalj,k′ and Tap Outi, where (j, k′) =366

Match Arrivali,n−1. The latter one corresponds to feasible trains given the367

passenger had absolutely no walking time at all.368

Table 5 shows the number of observations decomposed by the number of369

feasible trains based on the two approaches for train assignment cf. above370

for passengers at Valby station.

Using Tap Ini,n

Using Bus Arrivalj,k′ 1 2 3 4 Total

1 9,287 9,287
2 2,421 90 3,323
3 270 351 117 738
4 79 116 90 111 396

Total 12,057 1,369 207 111 13,744

Table 5: Decomposition of feasible trains for Valby station by approach.

371

The table indicates that around 85% of the passengers have only one372

feasible train given their Tap Ini,n time and the final Tap Outi. Most of373

these passengers have also only one feasible train given the Bus Arrivalj,k′374

time. However, there are also a considerable number of passengers who have375

a difference in the number of feasible trains given the two criteria. Some of376

these passengers, especially those who have a large difference on the number377

of feasible trains given the two criteria, are possibly more likely to have had378

an activity during the transfer, as they did not board some possible trains379

they could have caught if they walked fast to the platform. To test how380

the model predicts passengers within these groups, the observations can381

be combined with the prediction of the model. 4,000 samples of the set of382

parameters in the model are used to categorise passengers into three groups:383

• Directly - All sampled sets of parameters assigned the highest proba-384

bility of the observation belonging to the directly walking distribution.385
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Figure 7: Distribution of passenger groups predicted to respectively walk, do an activity,
or not uniquely identified, across combinations of number of feasible trains (tap in time
vs. bus arrival time)

• Activity - All sampled sets of parameters assigned the highest proba-386

bility of the observation belonging to the activity walking distribution.387

• Mixed - The observation was not consistently assigned to one of the388

groups.389

Figure 7 presents the share of passengers within each of the predicted390

groups belonging to the combination of each count of feasible trains. There391

is a noticeable difference between the distribution of passengers in the re-392

spective groups across the different combinations. For the group predicted393

to walk directly, around 70% of these have only one feasible train given both394

their tap in time and the arrival time of the bus. The shares for the group395

predicted to have an activity during the transfer is lower for this combina-396

tion, and instead higher for the combination with two feasible trains given397

the bus arrival time and only one feasible train given the tap in time. The398

result that almost no passengers predicted to walk directly is placed in the399

group with three feasible trains given the bus arrival time and only one400

feasible train given the tap in time is reassuring, as this cluster indicates401

that the passenger could have possibly reached at least one train prior to402

the one boarded.403

At Korsør station the dataset consists of 490 passengers who tapped out404

at the end of the train leg. Only 10 of these passengers had more than405

one feasible train given the bus arrival time, and hence the long observed406

walking times found in Section 4.2 stems from passengers who spend time407
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at the station building instead of walking directly to the platform. The long408

walking times are thus an effect of the long transfer times, due to the lack409

of coordination between busses and trains.410

5.2. Verification using shop availability data411

One of the main assumptions for passengers not walking directly during412

the transfer is shopping activities. In order to support this assumption and413

provide a weak, but scalable verification of the proposed method, the share414

of activity transfers (1 − λq) is correlated with shop availability. Since a415

unique value of λq per path pair q is obtained, we also use this granularity416

for shop availability.417

Data is extracted from Open Street Map (OpenStreetMap contributors,418

2018) using a buffer zone around the crow flies distance of path pair q as419

illustrated by Figure 8. The size of the buffer zone has been fixed to 500m420

in this experiment. We search this buffer zone using the Open Street Maps421

tag features, specifically nodes containing the tag shop.422

Figure 8: Example of shop availability buffer zone for Valby Station. Crow flies distance
of path pair (black), Buffer zone (transparent red), Shops (red). Background source:
OpenStreetMap

We denote the number of shops in the buffer zone formed from path pair423

q as Shop Availabilityq, and investigate the correlation between 1− λq and424
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log(Shop Availabilityq). We apply the logarithm based on an expectation425

that the marginal effect of extra shops will eventually have a limited effect426

on how many passengers will take advantage of the availability.427

Figure 9 shows the relation between 1− λq and log(Shop Availabilityq).428

We see a positive correlation between the two variables. The result supports429

some relationship between the estimated activity share for each path pair,430

and the shop availability along the path pair. Although the relationship is431

clearly not linear (R2 = 0.25), given that a high availability of shops does432

not guarantee a high share of passengers with activities. On the other hand,433

in all cases where the presented method has estimated high activity transfer434

share, we find a high availability of shops.435
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Figure 9: Results of shop availability and activity share relation. Only path-pairs with
more than 2000 observations are included.

5.3. Waiting times for different passenger groups436

Given the already identified feasible trains cf. Section 5.1 we extend437

this further to an actual train assignment by minimizing the exit time (i.e.438

Tap Outi − Train Arrivalj,k). With the passenger trips assigned to trains439

it is possible to calculate the waiting time on the train platform. Since440

some trips has several feasible trains we have only focused on the trips441

with exactly one feasible train itinerary to limit the uncertainty of the true442

waiting time. Having these groups, the observed waiting and walking time443

can be plotted for each station as seen in Figure 10.444
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For Valby, the passengers predicted to the directly walking group have445

the lowest walking and waiting time compared to the activity group. The446

low walking and waiting time align with the assumption that the directly447

walking group describes the passengers who walk directly to minimize their448

overall transfer time. In the case of Korsør we see the same pattern for449

the walking time, with lowest mean walking time for the directly walking450

group and highest for activity group, but the reverse pattern for the wait-451

ing time. This indicates that the bus arrival and train departures are not452

synchronised, especially when taking into account that the median transfer453

time is 14.7 minutes for Korsør compared to Valby’s 6.5 minutes. The lack454

of synchronisation between busses and trains make it difficult to minimize455

the overall transfer time for the directly walking passengers, which just re-456

sults in a high waiting time. This shows that it is possible for the model to457

separate the activity of waiting in the station building and walking directly458

to train platform, thereby being able to identify inefficient connections.459
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Figure 10: Observed waiting and walking time distribution for Valby and Korsør for each
prediction group.
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6. Conclusion460

This study has presented a novel methodology for providing accurate461

walking time distributions at transfers from bus to train based on smart462

card data. The model requires AVL data from busses and smart card data463

where the passenger must tap-in at the train station, preferably at the464

platform to avoid uncertainty of possible time spent in a station building.465

The proposed approach is able to reproduce the observed times between466

the passenger alights a bus taps in at the platform using a hierarchical467

Bayesian mixture model, where passengers are assumed to either walk di-468

rectly to the platform or perform an activity during the transfer. The469

model is applied to a large-scale case study with 129 stations in the Eastern470

part of Denmark. Detailed investigations from two stations show that the471

model is able to estimate accurate walking time distributions for two types472

of stations: i) stations where passengers are spending extra time during473

the transfer due to poor synchronisation between busses and trains, and ii)474

stations where passengers or are doing shopping, buying coffee other short475

errands during the transfer.476

The model can be easily applied at scale, and thus offer a more feasible477

methodology than manual surveys where passengers are followed through478

the transfer, when public transport agencies need to estimate the necessary479

walking time to perform transfers. The resulting distribution for walking480

time for the direct walking passengers can be compared to the scheduled481

walking time published by public transport agencies, and thereby identi-482

fying places where extra scheduled walking time is needed. In this way483

the agencies are able to plan more reliable connections between busses and484

trains.485
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Stop Detection for Smartphone-based travel surveys

using Geo-spatial context and Artificial Neural Networks
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Abstract

The problem of stop detection is at the base of many current and upcoming
smartphone-based travel survey technologies and directly impacts the quality
of many downstream operations. The inference of departure/arrival time,
mode, and purpose of a trip, for example, rely on the stop/motion patterns
represented by smartphone sensors data. As users handle smartphones for
various purposes and their preferences determine different device positions
while traveling, accelerometer, and gyroscope, for instance, often present
ambiguities that prevent accurate stop detection.

To mitigate the impact of these ambiguities, we combine spatial time-
series, i.e. GPS, with spatial context information retrieved from Open Street
Map, which we represent as multi-dimension tensors. This project explores
simple representations, such as dummy variables, and novel multidimensional
representations, which are bench-marked through the classification perfor-
mance of specialized artificial neural network (ANN), as well as other ma-
chine learning (ML) baselines. Our main contribution stems from this novel
multidimensional representation of time-series fusion with spatial context,
combined with the corresponding specialized ANN classifier. The results
show a stop detection score improvement on the baselines between 3% and
6.5%.

Keywords: GPS+GIS fusion, stop detection, smartphone based travel
surveys, ANN, CNN, RNN, point based classification, GPS, trajectories
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1. Introduction1

Smartphone-based travel surveys’ (SBTS) study of users behavior in trans-2

port networks, relies heavily on GPS trajectories.3

As people move for a purpose and stop to fulfill that purpose, we define4

the subset of a GPS trajectory where the user travels on any transportation5

mode between origin and destination, as motion; everything else, we define6

as stop.7

Stemming from SBTS, literature on mode detection shows how motion8

branches out; literature on purpose imputation, how stop branches out. Both9

deal with trip segmentation, and contribute to the automatic generation of10

Travel Diaries (TDs) that are presented to users for ground truth collection,11

within a continuous validation loop [1]. In this cycle, ground truth supposedly12

improves machine learning algorithms for TDs generation, and vice-versa.13

However, in terms of GPS point density, short-duration stops, such as a14

pick-up, or a drop-off, are substantially different than stops with a longer du-15

ration, such as home or work stay. The same applies to motion; for example,16

when one moves by car versus walking.17

In many cases the two categories result entangled on both time and space.18

Let us consider two representative examples:19

• Alighting from a bus is often seen as an instant stop since one changes20

transportation mode from bus to walk; nevertheless, during this tran-21

sition the user is never stationary.22

• During a bus trip, discontinuities at traffic lights have rarely short23

duration, as at each bus stop between origin and destination. However,24

there is no transition between transportation modes.25

In addition, because of a standard deviation above 40m [2, 3], GPS error26

itself can confuse inference, depending on building surroundings, atmospheric27

conditions, or relative satellite positioning, worsening the challenge of points’28

or segments’ classification.29

As [4] shows, these aspects could explain the severe ambiguities in GPS30

trajectories collected by origin-destination surveys, especially in short trans-31

fers.32

Besides, the two classes of stop and motion suffer from a high imbalance33

since one moves only a small fraction of the day. In Denmark, for exam-34

ple, the average travel time measured in minutes/person/day is 57min [5].35

2
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Thus, the stop class might overwhelm any ML classifier, resulting in poor36

classification performance.37

A wide range of classifiers is available in the SBTS field [6]. We identify38

two groups, point- and segment-based classifiers [7]. In the first case, these39

methods classify each GPS position; in the second, a segment composed40

of multiple GPS points. Among the most common trajectory segmentation41

methods for stop classification, rule-based methods seem very competitive [8];42

we also find various practical clustering approaches [9].43

Literature has shown that existing methods suffer the entanglement of44

these two classes, as both thresholds definition and features engineering are45

not effective in catching both short stops and long discontinuities during46

motion. Inaccurate classification of stops, leads to trip over- or under-47

segmentation; thus, to automatic generation of inexact TDs. In case of48

over-segmentation, TDs will present at least one true trip-leg split in two49

or more classified trip-legs, while in case of under-segmentation, TDs will50

present at least two true trip-legs merged into one classified trip-leg.51

The under-segmentation problem occurs when all the points of a stops are52

classified as motion; the over-segmentation, when a number of consecutive53

motion points are classified as stops, or viceversa. Under-segmentation bias,54

e.g., in correspondence of instant-stops, is critical for users’ TDs validation.55

In the assumption that one remembers such an instant-stop and is very com-56

mitted to the survey, he or she should manually add any missing stop and57

the activity preformed within each of the corresponding space-time ranges.58

Over-segmentation errors are as tedious to correct as the under-segmenta-59

tion ones [3]. Both these errors might lead to unacceptable ground truth [7].60

In light of the above considerations, how can we improve the discrimination61

between stop and motion by processing GPS trajectories?62

To succeed, many machine learning (ML) methods exploit multiple sen-63

sors, and often geographical information systems (GIS). Among the best-64

performers, we find support vector machines (SVM), fuzzy logic (FL), ran-65

dom forests (RF), and probabilistic models, e.g., hidden markov models66

(HMM) [1].67

In contrast, emerging methods based on ANN as in [10], [11], and [12],68

show classification potential due to their flexibility in learning multiple thresh-69

olds from multi-dimension tensor representations, e.g., images. However,70

ANN methods seldom combine GPS with GIS data, possibly with dummy71

variables, never through richer tensor representations, never for mode or stop72

detection.73

3
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In order to deal with the binary classification of GPS trajectories, in-74

cluding challenging short stops and long discontinuities detection in realistic75

datasets, we incorporate spatial context information, such as public trans-76

port network, points of interest (POI), and land use. Thus, fusing spatial77

features retrieved from GIS with GPS, we help better capture heterogeneous78

temporal and spatial thresholds through various ANN configurations.79

The paper analyzes multiple ANN classifiers, specialized for point-based80

classification of trajectories fused on GIS data as multi-dimension tensor81

representations. Intuitively, these representations describe spatial-context82

as images; whereas dummy variables, as single-pixel images. We compare83

ANN against two ML classifiers. First, Infostop [9], which is an unsuper-84

vised effective hybrid rule- and clustering-based method; second, a random85

forest, which the literature describes as one of the most effective supervised86

classifiers. Every classifier, except Infostop, is tested with two data rep-87

resentations: GPS features only, and GPS features augmented with dummy88

variables extracted from GIS. ANN models, as part of our contribution, allow89

tests with a third representation of data, which is GPS features augmented90

with multi-dimension-dummy variables, as tensor, extracted from GIS.91

We work with a high-resolution realistic dataset which includes shared92

mobility trips, where users are committed in high quality ground truth col-93

lection. In Sec. 2, we present the literature review on GPS stop detection,94

and we position of our contribution within SBTS and ANN related work. In95

Sec. 3, we describe in detail our contribution in terms of methodology for fu-96

sion of GPS with GIS data, and the ANN classifiers. In Sec. 4 we present and97

discuss input data, results, validaiton process and benchmark. We conclude98

in Sec. 5, including future directions.99

2. Related work100

In the following sections we describe literature on stop detection method,101

and we pinpoint what pertains ANN.102

2.1. Review of existing stop detection methods103

A GPS segment is considered a stop candidate if it lays within a topolog-104

ically closed polygon for a certain time [13]. Since the introduction of GPS105

travel surveys, the identification of trips by stop detection has presented106

multiple challenges. For example, the GPS device’s cold-start requires over107

1 minute to acquire the device position, during which this device generates108
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erroneous data, easy to confuse with short-stops [14]. The literature, how-109

ever, presents simple and effective rule-based methods and heuristics, able110

to classify GPS positions without any need for labels, which in contrast, are111

necessary for more advanced supervised machine learning methods. For in-112

stance, we could be looking at a stop [14] each time points have (i) null speed,113

(ii) null or unchanged bearing, (iii) following positions that present a change114

below 15 meters in either latitude or longitude, (iv) and all these conditions115

persist for 120 seconds. In smartphones, the cold-start problem has been116

mitigated by introducing, e.g., the Assisted-GPS (GPS), which retrieves the117

satellites’ position from Internet, and estimates the device position trian-118

gulating the GSM signal strength received from the antennas in proximity,119

each time GPS satellites are not in sight [1]. This solution, however, comes120

at the cost of a larger GPS error (see Sec. 1). In this scenario, a broadly121

applied heuristic considers whether consecutive GPS positions, within a 1-122

minute range, persist or not within a spatial range of 50 meters [15]. The123

literature shows many developments in this direction, employing clustering124

techniques [16, 17, 18, 19], which can learn unsupervised and find stops125

within GPS trajectories. In multiple-step approaches, personal- [18], and126

geographical-context [17] can augment trajectories’ information and improve127

stops candidates’ classification. Density-based spatial clustering of applica-128

tions with noise (DBSCAN) is at the base of most frameworks; some of these129

frameworks can even find stop candidates directly on raster image represen-130

tations [20]. Many other effective probabilistic unsupervised methods are131

available, as for example kernel-based [21, 22], generative [23, 24], and dis-132

criminative [25], such as kernel-density algorithms, hidden markov models,133

and conditional random fields.134

Some of these methods can be implemented to learn supervised by labels,135

or combined in multi-step approaches. Among the resulting hybrid solutions,136

we mention the integration of DBSCAN with a support vector machines [26],137

where the latter is a supervised-method. Within the realm of SBTS, Zhao138

et al. [27] describes stop detection in Future Mobility Survey (FMS), which139

is a popular sensing platform for prompted recall surveys. The method uses140

a basic space/time-range set of rules for finding stop-candidates. Then, it141

retrieves frequent-place signatures from users’ personal information, it merges142

continuous stops with still-mode, and it removes stops in excess after mode143

detection. Still-mode is an entity closely correlated with stops. To detect this144

class as one of a larger set of modes, this classifier is trained by labels. Using145

SBTS data and labels, thus a supervised ML method, a random forest can146
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be very effective in still-mode detection and other transportation modes [28].147

Methods that use GPS trajectories can rely on derived features, such148

as: distance, speed, acceleration, bearing change, and time intervals. These149

features come in multiple flavors and are strictly related to the motion/still150

states of the device [1, 29, 30]. Time also correlates to human activities,151

as work and leisure; thus, time of day, time of the week, time of the month,152

and time of year bring valuable information [1, 29, 30]. Personal- and spatial-153

context data, which are very informative on where and why people travel, can154

improve methods performance. In the former category, we have features such155

as home and workplace addresses, socio-demographics, and trips history; in156

the latter category, e.g., land-use, nearby bus stops, routes, road, and rail157

network [1, 29, 30].158

Depending on the available information within our application scenario,159

although supervised methods are proven very successful, in practice, collect-160

ing reliable labels from large users’ populations, is hardly manageable with161

SBTS. On the contrary, unsupervised methods are often applied but do not162

provide the required level of accuracy. Therefore, they are combined with163

other methods. From this perspective, ANN have massive potential, as they164

can learn both supervised [10], semi-supervised [31], and unsupervised [32].165

Furthermore, some of the ANN configurations that are proven very effec-166

tive in multidimensional data representations, such as convolutional neural167

networks (CNN), could benefit from a richer representation of the spatial168

context, which so far is limited to dummy variables [11]. For further detail169

on work related to ANN, see Sec. 2.2.170

2.2. ANN trip classifiers and corresponding data representations171

We describe further relevant literature on ANN classifiers, by positioning172

our work, within the space that each of the following subsections identify.173

2.2.1. ANN configurations174

Artificial Neural Networks are a very successful parametric nonlinear175

modeling approach, for pattern recognition and classification, that maps a176

tensor X of input variables to a tensor Y of target variables. The subset of177

models we use in this work, includes Feed-Forward Networks (FFN), Con-178

volutional Neural Networks (CNN), and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).179

These network models may specialize in different data structures.180

FFN incorporate multiple layers of logistic regression with continuous and181

discontinuous nonlinearities. CNN are invariant to certain transformations of182
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the input, like translations, scaling, small rotations, and elastic deformations.183

RNN have the property of taking into account inputs processed in preceding184

chunks of a sequence, while producing the output from the last input. CNN185

are widely applied to images; RNN, to time series.186

An ANN can result from a combination of sub-models as FFN, CNN, and187

RNN. Each model can be determined choosing a number of hyperparameters188

(HP). The resulting model’s optimal parameters are specified based on a189

training dataset, by minimizing the loss function between the output of the190

model and the values of the target variable corresponding to the same input.191

In our case, FFN enable compounding the outputs of the preceding RNN192

and CNN models.193

However, the likelihood function at the basis of ANN training is not a194

convex function of the model parameters. Consequently, training these mod-195

els requires the allocation of substantial computational resources. Specifying196

the network parameters within a maximum likelihood framework involves the197

solution of a nonlinear optimization problem leveraging on backpropagation,198

which is a gradient-based algorithm. Therefore, to find a sufficiently good199

minimum, we need a grid-search and run such an algorithm multiple times,200

each time using a different combination of hyperparameters. The resulting201

performance, evaluated after training the model on an independent validation202

dataset, determines which hyper-parameters represent the best combination203

to solve the problem [33, Ch. 5], in this case, the classification of stop and204

move points.205

2.3. Classification score and setup206

F1-score can measure the performance of a classifier. It is the harmonic207

mean of precision and recall F1 = 2 P ·R
P+R

, where precision P = Tp

Tp+Fp
, recall208

R = Tp

Tp+Fn
. Tp stands for True Positives, e.g. stops classified as stops when209

stop is the target class, and motion classified as motion when motion is the210

target class. Fp stands for False Positives, e.g. motion points classified as211

stop points when stop is the target class, vice-versa when motion is the target212

class. Fn stands for False Negatives, e.g. stop points classified as motion213

points when stop is the target class, vice-versa when motion is the target214

class. In [10], F1 scores are the weighted average calculated on 5 classes,215

and on 5-fold cross validation. In [12], the authors pick a random sample216

of the users to compose training, validation, and test set, then F1 score is217

computed on 4 classes, and on the test set only. We call this 1-fold cross218

validation method leave-one-out.219
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In this work, we split the dataset in three partitions, and we leave one220

out. We find optimal hyperparameters with the remaining two partitions,221

which we call training (TR) and validation (VA). To estimate the overall222

error distribution, we fix the optimal hyperparameters, and we proceed in223

two steps. First, we estimate performance on the unseen partition, which we224

call test (TE). Second, we perform a k-fold validation on the whole dataset.225

2.4. Classification of GPS representations226

We refer to two papers on mode detection. In [12] a Recurrent Neural227

Network (RNN) classifies points over four modes, which are: walk, bus, bike,228

and car. This network is composed by a two layers bidirectional gated recur-229

rent unit (GRU) with maxout activation function, which process discretized230

speed features after an embedding layer. Dabiri and Heaslip [10] present231

a CNN that classifies GPS segments over five modes: walk, bus, bike, car,232

and rail. Three convolutional layers using Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) ac-233

tivation function compose the network, which process a four channel tensor234

representing: bearing rate, speed, acceleration and jerk. None of these two235

works implement data fusion with GIS. Referring to [10], a CNN approach236

seems to record the best performance over multiple baselines computed on237

the same settings, but with different machine learning methods, which are:238

(i) K-Nearest neighbor (KNN), with a range of neighbors between 3 and 40,239

finding 5 as optimal value; (ii) SVM with regularization in the range 0.5240

and 20, finding 4 as optimal value; (iii) Decision tree (DT), with maximum241

depth of tree between 1 and 40, finding 10 as optimal value; (iv) Random242

forests (RF), with number of trees between 5 and 100, finding 85 as optimal243

value; (v) FFN, with number of hidden layers between 1 and 10, finding 1244

as optimal value. Dabri et al. extends the work on ANN classifier in [31], so245

that the training can be semi-supervised.246

2.5. Classification of GPS+GIS fusion representations247

For purpose imputation, which is the classification of the activities per-248

formed at the stops (see Sec. 1), we found an example in [11]. The paper249

presents an FFN classifying a feature vector that includes land-use type (LT)250

and points of interest, coded as dummy variables. For ANN classifiers spe-251

cialized in mode detection and stop detection, we did not find examples of252

GPS+GIS fusion. In general, we found no examples of GPS+GIS fusion with253

representations beyond the dummy variables’ space. As already mentioned254

in the Sec. 1, smartphones are equipped with multiple sensors. Although255
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data recorded from these sensors can be fused on the time dimension [29]256

with GPS, we do not perform any fusion with other sensors at this time.257

2.6. Classification approach258

We found two main approaches, which are point-based and segment-based259

classification. As the name suggests, the entities that are processed and clas-260

sified in the first case, are the features observed at each time step, while in261

the second case are sequences of observations [7] on the time dimension. To262

allow the comparison of competing classifiers, [7] proposed a penalization263

method to link the F1 score with the distances represented by the classifica-264

tion errors. By applying such a method, the authors show that point-based265

classifiers are superior than segment-based classifiers. Therefore, we choose266

to focus on a point-based classifier.267

2.7. Comparability between different methods268

There is consensus in the field about the lack of standardization for val-269

idating and comparing the performance of competing classifiers. [12] and270

[10] represent an evident example. Even though classifications are performed271

on the same dataset, they present different complexity as one deals with272

four classes, and the other with five; the validation setup is also different273

(see Sec. 2.3). Therefore, F1 scores comparison between these two tasks is274

meaningless. To mitigate the problem, in Sec. 2.6 we find a solution proposed275

by [7]; in [29], the authors propose both dataset and workflow for k-fold cross276

validation, which could provide a standardized baseline. Similarly to [29], to277

estimate the distribution of the classification errors, we fix the models’ op-278

timal HP, and we apply the same experiment setup to ANN methods and279

baselines. Thus, we compare F1-average distributions.280

3. Methodology281

In this section we describe our two main contributions: the fusion between282

GPS and GIS with a multi-dimension tensor, and the ANN configurations283

specialized in the classification of such a tensor.284

3.1. Data requirements285

Our approach rely on two datasets: User GPS trajectories and Geo-286

spatial context data from Open Street Map (OSM). While the latter is a287

global defined dataset, the GPS trajectories will in most use cases origin288
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from a geographically constrained area, e.g. country, or region where the289

travel survey is conducted. It is important that the two datasets cover the290

same range both with respect to space and time. For example, obviously, the291

subset of OSM used should cover the geographical area of the survey. To be292

meaningful, however, the OSM data should further describe a spatial context293

within the same time frame in which users generated their trajectories, as294

the geo-spatial context should not be altered.295

We assume to have GPS trajectories for U different users, and for each296

user u ∈ {1, . . . , U} we denote the ith GPS point, with i ∈ {1, . . . , Nu} having297

the following information:298

• tu,i: Time of the GPS point.299

• (latu,i, longu,i): Position components of the GPS point.300

• bru,i: Bearing between the GPS point i and i− 1 in radians [10].301

• du,i: Distance between GPS point i and i− 1 in meters.302

We denote the total number of GPS points N =
∑U

u=1 Nu. We further303

define the temporal context of each position using a dummy variable (1),304

as the discretization of tu,i, taking into account that there is a significant305

difference between trip distributions during evening and night compared to306

the rest of the day [34]:307

ToDu,i =



[1, 0, 0, 0, 0], if tu,i ∈ (00:00, 06:00]

[0, 1, 0, 0, 0], if tu,i ∈ (06:00, 10:00]

[0, 0, 1, 0, 0], if tu,i ∈ (10:00, 14:00]

[0, 0, 0, 1, 0], if tu,i ∈ (14:00, 18:00]

[0, 0, 0, 0, 1], if tu,i ∈ (18:00, 00:00]

(1)

The geo-spatial context, based on Open Streep Map [35], is a graph data308

model consisting of three basic data structures: nodes, ways, and relations.309

Each of these can represent physical features as shapes. For example, roads310

as segments, buildings and land use as polygons, intersections as points.311

Unique tags pinpoint each feature. We consider each specific value of a tag312

as distinct type of geo-spatial feature, weather they are attached to nodes,313

ways, or relations. We capture a selected subset of these feature types for314

use as the surrounding geo-spatial context of a given GPS trajectory point.315

The number of selected feature types is denoted C.316
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3.2. Data fusion process317

To enrich GPS trajectories, we fuse each GPS point on the surrounding318

geo-spatial context, considering Open Street Map features within proximity319

of the GPS point. The result of the data fusion process is a multi-dimension320

tensor corresponding to each GPS position, Iu,i ∈ RW×H×C . W and H321

represent the extension of the geo-spatial context in respectively horizontal322

and vertical direction from (latu,i, longu,i) in some fixed unit (e.g. 10m steps),323

and C is the number of geo-spatial context features captured. The spacial324

center of the Iu,i tensor is always the corresponding GPS data point. If a325

specific geo-spatial feature, c, is present in proximity j, k from (latu,i, longu,i)326

then Iu,i,j,k,c = 1, otherwise Iu,i,j,k,c = 0.327

However, näıvely querying for each GPS data point, (latu,i, longu,i) to328

contruct Iu,i, is not computationally feasible. Hence, we pre-compute the329

geo-spatial context for a grid, F ∈ RW ′×H′×C that is optimized for fast330

lookup and covers the entirety geographical area of interest. To build the331

grid, first, we calculate shapes for each cell in the grid using some fixed unit332

(e.g. 10 × 10m). Second, we build a spatial-index using the R-Tree algo-333

rithm [36], which allows us for any OSM shape to lookup all intersecting334

cells on average O(log2(W
′H ′)) time (see Alg. 1). As a consequence, all GPS335

points, (latu,i, longu,i), that are located in same cell will be assigned the same336

geo-spatial context. This is an acceptable trade-off since log2(W
′H ′) � N ,337

and thus the data fusion cost can be considered linear on the number of GPS338

points.339

For each of the subset of selected Open Street Map feature types to be340

captured, c, we find all intersecting cells, j, k, in F, using the R-Tree index,341

and assign Fj,k,c = 1, and otherwise 0 (see Alg. 2).342

At this point any Iu,i is simply a subset of F, specifically given that the
corresponding GPS point (latu,i, longu,i) is located in cell j, k then Iu,i can be
calculated in constant time using (2).

j, k|(latu,i, longu,i) |= Iu,i = Fj−W
2
...j+W

2
,k−H

2
...k+H

2
(2)

A convenient visualization of F is presented in Figure 1. Intuitively, we343

can think of tensor F as C images having size W ′×H ′, stacked one on top of344

another. Each image, c ∈ {1, . . . , C} corresponds to the cth spatial-context345

feature, which we visualize with a distinct color on pixels where Fj,k,c = 1,346

and transparent otherwise.347
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F ∈ RW’xH’xC
Iu,i ∈ RWxHxC

Figure 1: Visual representation of 8 of the 11 channels of the grid: � landuse residential,
� landuse industrial, � landuse meadow, � landuse commercial, � shops, � rail roads,
� roads, � bus stops.

45m

64m

1px

9px = 90m

Figure 2: Example of the 9x9 frames used as input for the CNN model. The channels are
visualized using the same colors as used in Fig. 1.

3.3. ANN architecture design and optimization348

For the point-based binary classification of GPS trajectories, this paper349

investigates two different models, using different ANN methods, and two350

competing data representations, which are:351
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1. RNN, using only the kinematic features derived from GPS, as defined352

in (3);353

2. RNN, using the representation with dummy variables defined in (6);354

3. A combination of RNN and CNN, using the data representation defined355

in (7).356

Against the method we propose in Point 3, we include also a rule-based357

baseline model and a random forest (see Sec. 3.4). We tested the former358

with GPS as input, and the latter with both input representations described359

in (3), and (6).360

3.3.1. Structural hyperparameters361

As we are performing a classification task, the cross entropy is our loss362

function1, which we can optimize testing various strategies, introducing fur-363

ther hyperparameters, i.e. optimizer, regularization rate, learning rate, and364

number of epochs [37].365

To cope with severe class imbalance, while minimizing the loss function366

we can penalize the stop in favor of motion, according to the relative weight367

normalized on the size of the smaller class. We can also avoid training and368

back-propagating on batches representing the larger class only, by setting a369

large value for the hyperparameter batch size.370

To keep exploding gradients under control when gradient convergence371

becomes very unlikely for large noise variance [38], and avoid quick deterio-372

ration of the loss function, after back propagation we can apply a gradient373

clipping [39] strategy, introducing a specific hyperparameter named clipping374

rate.375

To train a ANN model and specify its optimal parameters based on a376

training dataset, we pick one set containing one value for each of the hyper-377

parameters listed in both this and the following sections, and we run one378

optimization loop.379

To cope with the strong class imbalance mentioned in Sec. 1, which after380

training, on the validation set, translates into the classification of all obser-381

vations as stop, we set a large batch-size and we penalize the larger class in382

the optimizer.383

1Cross Entropy. Retrieved from web 26/11/2019.
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Based on the results of each training cycle, we can assess whether and384

how to tune each HP within a new set of HP. Every new set must be tested385

in a new training cycle. In Tab. 1 we report both hyperparameters and386

corresponding range of experimented values, while in the following sections387

we present in depth the hyperparameters describing the final configuration388

of our three ANN models.389

Other critical hyperparameters shared across different ANN structures,390

are the following.391

1. To compound the output of complex configurations, e.g. CNN and392

RNN, we can use FFN towards the end, where we need to find the393

optimal number of layers and neurons per layer.394

2. To capture non-linear relationships we can rely on different Activation395

Functions (AF) through the whole network.396

3. To improve the learning performance, we can implement batch normal-397

ization [40] between each layer, beginning from the input, throughout398

the network output.399

4. Softmax is a special AF, implemented in the last layer to output prob-400

abilities summing to 12.401

5. To contain over-fitting, we can implement dropout [41] layers within402

the network architecture, and L2 regularization [37] in the optimization403

algorithm.404

3.3.2. RNN using only kinematic features405

RNN repeatedly transform a sequence of inputs, where each input has406

the same dimensionality, R, and the length of the sequence, L is a hyper-407

parameter. The output is a function of input and hidden state. The latter408

is updated based on the input vector and itself. The hidden state, then, is409

used to process the next input vector. The dimension of the hidden state410

is a hyperparameter. Multiple RNN layers can be stacked within the same411

network architecture, where the ouput of one layer becomes the input of the412

next: the number of layers is a hyperparameter.413

2Softmax. Retrieved from web 26/11/2019.
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Table 1: List of hyperparameters and values’ range tested in various ANN
configurations.

Recurrent Neural Network Layers ∈ [1, 4]
Hidden State Dimension ∈ [1, 30]

Sequence length ∈ [3, 60]

Convolutional Neural Network Layers ∈ [1, 4]
Filters ∈ [16, 256]

Filter Kernel ∈ [(1, 1), (5, 5)]
Padding ∈ [0, 1]

Stride ∈ [1, 2]
Max Pooling Kernel Size ∈ [2, 3]

Max Pooling Stride = 2

Fully connected Layers ∈ [1, 4]
Fully Connected Units ∈ [10, 2048]

Dropout ∈ [0.2, 0.8]
Activation Function ∈ {Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU),

Leaky ReLU,
Hyperblic Tangent (Tanh)}

Optimizer ∈ {Adam,
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD),
RMSProp}

L2 regularization Weight Decay ∈ [10−12, 10−6]
Learning Rate ∈ [10−5, 10−1]

implementing LR decay
Epochs ∈ [1, 100]

Gradient Clipping Rate ∈ [0.3, 0.5]
Batch Size ∈ [8, 12000]

Items Shuffling during training ∈ {Yes,No}

1. Sequence length, L: Here it represents the sequence length in term of414

GPS points, thus time steps, that we feed into the network to preserve415

the temporal context of our time series.416

2. Hidden State Dimension: Here we store previous sequences of GPS417

points, keeping a memory of the temporal context through the whole418

sequence-processing.419

3. RNN Layers Number: By processing the time series in input, each layer420

outputs a new time series for the next layer, opening the possibility of421

decomposing and learning complex patterns. In case of bi-directional422

RNN, we have two blocks of layers. One will process the features de-423
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rived from our GPS time series forward, as F (GPS0)→ F (GPSt); the424

other, backward, as F (GPSt) → F (GPS0). Both will contribute to425

the same output.426

Let pu,i be the representation of any GPS point through kinematic fea-
tures, such that:

pu,i |= du,i ‖ bru,i ‖ToDu,i (3)

In this configuration (see architecture in Fig. 3), we represents pu,i as in427

(3).428
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Figure 3: Network architecture for RNN using only kinematic features.

The kinematic features consists of distance, d, and bearing, br, i.e. R = 2.429

We arrange the features into a sequence with length, L and process through430

a RNN followed with batch normalization, ReLU activation and dropout.431

The output of the RNN-block is concatenated with ToD, a dummy variable432

representing time of day [42]. We processed the resulting feature vector433

through a FFN.434

In particular, to preserve the time dependency of the time-series, the435

RNN was a GRU unit [43]. As in [12], we took advantage of the motion436

laws behind the GPS trajectories, which should be confirmed despite the437

processing direction of the time series, and we configured GRU as bidirec-438

tional. With the bidirectional GRU, each element of the sequence receives439

the information, through the hidden state, from all the other elements. In440

this model, we classify the last element of the sequence only [42].441

The final version of the model has about 60 000 parameters in total. The442

resulting optimal HP, selected with TR and VA partitions, are available in443

Tab. 2 and 3. In Tab. 8, we report the resulting performance estimated using444

the optimal set of HP to classify the TE partition.445
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Table 2: RNN architecture hyperparameters, final configuration for both
RNN with GPS only and RNN with GIS+GIS fusion with dummy variables.

Recurrent Neural Network Layers 2
Hidden State Dimension 4

Fully connected Layers 2
Fully Connected Units Layer 1→ 512

Layer 2→ 100
Dropout 0.45

Activation Function Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

Table 3: RNN optimization hyperparameters, final configuration for GPS
only.

Optimizer Adam
L2 regularization Weight Decay 10−10

Learning Rate Decay Epoch 0-40 → 0.1
Epoch 41-50 → 0.01

Epochs 50
Batch Size 12 000

Gradient Clipping 0.5
Items Shuffling during training Yes

Table 4: RNN optimization hyperparameters, final configuration for
GPS+GIS with dummy variables.

Optimizer Adam
L2 regularization Weight Decay 10−10

Learning Rate Decay Epoch 0-30 → 0.1
Epoch 31-50 → 0.01

Epochs 50
Batch Size 13 500

Gradient Clipping 0.5
Items Shuffling during training Yes

3.3.3. RNN using kinematic and geo-spatial features as dummy variables446

From (2) we can obtain also a one-dimensional dummy variable repre-447

senting the same spatial-context with lower resulution, which we define as:448

Du,i ∈ RC (4)

such that

Du,i,c =

{
1, if Σj,kIu,i,j,k,c > 0

0, if Σj,kIu,i,j,k,c = 0
(5)
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The resulting alternative representation of each GPS position within the
surrounding spatial context, using a dummy variable, is

pu,i |= du,i ‖ bru,i ‖ToDu,i ‖Du,i (6)

This model is a twin of the model described in Sec. 3.3.2 and illustrated449

in Fig. 3. The difference is in the input pu,i, which we model as described450

in (6), instead of (3). We include D with dimensionality C; thus, since we451

still include bearing and distance, R = 2 +C. This difference impacts on the452

total number of parameters of the model, in this configuration ≈ 82 000. Also453

the optimization HP are slightly different. The resulting HP are available in454

Tab. 2 and 4; the resulting performance, in Tab. 8.455

3.3.4. CNN+RNN using kinematic and geo-spatial features as tensors456

In CNN, the convolution of an input tensor is obtained by striding a filter457

over such a tensor. Convolutional layers can be stacked. The output of the458

previous layer is a tensor that becomes the input of the next layer. The out-459

put’s size of each transformation, depends on the following hyperparameters:460

number of layers, number and size of filter kernels, filter strides, and padding461

strategies of the input.462

1. Number of Filters. Each filter is responsible of learning a pattern463

present in the image, considering all its channels at the same time,464

but limited to the size of the filter kernel.465

2. Filter Kernel Size. It is the portion of the image on which the filter466

transformation is applied. This transformation convolves the whole467

image.468

3. Number of Layers. Multiple convolutional layers are responsible of469

learning more complex patterns, combining the simpler patterns learned470

by the previous layers.471

4. Stride Size. Small strides provide redundancy in the convolutions,472

whereas large strides might limit redundancy.473

5. Padding Size. Padding strategies, in combination with filter kernel474

size, allow control on the volume of the convolution’s output, enabling475

deeper or shallower architectures.476
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Figure 4: Network architecture for CNN+RNN model.

Between convolutional layers, we can have Max Pooling Layers. Intu-477

itively, this transformation is very similar to a convolution, and is defined478

by two hyperparameters: filter kernel size, and stride. In this layer, a fil-479

ter kernel strides across the output of the previous convolutional layer, but480

here it specializes in extracting the most relevant signals towards the next481

convolutional layer.482

The representation of pu,i that we obtain by augmenting kinematic fea-
tures with spatial context through (3) and (2), is the following:

pu,i |= du,i ‖ bru,i ‖ToDu,i ‖ Iu,i (7)

Compared to a dummy variable describing C geo-spatial features, within483

a defined range centered in a GPS position, Iu,i provides more detail around484

the GPS position, augmenting the resolution from RC to RW×H×C .485

CNN are a perfect fit extract features from multi-dimension tensors as486

Iu,i, which we use in this configuration augment the kinematic features de-487

rived from GPS, with spatial context information. Hence, we combined the488

network described in Sec. 3.3.2 with a CNN, as described in Fig. 4. As with489

the RNN configuration of Sec. 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, we classified only the last490

element of the sequence by assessing the hidden state. The configuration of491

this network required some further tuning. The resulting HP are available492

in Tab. 5 and 6; the resulting performance, in Tab. 8. The challenge here493

was to reduce the total amount of parameters, which in this configuration494

are approximately 100 000.495
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Table 5: CNN+RNN architecture hyperparameters, final configuration.

Recurrent Neural Network Layers 2
Hidden State Dimension 5

Convolutional Neural Network Layers 2
Filters Layer 1→ 16

Layer 2→ 8
Filter Kernel 3

Padding 1
Stride 1

Max Pooling Kernel Size Layer 1→ 3
Layer 2→ 2

Max Pooling Stride 1
Fully connected Layers 2
Fully Connected Units Layer 1→ 512

Layer 2→ 100
Dropout 0.45

Activation Function Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

Table 6: CNN+RNN optimization hyperparameters, final configuration.

Optimizer Adam
L2 regularization Weight Decay 10−10

Learning Rate Inv.Decay Epoch 0-10 → 0.01
Epoch 11-50 → 0.1

Epochs 50
Gradient Clipping 0.3

Batch Size 13 500
Items Shuffling during training Yes

3.4. Baselines grid-search496

The extensive reviews provided in [8, 29, 30], report rule-based tech-497

niques as the most common methods for stop-detection and trip-segmenta-498

tion. These methods perform classification based on, e.g., spatial-, time-,499

speed- or acceleration-thresholds. The same literature presents RF as one of500

the most effective supervised ML techniques. To assess the performance of501

our classifier, we pick two baselines: a rule-based method, which is unsuper-502

vised, and a RF, supervised.503

1. Infostop [9], an efficient python package recently published on GitHub,504

allows unsupervised stop detection and labeling of stationary events505

from a GPS trajectory. By building a network that links stationary506

events, identified as nodes within a critical space-time range, and clus-507
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tering such a network using two-level Infomap3, the algorithm provides508

a label for each point and stop event. This method does not support509

GPS+GIS data fusion in any way.510

2. Sklearn, a very popular python package broadly used in Machine Learn-511

ing, provides the RF algorithms used. To improve the classification512

accuracy and reduce over-fitting, RF relies on multiple decision tree513

predictors and averaging. To train this classifier, the first step is boot-514

strapping [45], which consist in sampling a number of training sub-sets515

from the main training dataset. In the second step, each training sub-516

set is split into in-bag [45] (IB) and out-of-bag [45] (OOB), sized one-517

third and two-thirds of such a sub-set. Then, while the OOBs are left518

out, a decision tree is constructed on each IB, by sampling randomly519

the attributes to determine the decision split [45]. Results from each520

decision tree will be averaged, thereby providing the final classification.521

Because the OOB step, RF performance estimation during training is522

also unbiased [30].523

K-fold cross-validation, however, may still be appropriate to replicate524

the same conditions when comparing RF performance with other meth-525

ods (see Sec. 2.7).526

For the grid search, we refer to the random forest only, as Infostop is527

not a parametric method. We performed two grid-searches: For pu,i repre-528

sented as in (3), and for pu,i represented as in (6), which means with and529

without dummy variables. For the task, we used GridSearchCV a dedicated530

functionality of Sklearn, where we specified TR ∪ VA as training partition.531

After 5-fold estimations on the set of hyperparameters described in Tab. 7,532

we obtained two set of optimal HP, one for each data representation. Results533

show no significant difference between the two configurations (see Tab. 8).534

Table 7: Random forest grid search hyperparameters.

Number of estimators ∈ {100, 200, 500}
Max features ∈ {auto, sqrt, log2}

Max depth ∈ {4, 6, 7, 8}
Criterion ∈ {gini, entropy}

3Infomap is a network clustering algorithm based on the Map equation [44].
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4. ANN classification performance and benchmark535

The first remark is about the class imbalance between stop and motion.536

Most of the public datasets, as for example [29], and [46], have relatively537

balanced classes and the stop class represent approximately 20% of the to-538

tal. Unsurprisingly, the dataset we use presents realistic stop and motion539

proportions which are 80% and 20% of the total. Thus, the challenge for a540

model specialized on stop detection, on a realistic dataset, is detecting mo-541

tion points. Suppose a model predicts the stop class only, as this large class542

overwhelms the model. Since stop is our target class, precision would be543

80%, recall would be 100%, accuracy would be 80%, and F1-score would be544

88.89%. By switching target class from stop to motion, the same prediction545

event would result in 0% precision, 0% recall, 0% accuracy and 0% F1-score546

(see Sec.2.3). Due to this heavy class imbalance, F1-weighted-average on547

the class size would be a misleading metric. Therefore, within the TE parti-548

tion, to assess and compare our models we need to measure F1-average. In549

case of k-fold validation, the average of the k resulting F1-averages should550

be weighted on the size of each TEk−fold. We used Python, Sklearn and551

PyTorch [47] for both models implementation and performance calculation.552

4.1. Case study dataset553

In 2018, The Center of Transport Analytics at the Technical University of554

Denmark, tested Mobile Market Monitor4 (MMM), which is the commercial555

version developed from FMS, and collected GPS trajectories of U = 12 users,556

for about 24 user · days.557

To manage the data fusion between GPS and GIS (see Sec. 2.5), we re-558

stricted the case study to the Copenhagen Capital area (see Fig. 1), consisting559

of approx. 1.5 million GPS trajectory points. Furthermore, we applied some560

preliminary cleansing, by excluding any point at the end of time intervals561

> 300 s and space intervals covered at speeds > 42 m/s (≈150 km/h). The562

resulting dataset counts about 1.45 million GPS points [42].563

We applied various filters; for example, removing any point at the end of564

time intervals > 60s (instead of > 300s), would further reduce the dataset565

by about 1.6% of the total. By removing also sequences of GPS observations566

counting less than 5 consecutive points, we obtain a clean dataset of over567

4Mobile Market Monitor. Retrieved from web 26/11/2019.
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N ≈ 1.42 million GPS points. These filters are extremely effective in remov-568

ing faulty GPS observations: speed above the threshold is unrealistic; time569

intervals between observations above 60s, are the symptom of, e.g., battery570

saving routines, or GPS satellites out of sight; segments with less than 5571

consecutive observations represent time-series too short to be classified, and572

can be a symptom of noise in the data.573

For F, we chose a 1× 1 cell size of 10× 10m, and the resulting grid size574

is H ′ = 2 845, W ′ = 2 331, and thus grid consists of more than 6.6 million575

cells (see Fig. 1).576

In our experiments, Iu,i represents a squared area of 90 × 90m using a577

cell size of 10 × 10m, and thus H = W = 9 (see Fig. 1). We capture up to578

C = 11 feature types from OSM data, for usage of the same cell space, such579

as bus stop, road, commercial land use, etc. Each of the 11 tensors’ channels,580

is dedicated to one and only one spatial-context feature, which enables the581

representation of up to 11 mixed land-uses with 10× 10m resolution.582

Among the geo-spatial contexts relevant for transport choice and behav-583

ioral study [15, 48], we pick those that are represented in the available GIS.584

The selection consists of the following 11 features from OSM:585

1. Landuse residential. A polygon that indicates that the area is pri-586

marily used for residential houses and homes. Knowing this information587

could help in detecting stops when a user is, e.g., at home or paying588

social visits.589

2. Landuse industrial. A polygon that indicates that the area is pri-590

marily used for industrial buildings. The information could help in591

detecting stops when a user is, e.g., at work or on a business meeting.592

3. Landuse meadow. A polygon that indicates that the area is primarily593

used for parks and forests. The information could help in detecting594

stops or walking move when a user is, e.g., doing sport or recreation595

activities.596

4. Landuse commercial. A polygon around commercial areas, which597

could contribute in classifying, e.g., stops meal/eating brakes or enter-598

tainment.599

5. Shops. POIs indicating, e.g., shops and restaurants, which could con-600

tribute in detecting stops for, e.g., eating out, shopping, pick-up or601

drop-off someone.602
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6-9 Rail, Metro, Stations and Bus stops. Points that could contribute603

in detecting, e.g., motion with specific transport modes, instant-stops604

for mode transfer, or long-discontinuities at intermediate stations.605

10 Major road network. Segments corresponding to main road net-606

works, which could help detecting motion by car, bus or bike.607

11 Traffic lights. Points identifying nodes where a traffic light is present,608

which could contribute in detecting long-discontinuities of motion.609

Fig. 1 shows a visual representation combining 8 of the 11 channels of the610

grid, where we overlay each channel with its own color and some transparency.611

Our classifier does not process this visual representation, but the tensor I612

defined in (2).613

4.2. Dataset partitions for grid-search and run time614

To prevent information spillover during the grid-search, we cannot build615

training, validation and test data partitions by blindly shuffling our ≈ 1.4616

million GPS points, and then sampling randomly the TR, VA, and TE in617

some ideal proportions. We need to keep intact the sequence of the uth time618

series, such that ∀u ∈ {1, ..., 12}, the partitions GPSu = {1, ..., Nu} represent619

continuous sequences on the time dimension, and are disjoint. Therefore, to620

perform the HP grid-search following the leave-one-out validation criterion621

described in Sec. 2.3, faster than a k-fold validation, first we sampled without622

replacement 9 random users out of 12, where we denote with sn the user623

sampled on the nth draw. Thus, we composed the partitions as in (8), (9),and624

(10) [42].625

TR = ∪s8
u=s1

GPSu = {1, . . . , Ns1|. . . |1, . . . , Nsn|. . . |1, . . . , Ns8},
card(TR) = 1,147,396

(8)

VA = GPSs9 = {1, . . . , Ns9},
card(VA)=115,564

(9)

TE = ∪s12u=s10
GPSu = {1, . . . , Ns10|1, . . . , Ns11|1, . . . , Ns12},

card(TE) = 165,342
(10)
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We used TR ∪ VA to find optimal hyperparameters, and TE to provide an626

estimation of the models’ performance.627

The grid-search performed for both methods and baselines (see Sec. 3.3,628

3.4), using these partitions, results in the following computation time.629

For ANN, we measured that each training cycle lasts ≈ 15 seconds per630

Epoch. Therefore, with training cycles composed by number of epochs ∈631

[20, 50], a grid-search requires a time interval ∈ [0.3, 7.5] ·103 seconds per HP.632

One dedicated Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) ran all the computations.633

For RF, the total time required for the grid-search is in the interval634

[1.5·, 2.1]·104 seconds. In average, the time required for each hyperparameter635

is in the range [1.1 − 1.6] · 103 seconds, with parallel computations across a636

16 cores / 32 threads CPU.637

As Infostop is not a parametric method, training time is null.638

4.3. Benchmark639

In the previous sections we described the process of finding optimal pa-640

rameters for both ANN methods and baselines, using different representa-641

tions of pu,i. To find the best hyperparameters we used TR (8) and VA642

partitions (9), then we estimated the overall performance on the TE parti-643

tion (10). The results are available in Tab. 8. To provide a distribution for644

performance and error, and allow a meaningful comparison across proposed645

methods and baselines, we fix the aforementioned optimal hyperparameters646

(see Sec. 3.3), and then we perform a 12-fold cross validation, split by users.647

In this last step VA = ∅; TR and TE partitions have the same proprieties
mentioned in Sec. 4.2, and are defined in (11).

TEs = GPSs and TRs = TE{s,∀s ∈ [s1, s12] (11)

First, we shuffled the list of users. Following the shuffled users’ order, fold648

by fold, we rotated each available user in the TE partition, while all the rest649

of the users composed the TR partition. In this way, we can evaluate the650

error distribution user by user.651

To check for linear correlations between method performance and data
noise we define the noise as:

Noiseu =
card(GPSraw

u )− card(GPSclean
u )

card(GPSclean
u )

(12)

This coefficient is simply the percentage of points removed on each users’652

trajectory because of data cleansing.653
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We define three key performance indexes (KPIs):654

• The correlation among F1-averageu-fold and Noiseu (12);655

• F1-score, defined as the average of F1-averageu-fold,656

weighted on card(TEu-fold), across the 12-folds;657

• F1-std, defined as the average of F1-stdu-fold,658

weighted on card(TEu-fold), across the 12-folds.659

In addition to these KPIs, we look at precision and recall. card(∪12u=1TEu) ≈660

1.42 ·106 observations contribute to the estimation. The results are presented661

in Fig. 5 and 6. CNN+RNN with GPS+GIS data fusion (see Sec. 3.3.4) is662

the best performer on both F1-related KPIs, and second best after Infostop663

on linear correlation with noise. The ranking is consistent to the results vali-664

dated out of sample, after the grid search (see Tab. 8). From Fig. 6 is evident665

that this model is significantly better in terms of recall of the motion class,666

and is less depended than RF on the GPS noise.667

Figure 5: Box-plot of F1-score performance, across models and baselines, obtained with
12-fold cross validation with N ≈ 1.42 million GPS observations in total.
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Figure 6: Distribution of precision and recall performance, across models and baselines,
obtained with 12-fold cross validation with N ≈ 1.42 million GPS observations in total.

4.4. Discussion668

The previous sections show that the best classifier is the RNN+CNN669

model we propose. This model, specializes in the classification of the novel670

representation of pu,i, as described in (7). Fig. 7 shows a strong negative671

linear correlation between the performance on each fold and the noise in672

the corresponding TE partitions defined in (12). Thus, when the tested673

partition presents high levels of Noiseu, F1-score is low, as expected. Our674

method is not significantly better when Noiseu is low. In contrast, when675

GPS observations are very noisy our method performs significantly better.676

The comparison with the other ANN models, which differ mainly on how the677

data is represented, show that the representation of (7) is quite robust to678

GPS noise. This performance come to the cost of heavier computations and679

more complex training, typical of ANN, which should be considered carefully680

before deployment on a larger scale (see Sec. 3.3 and 4.2).681
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Table 8: Comparison between ANN models and baselines. Performance off
the sample, after grid search, computed on TE partition (see Sec. 4.2).

Model Mode Precision Recall F1-average

RNN with GPS only
Motion 66% 86%

82%
Stop 95% 85%

RNN with GPS+GIS fusion (6)
Motion 68% 86%

83%
Stop 95% 86%

CNN+RNN with GPS+GIS fusion
Motion 81% 88%

89%
Stop 96% 93%

Infostop [9] with GPS only
Motion 74% 73%

83%
Stop 91% 91%

Random Forest (RF) with GPS only
Motion 79% 80%

86%
Stop 93% 93%

RF with GPS+GIS fusion (6)
Motion 80% 79%

86%
Stop 93% 93%

F1-score F1-std noise-score linear-corr

Infostop

RF

RNN

RF+GIS

RNN+GIS

RNN+CNN+GIS

m
et

ho
d

0.65 0.09 -0.52

0.84 0.07 -0.93

0.85 0.04 -0.78

0.84 0.07 -0.92

0.85 0.04 -0.84

0.87 0.04 -0.71 0.8
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Figure 7: Methods benchmark. The correlation is among F1-averageu-fold and Noiseu
(12). F1-score and F1-std, are the average of F1-averageu-fold and F1-stdu-fold, weighted
on card(TEu-fold), across the 12-folds.

5. Conclusion682

In this work, we used ANN to perform binary point-based classification -683

stop and motion - on N ≈ 1.42 million points of GPS trajectories generated684

and validated by 12 users, during a test conducted with a smartphone-based685

travel survey (see Sec. 4.1).686

We proposed the following models: RNN with GPS only data, RNN with687
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GPS+GIS data fusion as dummy variables, and a combination of CNN and688

RNN with GPS+GIS data fusion represented as a multi-dimensional tensor689

(see Sec. 3.3). We compared the performance against a clustering method,690

and a random forest. The latter, with and without GPS+GIS fusion repre-691

sented as dummy variables. The results show that CNN+RNN is the best692

performer in terms of F1-average, 3% over both random forest configurations,693

and 6.5% over Infostop (see Tab. 8). Results are leave-one-out validated ac-694

cording to (8), (9), and (10).695

To ease comparison among methods, performance and error distribution696

are estimated through a 12-fold cross validation with fixed optimal hyper-697

parameters (11). The ranking is consistent with the aforementioned results.698

CNN+RNN classifier has the highest F1-score and the lowest F1-std (see699

Fig. 5). In particular, this method performs significantly better on recall for700

motion class (see Fig. 6), and when data are noisy (see Fig. 7).701

ANN ran mostly on GPU; RF and Infostop, on CPU only (see Sec. 4).702

Although the process of GPS fusion with GIS, and training of ANN, is ex-703

pensive in terms of CPU/GPU run time, in our experiments the difference704

seems handleable. Grid search and training time difference, seems mostly705

due to the larger number of hyperparameters of ANN. Yet, RF is faster of706

approximately one magnitude; Infostop does not require grid search at all.707

In contrast with RF, however, the method we propose for GPS+GIS fusion708

has a potential not exploited yet. On the one hand, this method could as-709

sist ANN configurations specializing in unsupervised learning, for the stop710

detection task. On the other hand, it could support multi-task classification711

of both transport-mode and trip-purpose, certainly supervised, possibly un-712

supervised. Future research will verify whether this potential can translate713

into a tangible asset for SBTS.714
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Algorithm 1: Map WGS84-grid to Pixel-grid

Result: Reusable Pixel/WGS84 Map, saved on Disk
Input : Square coordinates on UTM32 grid
Output: Map of ith pixel with ith WGS84 cell

/* initialize geographical area */

xmin, ymin ← lower-bound(SquareCoordinates)
xmax, ymax ← upper-bound(SquareCoordinates)
/* set resolution per pixel (m) */

dx← dy ← 10

/* image size of spatial context */

W ′, H ′ ← xmax−xmin

dx
, ymax−ymin

dy

/* initialize rtree index [36] */

idx← init-rtree-index()
/* initialize pixel count */

i← 0

foreach x in range(0,W’) do

foreach y in range(0,H’) do
x1 = xmin + x ∗ dx
y1 = ymin + y ∗ dy
x2 = xmin + (x + 1) ∗ dx
y2 = ymin + (y + 1) ∗ dy
/* Set UTM32 bounds */

cellUTM32 = setSquare(A(x1,y1), B(x1,y2), C(x2,y2), D(x2,y1))

/* Set WGS84 bounds */

cellWGS84 = transform(cellUTM32)

/* Map ith pixel and ith cell */

idx(i) = (cellWGS84, x, y)
i=i+1

end

end
CloseAndSave(idx)
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Algorithm 2: Spatial context representation

Result: Image representation of geo-spatial context
Input : rtreeIndex (see Alg. 1), geo-spatial context features (on

WGS84 grid)
Output: F of size W ′ ×H ′ × C

/* load rtree index [36] */

idx← load-rtree-index()
/* initialize empty tensor */

F (W ′ ×H ′ × C)← 0
/* initialize feature index */

C ← 0

foreach feature in SpatialContextFeatures do

/* load shapes on WGS84 grid */

shapes = queryOpenStreetMap(feature)

/* pick pixels intersecting shapes */

pixels = intersect(idx, shapes)

foreach pixel in pixels do
F(x,y,C)=1
/* each pixel includes coordinates x ∈ [0,W ′] and

y ∈ [0, H ′] (see Alg. 1) */

end
C=C+1

end
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9 Conclusions

This PhD thesis presents several novel modeling techniques for bus travel time and bus ar-
rival time predictions in public transport systems. Furthermore, advancements to related
research topics such as transfer time estimation and synchronization and stop detection
are also presented. While each of the seven presented papers include separate conclu-
sions, Sections 9.1-9.3 concludes on the overall findings and contributions of this thesis
and Section 9.4 discusses the potential implications of the developed methodologies and
presented results for the industry. Finally, Section 9.5 outlines possible future research
based on the findings in this thesis.

9.1 Independent travel time and bus arrival models

This recaptures the main conclusions and contributions from Part I, consisting of three
papers all focusing on the development of independent bus arrival time models, i.e. single
models that independently solves the task in question in its entirety, although they might
use previously learned semantic representations, as is the case with the first paper. The
first two papers focus is point estimates, i.e. producing a single arrival time for a traveler
information system, whereas the last paper includes intelligent handling of uncertainties
for the application of transfer synchronization, i.e. estimates a probability distribution of
likely arrival times.

When studying real-time traveler information systems, it is worth being fully aware of some
specific conditions that apply. In contrast to many other studies of public transport, such
as passenger behaviour and schedule optimization, real-time traveler information systems
produce information with a very short life-span. As soon as a predicted arrival becomes
observed, the prediction becomes worthless with respect to traveler information. It might
still have some practical and analytical value for the producer in terms of measuring
prediction accuracy and using errors for auto-correlations, but from the passenger’s point
of view, it is useless. Therefore, it is also important that there exists a reasonable balance
between the cost of producing real-time arrival/departure times and the usefulness with
respect to its prediction accuracy, robustness, and flexibility. Here, cost covers both
the immediately computational cost, which in turn more or less linearly translate into a
monetary cost for the PTA, but also the cost of maintaining and developing all necessary
models and data sources and storage needed for the collection of the sometimes large
amounts of historical data necessary for training the models.

The results of the first paper (Paper 1) firstly shows the need for robust predictions of
travel time under rare temporal conditions (e.g. public holidays, school vacation period,
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etc.). Existing models are failing under these conditions with considerable errors, and most
recent research rarely consider the issue at all. However, from an operational perspective
it is indeed relevant, as the dynamics of real-world public transport systems cannot provide
the conditions assumed in many recent research papers: i) stop points move, and other
infrastructural changes are causing points in time with significant shifts in travel time, and
ii) new routes and thus links and stops are introduced regularly, but are missing historic
long-term observations needed to quantify the impact of rare temporal conditions. By
combining machine learning techniques from natural language processing (Bengio et al.,
2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008) and computational efficient change-point analysis
(Killick et al., 2012) these issues are addressed. An evaluation shows that the proposed
methodology outperforms other known approaches used in practice by the industry. In
conclusion, the semantic representation generalizes to other links not used for learning,
and other naive approaches like considering all public holidays as Sundays, or repeating
data from previous years holidays have either limitation in real-world applications, and/or
yields poor results compared to the proposed methodology. The paper contributes to the
existing literature by: i) a method for identification and selection of representative time
series of travel time used to train the semantic representation model, and ii) a method for
learning the coherent semantic structure of both rare and frequent temporal conditions
from these representative time series.

The second paper (Paper 2) presents a deep learning model for bus travel time prediction
that leverages the non-static spatio-temporal correlations naturally occurring in urban bus
networks. Originally developed for precipitation forecast (Shi et al., 2015) then adapted
and extended towards the bus travel time problem in this paper. The developed recurrent
neural network architecture predicts multiple heterogeneous time-steps into the future
using an encoder/decoder scheme, and the use of convolutional filters that share weights
across links is similarly an advancement of existing approaches. The model is evaluated
using a case study of the 4A bus line that was servicing the metropolitan city perimeter of
Copenhagen at the time of the study. Generally, the model outperforms the baseline, most
notably in the morning peak hours (7h–9h), where it is more than twice as accurate than
the current model and Google Traffic, although it is worth noticing, that Google’s model
is not tailored specifically to bus travel time. On a side-note, as a result of a new metro
line opening in 2019, the routing of the 4A line has since changed almost completely, only
sharing a fraction of the links with the previous routing. This exemplifies that in reality,
the public transport bus network is highly dynamic and further supports motivations
and findings of Paper 1. Paper 2 has shown considerable interest among several other
studies, both within and out of the public transport domain, including one that further
develops the deep learning architecture proposed with attention techniques (Wu and Cai,
2020), a development of artificial neural networks that have recently gained traction and
showed improvements across many learning tasks. However, from an industrial application
perspective, it still suffers from limitations and assumptions not always true in a real-world
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operational setting. While the case study shows its ability to quickly react to short-term
deviations, e.g. short period of increased congestion, continuous and non-reversing shifts,
e.g. due to movement of stop points or generally re-routing will confuse the approach,
yielding poor results, at least for some time. This is, as previously stated, the case with
most methods proposed in the literature. However, it still contributes to the novelty of the
combination of recurrent and convolutional neural networks for bus travel time prediction,
allowing the learning of heterogeneous spatio-temporal correlations.

On the one hand, the last paper in the first part, Paper 3, approaches the problem with a
very specific application: transfer synchronization, or even more constrained connection
assurance. Specifically, it describes a decision support system to allow drivers to know
when they should depart at stops in order to reduce additional accumulated delays at
strategic transfer sites. On the other hand, it methodologically develops the combination
of recurrent and convolutional neural networks, presented in the previous paper (Paper 2)
further to include uncertainty estimates in forms of a joint deep quantile regression (DQR)
model (Rodrigues and Pereira, 2020). A computationally inexpensive sampling technique
is applied to aggregate uncertainty estimates for individual links, allowing the model to
produce multi-link travel time uncertainties. Furthermore, the paper also investigates
the use of another recent developed method for encoding uncertainties, intelligently and
directly into an artificial neural network, namely using Bayesian recurrent neural networks
(BRNN) (Fortunato et al., 2017). A BRNN model is developed and adopted for the bus
arrival prediction problem. Generally, it is found that DQR outperforms BRNN, both
with respect to point-estimates, but DQR also produces tighter prediction intervals, that
do not underestimate the uncertainty, which is generally considered the most desired
combination. Both approaches are considered applicable in real-time prediction systems
with respect to computational cost as the additional resources for training are acceptable.
Especially the DQR model adds minimal training time compared to its point-estimating
dual described in Paper 2, making it hard to argue why it should not be done. It still
assumes optimistic operation conditions, e.g. static bus network, hence in this respect is
does not improve the caveats for industrial adoption already disclosed previously. The
main contributions are: i) the development and comparison between the two approaches
for intelligent uncertainty handling for short-term public transport travel time, and ii) the
demonstration of the usefulness of uncertainty-aware models for transfer synchronization
and connection assurance, where an empirical case study show a possible reduction of
additional delay of over 33% in the transfer scenario considered.

9.2 Multi-model bus arrival framework

This section summarizes the main conclusions and contributions of the second part (Part
II), consisting of two papers that are increasingly focusing on the real-world application,
adoption, and operation of some of the developed methodologies, as concluded in the
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previous part. As previously stated in the introduction, an important outcome of the PhD
has been that the developed methodologies for bus arrival and travel time models should
be concretely applicable by public transport authorities around the world. To address
this aim, the first paper (Paper 4) investigates an ensemble approach for arrival time
prediction, i.e. multiple, base models that compete/support each other in order to solve
the overall task. Secondly, a scalable, operational, and open-source prediction system
is delivered as part of the PhD project and important architectural considerations and
choices are discussed in the second paper of this part, Paper 5.

In Paper 4 the motivation for considering a multi-model approach is discussed. The over-
all aim is to address the ideal operational conditions that are assumed by many research
papers, including the ones presented in the previous part, with the partial exception of
Paper 1. E.g. to handle temporary and permanent changes in routes and stop point
locations, including new routes, stops, and links, and operational failures resulting in i
data gaps, etc. This way, the more advanced base models can contribute when their
conditions hold and they able to work and yield accurate predictions. When the more
advanced models break, either because of missing data or imperfect model conditions,
more simplistic, but overall less accurate models should take over. The key for this to
succeed is that the simplistic base models actually outperforms the more advanced when
the conditions for the latter is flawed. An ensemble technique should automatically col-
lect and monitor model performance in order to choose, or weight, between each of the
base models applicable for a given spatio-temporal context. To investigate this, the pa-
per presents three distinct ensemble techniques with increasing complexity, from the very
naïve model averaging (MA), over exponential weighted model averaging (EWMA), and
to lastly stacking using an artificial neural network (ANN) meta-model. To decide which
of the three ensemble techniques is suitable for implementation in a real-world prediction
system an experiment is designed and evaluated. Under ideal conditions, applying en-
semble techniques only neglectable improve prediction accuracy over the best performing
base model (RNN), but it neither results in generally poorer predictions from the ensemble.
However, when focusing on non-ideal conditions such as re-routing and data gaps, several
of the base models breaks and yields poor accuracy results. Only the EWMA and stacking
ensemble techniques are able to correct this by down-voting the poor base models of the
ensemble. Overall the study on imperfect, yet very realistic, model conditions show the
true benefits of an ensemble approach for the bus arrival problem. While the stacking
technique perform slightly better than EWMA under good conditions the simplicity and
relatively limited need for state persistence makes the EWMA an attractive choice from
an operational perspective.

The second and last paper of this part, Paper 5, does not add novelty specific to mod-
eling, but contributes with its insights and learnings from an applied machine learning
perspective. It describes a software architecture building on proven methods for achieving
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a scalable and sustainable multi-model and real-time prediction system that minimizes
the operational cost for PTAs deploying the system. Another contribution, although not
academic in itself, is the publicly available source code of a completely operational ver-
sion of the system, called Vehicle Tracker, potentially allowing PTAs over the world to
start using the system in its current form and contribute to its further development. The
presented framework implements the EWMA ensemble technique from Paper 4. Finally,
the paper presents and discusses findings during experimental trials of the framework for
a regional public transport authority in Denmark, Movia, including integration to exist-
ing data streams for vehicle locations, schedules, and traffic information systems. The
results show a consistent out-performance of a simple single-model baseline, specifically
the current model implemented in the area.

An overall conclusion from Part II is that the multi-model approach still makes sense from
an operational perspective, as it increases robustness and allows PTAs to deploy diverse
models for different spatial and temporal contexts in a single and coherent framework.
As a derived operational benefit, the PTA can choose only to use the more computational
consuming models at locations and times when it is regarded to add significant value to
the overall public transport system’s attractiveness, and thus where the PTA can justify
the additional resources used.

9.3 Studies on transfer time and mode detection using machine
learning

Finally, this section concludes on Part III of the thesis, constituting Paper 6 and Paper 7.
Both papers show the application of advanced machine learning techniques on problems
related to public transport, and both make heavy use of location data, either in the form
of vehicle location from AVL1 systems, or GPS traces recorded by smartphones.

Paper 6 presents a scalable and data-driven approach for estimating transfer walking times
from AVL data combined with smart card data from automated fare collection (AFC). This
should be seen in contrast to manually visiting all stations and physically measure the
walking time from each stop point to each platform. While station layouts and platforms
rarely change, from the previous parts it is visible that the bus network is much more
dynamic. As such, before having visited and measured all 129 stations from the use
case, there is a good chance that this information will already be outdated from changes
in the bus network. The model splits directly transferring passengers from passengers
with activities during their transfer (e.g. shopping, buying coffee, etc.). As an additional
benefit, the proposed method results not only in a point-estimate for the transfer walking
time but a probability distribution allowing PTAs to account for the uncertainty when
scheduling transfer synchronizations. The main conclusion is that the estimated walking

1Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) systems for automatic monitoring of the vehicle position.
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time distributions indeed seem plausible, although only weak validations are completed
in the paper since no ground truth exists to evaluate against. Similarly, the validations
are data-driven and scalable, one using train AVL data, the other the presence of nearby
shops collected from a geographic information system (GIS).

Finally, Paper 7 describes the first step to build automatic travel diaries or travel surveys
from smartphone’s GPS traces. Compared to manually collected travel surveys this ap-
proach has the potential of tapping into a much larger sample of the population with a
much lower cost compared to collecting such a large sample manually. After stop- and
motion detection the natural next step is to divide stops into activities (e.g. shopping,
working, at home), and motion into modal choices (e.g. walk, car, bike, bus, train). This
is not solved as part of the paper, as it constitutes a very challenging task in itself when
high accuracy is desired, but it is clearly one of the further aims of the research. Given
this is achieved, it constitutes most valued information for policymakers and advisors, for
planning and development of public transport, and for general decision making in trans-
portation development. The paper presents a novel approach by combing the raw GPS
traces with 2D geo-spatial context data from GIS, concretely Open Street Maps. The
paper contributes to existing literature with: i) the computationally efficient data fusion
process between GPS and GIS to form the multi-dimension tensors, and ii) the analysis
of different ANN configurations taking advance of this augmented information. An anal-
ysis of a large data set shows to improve performance when using the augmented GIS
information, outperforming state-of-the-art baselines.

Overall conclusions from this last part are that advanced machine learning methodologies
can be used to analyze large quantities of transport data and thereby yield results for a
much larger sample of the population than manual approaches will ever overcome. The
two presented approaches are specific examples of this and can help improve decision
making for public transport and for the development of transport in general.

9.4 Potential industrial implications

With the overall conclusions of this thesis summarized, the hope is that the presented
contributions will have implications for the industrial adoption and application of more
advanced and sophisticated models for bus arrival predictions. That way, public transport
might gain more attractiveness, helping the green transition from emission heavier alterna-
tives such as passenger cars. Concretely, with the proposed and implemented multi-model
framework a minimum viable product is already demonstrated.

In general, it is worth noticing that PTAs are not AVL software vendors, and some PTAs
might even be regulated in such a way that they are prohibited to directly compete with
private suppliers at a task such as this, at least to some extent. Thus, it is believed that
a more viable option for PTAs to adopt the contributions of this thesis will be through or
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in collaboration with some of the private software vendors. As such, the industry partners
could make use of, or even better, contribute to the open-source Vehicle Tracker-project.

9.5 Future research

Although several of the papers have presented paths for future research, a few general
future research options based on the findings in this thesis are worth to outline.

Firstly, it would be interesting to combine the presented techniques for modeling uncer-
tainty (Paper 3, Paper 6) with the developed multi-model methodology (Paper 4) and
implementation (Paper 5). This could both be at the base model level, i.e. the ensem-
ble technique should take possible uncertainty from all or some of the base models into
account when asserting the trust in each model. Another possibility is the ensemble it-
self estimates the uncertainty based on how much the base models agree or disagree for
the same prediction task. This could be similar to how the BRNN model in Paper 3
constituted an ensemble of parameter diverse models.

Secondly, the findings from the study on representational learning of rare temporal con-
ditions (Paper 1) should be integrated into the multi-model framework, presumably just
as a independent base model. This could allow the multi-model approach to benefit from
improved accuracy that was shown on specific holidays, school vacation periods, etc.

Finally, a very important research goal, should be the continued focus on ensuring the
advancement made in literature are under the assumptions that applies in real-world public
transport scenarios, thus allowing the developed methodologies and improvements from
research to be adoptable and practised by the industry.
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This PhD thesis contributes to several topics concerning both short-term and long-term bus
arrival predictions in public transport systems, and more generally with methodologies utiliz-
ing large scale data and machine learning approaches to model and predict the behaviour of
passengers in modern transport systems.

Firstly, the thesis develops novel methodologies for independent bus travel time and bus arrival
models, i.e. single models that independently solve the task in question in its entirety. The
developed methodologies are motivated and applied to real-world issues and datasets from the
public transport system. Secondly, this research path is extended by presenting a framework
where multiple models can co-exist and possibly overlap to compete and support each other
for enhancing robustness, flexibility, and accuracy in a real-world prediction system. Finally,
the thesis contributes to machine learning methods and analysis of related topics, which have
in common with the previous parts their heavy use of location data and importance for public
transport planning.
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